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Welcome

to Comic-Con Special Edition

W

e are thrilled to welcome you to our very first Comic-Con
Special Edition! As our first foray back into in-person
events after the pandemic, we are excited to once again
be able to gather together to celebrate this community we all love
and the camaraderie we have sorely missed during the past several
months.
Whether it be finding that perfect item in the Exhibit Hall, meeting
the writers and artists who create the work you love, cosplaying as
your favorite character, watching the amazing creativity on display in
the Masquerade, learning a new game in our Games rooms, listening
to creators and fans discuss their works in Programming, or meeting
friends and other fans, there is a great diversity of content to pique the
interests of those of you attending and participating in the show. It is
an opportunity to learn new things, revisit old friendships and make
new ones, and share experiences and interests with like-minded fans.
As a bonus, in addition to the events on-site at Special Edition this
weekend celebrates the opening of the Comic-Con Museum in Balboa
Park! Please join us to explore the many exhibits and be among the
first to experience the official beginning of a new phase for us, one
that will let us share the joy that is Comic-Con year-round.
We look forward to this opportunity to spend time with all of you
who make this magic happen, and we are grateful that you chose to
spend your time with us. You are what makes these events a success,
and we truly appreciate your loyalty and support. We thank you and
hope you enjoy Comic-Con Special Edition as much as we’ve enjoyed
putting it together.
ROBIN DONL AN

welcome from the president

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President: Robin Donlan
Assistant to President: Lee Oeth
VP/Admin. Operations: Craig Fellows
Secretary/Exec. Assistant: Mary Sturhann
Treasurer: Lee Oeth
Directors at-Large: Frank Alison, Ned Cato Jr., Shelley Fruchey, Michelle
Hylton, Ron McFee, John Smith, Chris Sturhann, Mark Yturralde

PRESIDENT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
COMIC-CON INTERNATIONAL

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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You’re here to have fun. We’re here to make it possible for you to have that fun. For all that to happen, Comic-Con Special Edition has a few
policies that are necessary for the safety and comfort of everyone. Please comply so that you and everyone else can enjoy the convention.
These convention policies are for Comic-Con Special Edition 2021 and are subject to change.

COVID-19 HEALTH AND SAFETY

FACE MASKS
ARE REQUIRED
FOR ALL INDOOR
ACTIVITIES
REGARDLESS OF
VACCINATION STATUS
Airspace
No devices may be flown or tethered within
the confines of the Exhibit Hall or at any
Comic-Con Special Edition function in the San
Diego Convention Center and on Convention
Center grounds. This includes drones, helium
balloons and helium-filled products, or any
lighter-than-air objects either powered or
unpowered.
Badge Privacy
Your event badge is encoded with a number that allows exhibitors to obtain your
full name, company name, address, phone
number, and email address. If you allow an
exhibitor to scan your badge barcode, they
can get this information. If you do not want
exhibitors to have your contact information,
do not allow your badge to be scanned and
do not give your badge to anyone else. If an
exhibitor scans your badge and obtains your
contact information, they may contact you,
send you information, or share your information with others. Comic-Con Special Edition
does not rent, sell, lend, or give its mailing list
to anyone other than parties that need the
information to assist in producing our events
(e.g., the registration and housing companies).
Code of Conduct
Attendees must respect commonsense rules
for public behavior, personal interaction,
common courtesy, and respect for private
property. Harassing or offensive behavior will
not be tolerated. Comic-Con Special Edition
reserves the right to revoke, without refund,
the membership and badge of any attendee
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In addition to following current healthcare
and governmental guidelines, everyone
attending Comic-Con Special Edition
will be required to wear an approved
face covering regardless of vaccination
status. Face coverings should completely
cover the nose and mouth, fit snugly against
the sides of the face, and not have any gaps.
In compliance with California state and
local public health guidelines, everyone will
be required to provide verification of full
vaccination status or proof of a negative
Covid-19 test taken within 72 hours of the

not in compliance with this policy. Persons
finding themselves in a situation where they
feel their safety is at risk or who become
aware of an attendee not in compliance with
this policy should immediately locate the
nearest member of security or staff member
so that the matter can be handled in an expeditious manner.
The Comic-Con Special Edition Information
Desk is located in the lobby of Hall C of the San
Diego Convention Center. During show hours
you can always find a staff member or security
guard at the Information Desks. Please stop by
there if you have any questions or concerns.
Costume Props Policy
No functional props or weapons are allowed
at Comic-Con Special Edition. Simulated or
costume weapons are allowed as a part of
your costume, subject to prior approval by
security and compliance with the following:
 All costume props and weapons must be
inspected at one of the Costume Props
Desks, one near the lobby of Hall E, and the
second in Lobby C2, between the escalators.
 All costume props and weapons must conform to state and federal law.
 Projectile costume props and weapons
must be rendered inoperable.
 Functional (real) arrows must have their
tips removed and be bundled and zip-tied
to a quiver.
 Costume swords must be tied to your costume so that they cannot be drawn.
 Costumes featuring stilts must be
approved at the Costume Props Desk.
 At certain times, due to crowds and safety
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event to enter Comic-Con Special Edition.
These policies apply to all attendee
groups, including but not limited to exhibitors, guests, staff, press, professionals,
volunteers, and cosplayers.
Please be aware that adjustments may
need to be made to policies and guidelines during the event in order to ensure
the health and safety of all attendee groups,
so we ask that everyone please follow the
directions on informational signage and
from all staff.

issues, people in oversized costumes may
be asked to leave the Exhibit Hall.
After your costume props have been
checked, they will be tagged by security, and
you will be given a wristband to wear. Security
will escort you to the Costume Props Desk for
inspection if your costume prop is not tagged.
If you do not want to have your costume
props inspected or tagged, or if you are not
willing to comply with these policies, please
do not bring your costume weapons to ComicCon Special Edition.
No Handouts
No handing out of anything—including
flyers, stickers, cards, or any promotional
item—is allowed in any area inside or outside
the San Diego Convention Center, except from
within a booth in the Exhibit Hall or when preapproved for placement on the Freebie Tables
in Hall A.
No Bicycles, Scooters, and Hoverboards at
Comic-Con Special Edition
Scooters and bicycles are not allowed on
the San Diego Convention Center grounds,
including inside the building. By order of the
Fire Marshal, hoverboards are not allowed at
Comic-Con Special Edition, including all inside
or outside areas of the San Diego Convention
Center, and additional venues featuring
Comic-Con Special Edition events.
No Handcarts, Trolleys, Rolling Luggage,
or Oversized Strollers in the Exhibit Hall
Be aware that, for safety reasons, no handcarts,
trolleys, rolling luggage, or oversized stroll-

2021 PROGRAM BOOK

ers are allowed in the Exhibit Hall. Attendees
found on the exhibit floor with these items will
be asked to leave the Exhibit Hall.

No Market Research
Comic-Con Special Edition does not allow
market research, surveys, or information
gathering in any public area—indoors or
outdoors—of the San Diego Convention
Center, or any other venue featuring ComicCon Special Edition events.
No Paging
There will be no personal pages over the P.A.
system. Set a time and place to meet with your
family and friends and communicate with
them via text or phone when necessary. There
is also a message board available in Lobby C,
where you can post written messages.
No Pets Allowed
If you have pets, including iguanas, parrots,
boa constrictors, or other nonhuman critters,
please leave them at home. The San Diego
Convention Center will not allow animals into
the building except for service animals. If your
service animal is not wearing any kind of ID
identifying them as a service animal, you may
be stopped by security. For your convenience,
please stop by Disabled Services in the lobby
of Hall H for Service Animal Stickers for your
Comic-Con Special Edition badge.
No Retail Sales Unless Exhibit Space Has
Been Purchased
No retail sales are allowed anywhere in ComicCon Special Edition unless you purchased or
were allocated exhibit space. This includes the
Exhibit Hall, common areas such as lobbies,
program rooms, and outside venues, such as
the San Diego Convention Center grounds,
and any venue featuring official Comic-Con
Special Edition events. Retail sales are strictly
limited to the exhibitors in the Comic-Con
Special Edition Exhibit Hall. In addition, there
is no solicitation of tips, fees, or donations for
any reason, unless you have a booth, table, or
official space allocated by Comic-Con Special
Edition.

No Sitting in Exhibit Hall Aisles
By order of the Fire Marshal, sitting in the
Exhibit Hall aisles is not allowed. Lounges are
located throughout the Comic-Con Special
Edition Exhibit Hall and near food concessions for your convenience.
No Smoking, Including E-cigarettes and
Vaping Products and Devices
No smoking is allowed at any Comic-Con
Special Edition event at any time and in any
location. That includes traditional cigarettes,
pipes, cigars, or E-cigarettes and any vaping
product or device. This policy includes the
Exhibit Hall, all the Programming rooms, and
any event spaces at the San Diego Convention
Center or other Comic-Con Special Edition
venues. You are welcome to step outside the
Convention Center to smoke in designated
smoking areas only, but please be considerate of others when you do. This policy is in
place not only for the comfort of attendees
but also to comply with San Diego city ordinances prohibiting smoking at public events
near any doorway, entrance, exit, or operable
window. Noncompliance may result in ejection from the convention.
No Strollers Allowed in the Programming
Rooms
By order of the Fire Marshal, strollers are not
allowed in any of the Programming rooms.
Stroller parking is located in various areas
in the San Diego Convention Center. Stroller
parking will be free of charge and provided
on a first-come, first-served basis. Please
note: Comic-Con Special Edition will not provide security or check-in/check-out for the
strollers.

or audio recording is allowed of the footage
on the screens during movie and television
panels. The footage shown in these panels is
exclusive, brought to us by the studios and
networks. Please respect their rights and
allow us to continue to show this type of
material to our attendees.
Prohibited Items
Alcohol or alcoholic beverages are not
allowed to be brought into the San Diego
Convention Center or any official offsite
events. Bag searches may be performed at
various entry locations. Wanding and metal
detectors may be used at some locations
as well. Make sure to leave your fireworks,
handcarts, trolleys, rolling luggage, and
pets (excluding service animals) at home.
Absolutely no functioning props or weapons
are allowed. Only active on-duty police officers may carry firearms within the Convention
Center. All other persons are strictly prohibited regardless of license or status.

convention policies

No Livestreaming of Any Program or Event
at Comic-Con Special Edition
The usage of livestreaming apps and software on any electronic device (smartphones,
tablets, laptops, etc.) is not allowed in any official Comic-Con Special Edition program and
event rooms, both onsite at the San Diego
Convention Center and in other Comic-Con
Special Edition venues.

No Selfie Sticks or Similar Devices at
Comic-Con Special Edition
Selfie sticks, GoPro poles, stilts, or any device
that extends your camera or phone away from
your hand or body are not allowed at ComicCon Special Edition. If you’re seen with one
of these devices, you will be asked by security to put it away. This includes all of the San
Diego Convention Center: Exhibit Hall, programming and event rooms, etc., and on
Convention Center grounds outside, and any
official Comic-Con Special Edition events outside the Center, including the hotels.

Wearable Cameras/Video Recorders/
Camera Phones
Remember that recording of footage on
the screens during panels is prohibited (see
above). This includes any recording device,
digital, analog, or otherwise, including wearable cameras. You cannot wear these devices
during footage viewing in any program room.
Also, please turn off your devices (phones,
tablets, laptops, etc.) and put them away
during the screening of panel footage. Not
doing so interferes with everyone’s viewing
quality and causes security to think you’re
recording the clip.

Comic-Con reserves the right to
change or modify any policy or rule at
any time and without notice.

No Video or Audio Recording of Panels for
Public Display
Cameras and recording devices are permitted in program and panels rooms but cannot
be used to reproduce the presentation and
must not interfere with other fans’ enjoyment
of the presentation. Any recording of panels
or programs is allowed for personal use only
and not for broadcast in any form. No video

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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where is it?

Use this guide to locate Comic-Con Special Edition events and services. All locations are in the Convention Center unless stated otherwise.
To find specific rooms, consult the maps on page 10.
Anime
Art Show

Artists’ Alley
ATM machines

Attendee badge pickup
Autograph Area
Bag Check
Blood Drive
Blood Drive desk
Comic Arts Conference
Comic-Con Merch
Hospitality Suite
Disabled Services
Exhibitor Registration
Fan Club tables
Films

First Aid
Freebies
Gaming

Rooms 11A and 11B, Upper Level
Online via Eventeny platform; Art
Show Info desk: Exhibit Hall Booth
2034
Exhibit Hall E
Lobby, by elevator in front of Hall
C and in front of Hall E; Marriott
Hotel South Lobby
Exhibit Hall H
Sails Pavilion
Lobby, Hall F
Marriott Marina Ballroom
Exhibit Hall Booth 2034
Room 26AB, Upper Level
Exhibit Hall Booth 143, or online at
www.comic-con.shop
Marriott Marquis Pacific Ballroom
25–28, Friday/Saturday
Lobby, Hall H
Lobby, Hall D
Exhibit Hall A
Room 4, Upper Level; online via
Scener platform: www.comic-con.
org/ccse/films
Lobby, Hall C
Exhibit Hall Booth 2034
Mezzanine: Rooms 14–17,
Upper Level: Rooms 6A, 6B, and
6CF; Marriott Marquis Pacific
Ballroom 14–19; Online via
Discord platform: www.comic-con.
org/ccse/games

GRT desk
Hotel desk
How-To Sessions
Industry Registration
Info desks
Information Board
Kinko’s/FedEx
Lost & Found
Masquerade
Masquerade desk
Newsletter (daily)
Portfolio Review
Press desk
Pro Lounge
Professional Registration
Programming

Programming/Tech Office
Restaurant reservations
Show Office
Starbucks
Volunteer desk

Lobby D
Exhibit Hall H
Room 2
Exhibit Hall H
Walkways, B1, E2; Lobby, Hall C
Lobby, Hall C
Lobby, Hall D
Show Manager’s office, Lobby, Hall C
Ballroom 20, Saturday 8:00 pm
Ballroom 20 foyer
Available online, download at
www.comic-con.org
Sails Pavilion
Registration area, Exhibit Hall H
Room 10
Registration area, Exhibit Hall H
Upper Level Rooms 2, 3, 5AB,
6DE, 7AB, 8, 9, 20, 23ABC, 24ABC,
25ABC, 26AB, 29AB, 32AB
Room 30E
Lobby, Hall B
Lobby, Hall C
Lobby, Halls A and F
Exhibit Hall H

Downtown San Diego Essential Services
MAIL/SHIPPING:

OFFICE SUPPLIES:

HARDWARE STORE:

Postal Annex: 611 K Street between
6th and 7th, 619-231-2301
Post Office: E Street between 7th
and 8th (closed Sat)

Office Depot: 825 Pacific Highway,
between E & F Streets. 8:00 am to 8:00 pm
Fri; 9:00 am to 7:00 pm Sat; 10:00 am
to 6:00 pm Sun

Ace Hardware: 675 Sixth Avenue. Open
8:00 am to 7:00 pm M–F; 9:00 am
to 6:00 pm Sat; 10:00–6:00 Sun

COPIES/PRINTING:

MARKETS:

FedEx Kinko’s: Lobby D in Convention
Center, open 8:00–5:00; 6th and C,
open 6:00 am to 11:00 pm M–F, 9:00 am to
9:00 pm Sat/Sun

Ralph’s Market: between 1st and 2nd,
Market and G. Open 24 hours.
Grocery Outlet: 1002 Market Street.
Open 7:00 am to 11:00 pm
Albertson’s: 655 14th Street.
Open 6:00 am to 11:00 pm

CVS Pharmacy: 400 Fifth Avenue; 101
Park Plaza (near Petco); 645 Market St.,
between 6th and 7th

DRUG STORES:

ART SUPPLIES:

HEALTH CARE:

Sharp Urgent Care, 300 Fir St.;
858-499-2600. Open 8:00 am to 8:00 pm

Blick: 1844 India Street. Open 9:00 am to
8:00 pm M–F; 9:00 am to 7:00 pm Sat.
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Comic-Con Special Edition Robert A. Heinlein Blood Drive
across the country has reached dangerously
low levels. SDBB’s average monthly supply
of O-positive blood is the lowest it’s been
in over a decade.
Please join Comic-Con and San Diego
Blood Bank for part two of the 45th Robert
A. Heinlein Blood Drive. Your donations are
desperately needed and will save countless
lives.
The Blood Drive is being held in the
Marina Ballroom at the Marriott Marquis
on Friday (9:00–6:00), Saturday (9:00–6:00),
and Sunday (9:00–3:30). If you haven’t
already made an appointment online, you
can make an appointment at the Blood
Drive Desk in the Exhibit Hall Booth 2034.
Donors will receive a free T-shirt plus
other goodies and have a chance to win
one of many prizes donated by exhibitors.
Appointments are required for donations at
the Marriott, no walk-ins will be accepted.
Only a limited number of appointments are
available at this site.
You can also donate at any one of San
Diego Blood Bank’s eight Donation Centers
or mobile drives. Donors will receive a free

T-shirt and other goodies (while supplies
last). Appointments are required and will
be honored first, but walk-ins are welcome.
Only a limited number of appointments
are available, from Friday, November 26
through Sunday, December 12.

general information

Comic-Con’s Robert A. Heinlein Blood
Drive, the San Diego Blood Bank’s largest
and longest-running blood drive, returns
for a second time in our record-breaking
45th year for Special Edition, with donation
areas located in the Marina Ballroom at the
downtown Marriott Marquis Hotel and at
San Diego Blood Bank Donation Centers.
The growth of the blood drive over the
years has been phenomenal. It began at
San Diego Comic-Con back in 1977, at the
El Cortez Hotel. That first year, 148 pints of
blood were collected. As the convention has
grown, so has the blood drive, and earlier
this year we collected 12,894 pints of blood
over our 38-day @home blood drive, our
most successful blood drive ever.
In our long history, a total of 47,716 pints
of blood have been donated by Comic-Con
attendees, exhibitors, professionals, volunteers, and staff. The San Diego Blood
Bank estimates that your donations have
impacted more than 143,000 lives over
these 45 years.
The Blood Bank recently issued an
urgent call for blood donations, as supply

Comic-Con Special Edition 2021 Art Show is Online Only
Comic-Con’s Art Show showcases works using all kinds of media from a number of creators, both amateur and professional. If you want to
add something to your collection, these pieces are available for purchase on the Eventeny platform, at www.comic-con.org/cci/art-show.
Whether you’re looking for drawings, paintings, jewelry, sculpture, or even something more unusual, you’ll find an eclectic and beautiful
selection of items in many genres in Comic-Con Special Edition’s Art Show.

Freebies Tables
If you like free stuff, be sure to visit the Freebies Table in Exhibit
Hall Booth 2034. You’ll find everything from posters, buttons,
and special items to coupons for exhibitors. The items are
replenished and changed daily, so make sure you check back
from time to time.

Hospitality Rooms
HOSPITALITY SUITE

Looking for a place to enjoy a light snack in between the day’s
events? Come to the Hospitality Suite at the Marriott Marquis, in
Pacific Ballroom 23–26. The Hospitality Suite is open from 2:00 pm
to midnight Friday and Saturday of the convention (it’s closed on
Sunday). You must have a valid convention attendee badge to
enter the suite.

PRO SUITE

Professionals—are you looking for a place to take a break or
wait between panels? Come to the Pro Suite in Room 10 at the
Convention Center. Doors open daily at 9:00. The Pro Suite closes
at 8:00 pm on Friday and Saturday and at 5:00 pm on Sunday. Coffee
is served in the morning. You need to show a valid convention
Professional badge to enter the suite. Guests are welcome but
must be accompanied by the professional.

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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Comic-Con Museum Is Open!
As of Friday, November 26, the Comic-Con Museum in Balboa
Park is open! The Federal Building (previously home to the
Hall of Champions) has been renovated and converted into
an inviting space for fans of comics and the popular arts yearround. The Museum boasts three levels, containing galleries,
an Education Center with hands-on activities and workshops,
a theatre for programs, and more, along with a retail store.
Among the opening exhibits are a display of work by
macabre cartoonist Charles Addams, original artwork pieces
spanning eight decades of Archie Comics, a tribute to Gene
Roddenberry, and a variety of Cardboard Superheroes
constructed by the talented Lee brothers.
The Museum is located in the area of Balboa Park known
as the Palisades. Its nearest neighbors are the Air and Space
Museum, Automotive Museum, Marie Hitchcock Puppet
Theater, and the public Gymnasium.
To visit the Museum, you will need to purchase tickets in
advance by going to museum.comic-con.org/products/66.
Standard admission is $19.95; Seniors and Military: $15; Students: $14.95; Children ages 4–12: $11.95; Children ages 3 and under: Free.
You can visit the Museum during Special Edition by hopping on the shuttle bus on Harbor Drive outside of Hall H, which runs every half
hour from 10:30 to 5:00 on Friday and from 9:30 to 5:00 on Saturday and Sunday. You just need to have your Special Edition badge. If you
are driving, there are several parking lots to choose from in that area of the park.
The hours for the Museum during Special Edition are noon to 6:00 on Friday, 10:00 to 6:00 on Saturday, 11:00 to 7:00 on Sunday, and
10:00 to 6:00 on Monday and Tuesday.
The Grand Opening for the Museum will be next summer, in conjunction with Comic-Con International 2022.
Note that everyone at the Museum will be required to wear a proper face mask, even if you are fully vaccinated. Everyone’s safety is our
top priority.
You can find out more about the Museum, including information about becoming a member, at booth 2232 in the Exhibit Hall or online
at www.comic-con.org/museum.

Closure of Harbor Drive
Harbor Drive will be closed to vehicle traffic (including bikes, scooters and skateboards) between First Avenue and Park Boulevard
during Comic-Con Special Edition, with the exception of shuttle buses and emergency vehicles. Cars will be screened.
Only badged members (attendees of Comic-Con Special Edition) may access the front drive, stairs and surrounding sidewalks of
the San Diego Convention Center.
Any exhibitor or attendee with a parking pass for the Ace Parking garage directly underneath the San Diego Convention Center will
be allowed to drive through. All other drivers will be diverted away from the Convention Center.

Comic-Con Merch
This year you have three locations to choose from for purchasing fabulous Comic-Con, Comic-Con Museum, and Comic-Con Special Edition
merch for your holiday shopping needs! First is the trusty Comic-Con
Merch shop on our website (www.comic-con.shop), where you can
find a wide selection of items featuring designs for Comic-Con Special
Edition, Comic-Con, and the Comic-Con Museum. Looking for vintage
Comic-Con merch? Visit the Merch Booth onsite in the back of Hall A
(Booth 143) to pick up those items you may have missed in past years,
from shirts to hats to tiki mugs, as well as Special Edition patches and
pins! Last but not least, you can visit the newly opened gift shop at
the Comic-Con Museum for some exclusive items commemorating the
opening weekend of the Museum! There’s something for everyone!
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Services Available for the Disabled
 Special limited seating for large programming events and the
Masquerade
If you are an attendee with disabilities or a deaf/hard-of-hearing
attendee, Comic-Con Special Edition wants to make your experience as fun and as entertaining as possible, but there are a few
limitations on what can be provided. For example, programming
rooms fill up quickly, and all seating is on a first-come, first- served
basis, so special seating may not be available if you wait until the
last minute to get to the room. Please read your program schedule
in this booklet, and plan your day accordingly, keeping in mind the
popularity of most events.
The Deaf and Disabled Services team is here to help. By working together, we can make the convention enjoyable for everyone.

Special Edition Badges

Portfolio Review

Always wear your badge and hang on to it at all times! You will
need your badge to attend any Comic-Con Special Edition function, including all daytime and nighttime panels and events at the
San Diego Convention Center, events at the Marriott Marquis, and,
of course, while browsing or shopping in the Exhibit Hall. Please
keep your badge visible so that security does not have to stop you. If
you’re asked to show your badge and photo ID, please do so. Badges
are nontransferable, so please do not give your badge to a friend or
to people outside the Convention Center when you leave. Make sure
to keep your badge safe and secure at all times. Lost or damaged
badges are subject to a $150 replacement fee.

Comic-Con Special Edition offers Portfolio Reviews with companies seeking talent. While you may not get a job offer, you
will get an honest and professional appraisal of your work
from seasoned industry insiders. All Portfolio Reviews take
place in the Sails Pavilion of the San Diego Convention Center.

Daily Newsletter Goes Digital
For decades, Comic-Con has printed a daily Onsite Newsletter, ComicCon Today, to fill you in on the latest updates and happenings at the
show. With Comic-Con Special Edition, Comic-Con Today saves a tree
and joins the 21st century as a purely electronic publication. You’ll
still find all the highlights, updates, photo galleries, and hard-hitting
investigative journalism on controversial topics such as where did
Bag Check move to. Every morning of Comic-Con Special Edition,
look for a new issue uploaded at www.comic-con.org.

Volunteer Check-In
There is no onsite registration for daily volunteers. If you have
signed up to be a Comic-Con volunteer, report to the Daily Volunteer
Check-In Area in Hall H of the Convention Center. If you are interested
in volunteering next year or for any of Comic-Con’s other events, visit
the Volunteer Desk to get information about future shows.

Bag Check
Bag Check is available in the Lobby of Hall F. If you would like to
purchase boxes to ship your items, you can visit the FedEx/Kinkos
Business Center, in the Lobby of Hall D.

general information

Comic-Con Special Edition is dedicated to serving all its attendees.
The Deaf and Disabled Services Department was established to
offer a hand to visitors with special needs, including:
 Badge retrieval for those with mobility issues
 A rest area for the disabled, the elderly, expectant mothers,
and parents with small infants
 An enclosed nursing area for mothers with infants
 Wheelchairs for loan in up to three-hour increments on a firstcome, first- served basis; all you need is an ID and a deposit fee
 American Sign Language interpreters for the deaf at large panels and special events (except Film showings)
 Additional volunteer interpreters available to you for up to
three hour increments, to help you communicate on the
Exhibit Hall floor and elsewhere in the Convention Center

Committed Comics is excited to provide portfolio reviews
for aspiring fans and seasoned creators. They are seeking talented individuals who have the drive, desire, and talent to
become comic book professionals. They are hoping to find
sequential interior artists as well as creator-owned series
(with creative teams in place). Concept and storyboard artist
are welcome to submit their portfolios for networking purposes, but Committed Comics is not actively seeking talent
in those arenas. Please visit the CC website to see how to
structure your portfolios for review. Writers are encouraged
to drop off writing samples at the Committed Comics small
press booth, as those will be reviewed outside of the convention time.
 Friday
5:00–7:00
 Sunday 1:00–2:00
Studio Lo Mismo is seeking 2D traditional hand-drawn animators for paid work on an innovative independent sci-fi
feature film that combines live action and 2D animation. If
possible, please send a link to your online reel and/or your
animation portfolio to animation@studiolomismo.com for
review before coming for the review so that staff can come
prepared to discuss your work.
 Saturday 1:00 – 3:00
 Sunday 1:00 – 3:00
VIZ Originals wants to meet creators inspired by manga
techniques and would like to see samples of your sequential
art that highlight dynamic paneling, skillful black-and-white
artwork, and compelling storytelling.
 Saturday 12:00–3:00

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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CONVENTION CENTER

UPPER LEVEL ROOMS 2 THROUGH 11 • SAILS PAVILION • MEZZANINE
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8
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For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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Ballroom 6 Lobby
Sails Pavilion
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special guests

Henry Barajas

Ryan Benjamin

Ryan Benjamin is a
professional artist who
started his career in
comics in 1994 with
Image and Wildstorm.
His credits include such
top-selling comics as
Brothers Bond, WildCats,
Grifter, X-Men, Star
Wars, Iron Man, Grifter/
Midnighter, Batman
Beyond (#1 in The NY
Times), Batman, and
many more. His work as
an artist/designer can
be seen in such video
games as DC Universe
(DCUO), Marvel MOBA
games, and MLB: The
Show, and in such television shows/movies as
ThunderCats, Ultimate
Spider-Man, Pacific Rim,
and Mech X4. Ryan’s
current works include
the Brothers Bond
Board Game and his
creator-owned comic,
Spark. He also founded
Comic Pro Boot Camp in
2019, where he teaches
how to draw comics
alongside top industry
professionals.

14

Kevin Eastman

Henry Barajas is a Latinx
author best known for
his graphic memoir
about his great-grandfather Ramon Jaurigue,
La Voz De M.A.Y.O. Tata
Rambo, and for Latinx
fantasy Helm Greycastle.
He has contributed to
anthologies such as
Where We Live and The
Good Fight. Recently,
Barajas wrote the Marvel/SOMOS Healthcare
Avengers #1 to inspire
the fine people of New
York City and the Latinx
community to get the
COVID-19 vaccine.

BARAJAS

EASTMAN

Kevin Eastman co-
created Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles with Peter
Laird as a small-press
comic book starting in
1984. The Turtles quickly
made the leap to other
media and went on to
star in multiple movies,
animated TV series, and
toy lines over the years.
Kevin also owned Heavy
Metal magazine for
more than 20 years, until
2014, and he continued
to serve as its publisher
until 2020.

Greg Evans

BENJAMIN

KAREN EVANS

GREG EVANS

GRACE

Greg Evans grew up
near Disney Studios in
Burbank and yearned
to be an animator.
Walt never called, so
Greg got a credential
at CalState Northridge
and taught high school
art in El Centro and,
with his wife Betty, in
Australia. Three kids,
several jobs and numerous syndicate rejections
later, Greg hit with
Luann, a strip inspired
by his daughter, Karen.
In 2003, Greg received
the National Cartoonists Society Reuben
Award for Outstanding Cartoonist of the
Year. And in a perfect
full-circle, Karen now
co-writes the strip. “I’m
glad Walt never called,”
says Greg.

Karen Evans

As a kid, Karen’s silly
antics inspired her dad,
Greg, to create his
Luann comic strip; as an
adult, she tries to be a
smidge more serious,
conspiring with her

JENNINGS
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dad as co-author of
the strip. She is also an
educator, event organizer, and accountability coach and proudly
serves as the national
representative for the
National Cartoonists
Society. Karen lives with
her husband, horses,
and one old cat in San
Diego’s north county
and is thrilled to see everyone at SDCC Special
Edition.

Sina Grace

Sina Grace is a writer
and artist known for a
prolific library of work
that balances slice-oflife, blockbuster action,
and everything in
between. His groundbreaking Iceman series
at Marvel Comics paved
the way for Grace
to work on all of his
favorites: Jughead’s
Time Police for Archie,
Wonder Woman for DC,
Go Go Power Rangers
for BOOM! Studios, and
The Haunted Mansion
for Disney/IDW. He is
currently promoting
Getting it Together
and the upcoming
Rockstar and Softboy
at Image Comics, as
well as the comic book
continuation of the hit
game 2064: Read Only
Memories for IDW.

John Jennings

Writer/artist John
Jennings, a professor
of Media and Cultural
Studies at the University of California at Riverside, is co-editor of the
Eisner Award–winning
collection The Blacker
the Ink: Constructions
of the Black Identity in

January 6-9, 2022

Long Beach Convention Center
Register now!
animelosangeles.org

special guests

Comics and Sequential
Art. His projects include
the horror anthology
Box of Bones (Rosarium
Publishing), the Eisnerand Hugo-nominated
adaptation of Octavia
Butler’s Parable of
the Sower (ABRAMS
ComicArts, with
Damian Duffy), and the
award-winning New
York Times bestselling
graphic novel adaptation of Butler’s classic
dark fantasy novel
Kindred. He is also the
creator of the Blue Hand
Mojo graphic novel
(Rosarium Publishing)
and co-editor for Black
Comix Returns (Magnetic Press). In addition,
Jennings is founder and
curator of the Abrams
Megascope line of
graphic novels.

the board of We Need
Diverse Books and his
writing has been published by NPR, the Huffington Post, and The
New York Times. Outside
of spending time with
his wonderful wife
and kids at their home
in San Diego, Minh’s
favorite place to be is
in the middle of a good
book.
LÊ

Jae Lee

MAGGS

LEE

Minh Lê

Minh Lê is the
award-winning
picture book author
of Lift (Eisner Award
nominee) and Drawn
Together (winner of
the 2019 Asian/Pacific
American Award for
Literature). He is also
the author of the graphic novel Green Lantern:
Legacy for DC Comics
(which introduced the
newest Green Lantern,
Tai Pham). Minh has
several projects in the
works, including a
Green Lantern sequel
and A Lotus for You,
the authorized picture
book biography of
the world-renowned
Zen Buddhist monk
and Nobel Peace Prize
nominee Thich Nhat
Hanh. He serves on
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Jae Lee is a Korean
American comic book
artist known for his dark
style. In 1990 he became one of the youngest artists ever to work
for a major publisher.
He is an Eisner Award
winner for his work on
Marvel’s The Inhumans.
His art can also be seen
in Stephen King’s Dark
Tower, Before Watchmen: Ozymandias, and
Batman/Superman.

Sam Maggs

NGUYEN

NIÑO
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Sam Maggs is a bestselling writer of books,
comics, and video
games. Her most recent
works include the
novels The Unstoppable
Wasp: Built on Hope
(Marvel Press) and Con
Quest! (Macmillan) and
the graphic novels
Marvel Action: Captain
Marvel (IDW), Rick
& Morty Ever After (Oni), Tell No Tales:
Pirates of the Southern
Seas (Amulet), Fangirl (VIZ), and the
upcoming Critical Role:
Mighty Nein Origins—
Jester (Dark Horse). Her
game writing includes
work on Ratchet &
Clank: Rift Apart, Mar-

2021 PROGRAM BOOK

vel’s Spider-Man DLC,
and the upcoming Call
of Duty: Vanguard, Tiny
Tina’s Wonderlands,
and the Knights of the
Old Republic Remake. A
Canadian in Los Angeles, she misses Coffee
Crisp and bagged milk.

Dustin Nguyen

Dustin Nguyen is a New
York Times bestselling
and multiple Eisner
Award–winning comics
creator best known
for his work on the
creator-owned Image
series Descender and
Ascender and for his
various iterations of
Batman for the past 20
years. Included in his
body of work are creations for DC, Marvel,
Dark Horse, BOOM!
Studios, IDW, Mattel,
Konami, AMC Networks,
Cartoon Network, and
many more. His fondest
work is the children’s
book What Is It?, written
by his wife Nicole Hoang and illustrated by
himself. Dustin currently resides in Southern
California with his two
kids Bradley and Kaeli
along with their dog
Max. He enjoys driving,
sleeping, and sketching
things he cares about.

Alex Niño

Alex Niño, an Eisner Hall
of Fame nominee and a
pioneer of the Filipino
invasion of American
Comics in the 1970s,
is best known for his
unique style, which appeared in horror stories
published by DC, Heavy
Metal, and Warren Publishing. He was also a

Drawn & Quarterly.
Mimi won the 2021
Eisner Award for Best
Short Story and is a
past Eisner nominee.
She is creating a work
of graphic nonfiction
about Britain’s storied
Mitford Sisters, to be
published in 2023, also
by D&Q.

Cindy Pon

Scott Shaw!

Cindy Pon is the author
of Silver Phoenix (Greenwillow), which was
named one of the Top
Ten Fantasy and Science
Fiction Books for Youth
by the American Library
Association’s Booklist
and one of 2009’s best
Fantasy, Science Fiction
and Horror by VOYA; of
Serpentine and Sacrifice
(Month9Books), which
were both Junior Library
Guild selections and
received starred reviews
from School Library
Journal and Kirkus;
and of WANT (Simon
Pulse), also a Junior
Library Guild selection,
a near-future thriller set
in Taipei. The sequel,
RUSE, is out. Pon is the
co-founder of Diversity
in YA with Malinda Lo.

Mimi Pond

Mimi Pond is a lifelong
cartoonist whose works
include five humor
books and cartoons for
periodicals from the
National Lampoon to
Seventeen magazine
to The New Yorker and
the Paris Review. Her
most current books are
her two-part graphic
novels, Over Easy and
The Customer Is Always
Wrong, published by

Over the last 50 years
Scott Shaw! has created
underground comix
(Fear and Laughter),
mainstream comics
(Captain Carrot, Sonic
the Hedgehog, Simpsons
Comics), children’s books
(Marooned Lagoon),
syndicated comic strips
(Bugs Bunny), graphic
novels (Annoying
Orange), TV cartoons
(Jim Henson’s Muppet
Babies), advertising
(Post Pebbles cereal),
toys, trading cards,
video games, packaging
art, and more. He is
currently producing a
cartoon, finishing a new
story for Aces Weekly,
and writing his Retrofan
column. Scott’s work
has garnered him four
Emmy Awards, an Eisner
Award, and a Humanitas
Award. He’s known
for his Oddball Comics
Live! show (the book
is coming soon) and
playing Quick Draw! with
Mark Evanier and Sergio
Aragonés. Scott was one
of those who created
San Diego Comic-Con.

PON

Sponsored by St. Martin’s
Publishing Group
FRIDAY ONLY

William Stout

POND

SPINER

SHAW!

Brent Spiner

Brent Spiner is an actor,
comedian, and singer
best known for playing
the android Lieutenant

Commander Data
on Star Trek: The Next
Generation from 1987 to
1994. He has appeared
in numerous television
roles, in films, and in
theater on Broadway,
Off-Broadway, and Los
Angeles. He currently
has a role in the TV
series Star Trek: Picard.
Brent’s first book, Fan
Fiction: A Mem-Noir:
Inspired by True Events, is
available now.

special guests

visual developer for Disney, having worked on
features such as Mulan,
Treasure Planet, Atlantis,
and The Emperor’s New
Groove. Alex continues
to produce stunning
and incredible art for
commissions. His recent
works are available at
AlexNino.net.

STOUT

William Stout is one of a
handful of people who
have attended every
San Diego Comic-Con.
Early in his career he
assisted Russ Manning,
Harvey Kurtzman, and
Will Elder. Stout drew
the Wizards poster and
about 120 other film
ads. His 70+ film career
includes both Conan
movies, Predator, Masters of the Universe, Return of the Living Dead
and Pan’s Labyrinth. His
book The Dinosaurs: A
Fantastic New View of
a Lost Era inspired Michael Crichton’s Jurassic
Park. Bill has murals at
the Houston Museum
of Natural Science, Walt
Disney’s Animal Kingdom, the San Diego
Natural History Museum, and the San Diego
Zoo. The hardcover Fantastic Worlds: The Art of
William Stout covers his
50-year career. Bill is
currently assembling a
box set containing all of
his comics work.

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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friday schedule

FILMS

C O N V EN T I O N CEN T ER , R O O M 4
1:00
2:50
4:40
6:20
8:10
10:00

The Polar Express (G)
Elf (PG)
Jingle All the Way (PG)
Edward Scissorhands (PG-13)
Gremlins (PG)
Die Hard (R)

anime

C O N V EN T I O N CEN T ER , R O O M 11 A
12:30
12:45
1:10
1:35
2:00
2:25
2:50
3:05
3:30
3:55
4:20
4:45
5:10
5:35

Tonari no Seki-Kun: The Master of Killing Time
Mahoraba Heartful Days
His and Her Circumstances
Tada Never Falls In Love
Haruka Nogizaka’s Secret
My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU
Galaxy Angel
Real Girl
All Purpose Cultural Cat Girl Nuku Nuku
Hayate The Combat Butler
Nagasarete Airanto
RIN-NE
Dirty Pair
Food Wars!

6:00
6:25
6:50
7:15
7:40
8:05
8:30
8:55
9:20
9:45
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:25

Nura: Rise Of The Yokai Clan: Demon Capital
Konosuba
Seven Senses of the Re’Union
Blessing Of The Campanella
Is It Wrong To Pick Up Girls In A Dungeon?
Actually I Am…
MM!
Please Teacher
Waiting In The Summer
Ah My Buddha
Ao-Chan Can’t Study
Please Twins
Nakaimo My Little Sister Is Among Them
Inukami

anime

C O N V EN T I O N CEN T ER , R O O M 11B
12:30
12:45
1:10
1:35
2:00
2:25
2:50
3:05
3:30
3:55
4:20
4:45
5:10
5:35

20

Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
Aria The Origination
World Trigger
Martian Successor Nadesico
Majestic Prince
Lost Universe
Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
El-Hazard The Wanderers
Log Horizon
Shining Tears X Wind
Outbreak Company
Big Order
Medaka Box
One Punch Man

Comic-Con® Special Edition

6:00
6:25
6:50
7:15
7:40
8:05
8:30
8:55
9:20
9:45
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:25

|

Fantastic Detective Labyrinth
Release The Spyce
Sorcerer Hunters
Assassins Pride
Irresponsible Captain Tylor
The Prince of Smiles
In/Spectre
Ushio & Tora
K Return Of Kings
Sword Gai
Magical Canan
Val X Love
Koi Koi Seven
Cutey Honey Universe

2021 PROGRAM BOOK

PM

PM

2

HOW TO

Comic Book
Coloring:
Then & Now

ROOM
5AB

The Black Panel

ROOM
6DE

The 21st Annual
Animation
Show of Shows
JAKKS Pacific
& Disguise
Costumes

ROOM
7AB
ROOM
8

ROOM 23ABC

ROOM 24ABC

Scout Comics/
ComiXology
Originals: Jock Thunder Comics: Slow City Blues
First Look
and Jeff Lemire

Spotlight on
William Stout

WORKSHOPS

ROOM 26AB

ROOM 29AB

ROOM 32AB

CAC 1: The
Long Run

A R T

Intellectual
Property 101

ASIFA

Robotech

Klingon
Lifestyles

Studio Ghibli Spirited Away
20th Anniversary Screening

Cultural
Appreciation
Is Not Cultural
Appropriation

Dispatches From
Middle-Earth:
LOTR

Crazy Talk:
Coping with
COVID

Star Wars
Trivia Game

Rod Serling’s
Night Gallery:
An After-Hours
Tour

Small Print
Comics 101

Spotlight on
Mimi Pond

Family Feud:
Librarians
Vs. Fans

Over 30 Cosplay

ComiXology
Originals + Dark
Horse Books =
Awesome

Masquerade
101

Swipe Right for
Superheroes!

On the Mic
Podcast Live

Professional
Pivoting

Career Paths
Into Game
Development

Ray Bradbury,
Forry Ackerman,
Ray Harryhausen

9

8

How To Become
Superhero Fit

Scott Shaw!’s Babylon 5: Past,
Oddball Comics Present & Future

C O N F E R E N C E

Causeplay: In
Service to Others

PM

PM

7

Fan Fiction
with
Brent Spiner

CAC 2: Invisible CAC 3: Comics and Social
Justice at SDSU
Man(Hunter)

Little Fish:
Comics,
Community &
Collaboration
CBLDF: Civic
Engagement
and Comics

This Manga Is
Awesome!

How To Make A
Movie Using A
SmartPhone

Romance in SciFi
Fantasy and
Horror

Path to Equality
Through Latina
Superheroes

PM

6

VFX: Creating
Fan-Favorite
Thrillers

Spotlight on
Kevin Eastman

X-Men Fandom
Panel: Live

Working in
Indie Comics

C O M I C S

25ABC

Dynamic
Sketching
Technique with
Peter Han

The Nacelle
Company: Boldly
Going Forward

Naming Kids
(& Other Things
in Your Life)
The Geek Way

PM

5

UFOs:
Fact & Fiction

The Future of
Doctor Who

The Infinite
Canvas; the
Rise of Korean
Webcomics

PM

4

Making A Living
Being Creative

The Power of
Color: Race
Swapping

GeekED: The
Return of the
Campus

The “Science” of
Fast & Furious

Couples Who
Cosplay

Simpsons
Collectors
Group

Future Indies
You Must See

friday schedule

How to Be a
One-Person
Comic Company

ROOM 2

PM

3

Comic-Con 2019
Panel Replay

Ghostbusters:
Law for the
Afterlife

Lumpia with a Vengeance
Exclusive Screening
The Story of
Empowering
Sinphony: A
Filmmakers & Clubhouse Horror
Content Creators
Anthology

Pet Finders,
Storytellers:
Steampunk
Dark Speculative
Elevators,
Turn Your
Choosing,
Variants Across
Young Adult Unicorns, Aliens,
Centering, and
the Pop Culture Fandom Into Cash
Fiction
and More
Celebrating
Divide

Gorilla Tales
with
Don McLeod

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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aM

AM

saturday schedule

10

ROOM 2
HOW TO

PM

PM

12

Figure Drawing for
Popular Media

How to Create
Cutting Edge Art
for Comics

How to Create Safe
Spaces in the
Geek Community

Cosplay:
The Spice of Life

From Serpent
Demons to Brujas

ROOM
5AB

Spotlight on
Dustin Nguyen

Key Frames:
Creators Talk Their
Star Wars
Favorite Single
Samurai Universe
Panels in Comics

ROOM
6DE
Cardboard
Superheroes:
Past, Present, and
Future

ROOM
8

Judging the Eisner
Awards 2021

ROOM
9

Everyone’s
A Critic

ROOM 23ABC

ROOM 24ABC

WORKSHOPS

Pitches, Pilots,
and Beyond

New Creator
Panel: Official
Ronin Comics

Native American
Comics & Culture:
Emerging Tech

From Concept to
Audiobook

100 Years of
Visual Effects

Indie Toy
Makers
Unite!

Winchester
Mystery House
Online Puzzle
Games

Spotlight
on
Jae Lee

Stan Lee’s
Alliances: An
Expanding
Universe

Funmaker Mike

Mexican Bronze
Age of Comics

SEE
NEXT
PAGE

The ABC’s of NFTs

Mictlan:
Down the Shipping
Ancient
Tumblr Rabbit Hole
Mythical
with Psychologists
Tale

Manawa Kau:
AAPI Creators
Discussion

Dinosaurs vs.
Unicorns

3

After “Always”:
the Harry Potter
Fandom in 2021

The 2021 Comic-Con Special Edition Masquerade
Starting at 8:00pm

BALLROOM 20

25ABC

Set Secrets with
Film and TV
Creatives

Spotlight on
Ryan Benjamin

Avatar: Braving
The Elements
Live Podcast

Darknights and
Day Dreams

PM

2

1

ROOM
3

ROOM
7AB

22

PM

11

Art into Activism: Designing Tabletop
Worldbuilding &
Social Impact
Games: Designer
Storytelling
Storytelling
Roundtable
The Changing
Faces of
Pop Culture

ComiXology
Originals:
Brian Azzarello
and Will Dennis
C O M I C S

CAC 4:
Comics and Psychology

It’s a Great Big
Genre-verse

Kevin Eastman
Studios
A R T

Zombies, Blips, and
the Apocalypse!
Why Write Stories
About Disruptions?

Spotlight on
Sina Grace

Making
Your
First
Comic

C O N F E R E N C E

CAC 5: Dystopia Now!

CAC 6: Comics, History,
and Nostalgia

ROOM 26AB

The Relationship
Between Comics
& Pro Wrestling

Turning Comic
Book Dreams
Into Reality

Developing Global
Myth from the
Muslim World

The Women’s
Color Code

Metaverse
Creators

ROOM 29AB

Adapting the
Biggest IPs for
Tabletop

Protecting Your
Legacy: Wills, Gifts,
and the Creative
Afterlife

CBLDF:
Defending the
Future

A Lawyer’s
Holiday Special

Roddenberry and
The Comic-Con
Museum

Comic-Con® Special Edition
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PM

PM

3

HOW TO

PM

5

Observational
Create an Original
Drawing Without Comic Book Hero
Using Perspective With Kim Krizan
Theory
How to Get Into
Character

Perfecting &
Pitching the
Picture Book

ROOM
5AB

Spotlight
on
Jae Lee

Lights, Camera:
Identity!
Never Alone

Mega64 Panel
For Giving Thanks

NBC’s
La Brea

The “Bad Movie
Medicine”
Holiday Special

ROOM
7AB

Destination Fear:
To Hell and Back

The Cartoon
Career of
Scott Shaw

Join the Writers of
Call of Duty:
Vanguard

Pop Culture
Fantasy Draft

Mictlan: Adapting Famous Storytelling Master
Ancient
Books & TV
Class: Writing for
Mythical
For Comics
Animation
Tale

ROOM
8
ROOM
9

Spotlight on
Sam Maggs

ROOM 24ABC

Storyboarding:
The Ins and Outs

Mythology of
Final Fantasy

Dr. Horrible’s
Sing-Along Blog

Bat in the Sun

Fandom Has Saved
SciFi Franchises

Revolutionizing
Animation

Spotlight on
Henry Barajas

Finance for
Creatives

Gorilla With A Pen:
The World of
Esports

Spies, Secrets,
and Espionage

Video Game
Industry:
Forge Your Career

You Are My
Art Acquisition for Bringing Worlds
Childhood:
Stars of Spiritual Themes
To Life: Publishing
Trading Cards
in Comics
TV
Shows
From
a
Tabletop Games
and Games
Bygone Era
Making
ComiXology
TOKYOPOP:
Your
I Didn’t Know That
Originals: Past,
First
Present and Future
Had a Manga
Comic

Web Comics:
Healing in Four
Panels

Engaging Students
with Comics in the STEAM Superstars
Classroom

25ABC

WORKSHOPS

Spirit Skies Vol. 2
Goes to Panama

ROOM 26AB

Make Mine
Ultima

“The State of
the Trek”
Fan Forum 2021

ROOM 29AB

Antagonists,
Villains and
Monsters, Oh My!

Cultural Impact
and Celebration of
Fight Choreo

9

Kamen Rider 50th Anniversary and Beyond
Panel and Movie Screening

Space Command:
Epic Adventures!

Outlandish
Confabulation:
An Outlander Fan
Panel

Inside The Horror
Film Bundy Manor

The 2021 ComicCon Special Edition
Masquerade

The 2021 Comic-Con Special Edition Masquerade
Starting at 8:00pm

BALLROOM 20

ROOM 23ABC

Why Monsters
Never Die

PM

8

Prop Shop Talk
With SheProp

Major Grom:
Indie Toy
Plague Doctor
Makers American Dream
Unite!
Made in Russia

ROOM
6DE

PM

7

ROOM
3

Let’s Talk
BookTok

PM

6

saturday schedule

How to Promote
Yourself and
Your Work Online

ROOM 2

PM

4

Comic-Con Special
Edition Masquerade
Simulcast

Trivia for the
Rest of Us

The Science of
Star Wars

Comic-Con 2019
Panel Replay

The Rise of the
Ethnogothic

No Tow Trucks
Beyond Mars

The Enduring
Appeal Of The
Alien Franchise

The Nearest
Stars Within
100 Light Years

Comics on
Comics: Live! 10th
Anniversary Show

Telling the Story
of Comic-Con

Bronies React to
A New Generation

Docs that Rock

Selling the Hit:
The Stunt Industry

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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saturday schedule

FILMS

10:00
12:00
1:40
3:50

C O N V EN T I O N CEN T ER , R O O M 4
5:50
Summer of Soul (PG-13)
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (PG)
8:00 Batman (PG-13)
Buck Rogers in the 25th Century (PG)
10:05 Professor Marston and the Wonder Women (R)
Snake Eyes (PG-13)
Free Guy (PG-13)

anime

C O N V EN T I O N CEN T ER , R O O M 11 A
10:00
10:25
10:50
11:15
11:40
12:05
12:30
12:45
12:55
1:10
1:35
2:00
2:25
2:50
3:05
3:30
3:55
4:20

Is The Order A Rabbit?
Super Gals!
Sister Princess
Himouto! Umaru-chan
Ultra Maiden
Golden Time
Tonari no Seki-Kun: The Master of Killing Time
Mahoraba Heartful Days
Tonari no Seki-Kun: The Master of Killing Time
His And Her Circumstances
Science Fell in Love So I Tried To Prove It
Haruka Nogizaka’s Secret
My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU
Galaxy Angel
Real Girl
All Purpose Cultural Cat Girl Nuku Nuku
Hayate The Combat Butler
Nagasarete Airanto

4:45
5:10
5:35
6:00
6:25
6:50
7:15
7:40
8:05
8:30
8:55
9:20
9:45
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:25

RIN-NE
Dirty Pair
Food Wars!
Nura: Rise Of The Yokai Clan: Demon Capital
Konosuba
Seven Senses of the Re’Union
Blessing Of The Campanella
Is It Wrong To Pick Up Girls In A Dungeon?
Actually I Am…
MM!
Please Teacher
Waiting In The Summer
Ah My Buddha
Ao-Chan Can’t Study
Please Twins
Nakaimo My Little Sister Is Among Them
Inukami

anime

C O N V EN T I O N CEN T ER , R O O M 11B
10:00
10:25
10:50
11:15
11:40
12:05
12:30
12:55
1:10
1:35
2:00
2:25
2:50
3:05
3:30
3:55
4:20

24

Sherlock Hound
The Squid Girl
Hunter X Hunter
Elemental Gelade
Chidori RSC
Battle Athletes
Aria The Origination
Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
World Trigger
Martian Successor Nadesico
Majestic Prince
Lost Universe
Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
El-Hazard The Wanderers
Log Horizon
Shining Tears X Wind
Outbreak Company

Comic-Con® Special Edition

4:45
5:10
5:35
6:00
6:25
6:50
7:15
7:40
8:05
8:30
8:55
9:20
9:45
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:25

|

Big Order
Medaka Box
One Punch Man
Fantastic Detective Labyrinth
Release The Spyce
Sorcerer Hunters
Assassins Pride
Irresponsible Captain Tylor
The Prince of Smiles
In/Spectre
Ushio & Tora
K Return Of Kings
Sword Gai
Magical Canan
Val X Love
Koi Koi Seven
Cutey Honey Universe

2021 PROGRAM BOOK

/underdawgcomics

Don’t grow up
Read a comic

/underdawgcomics

Join us every Saturday @5pm Pacific
for a live claim/obo comics sale
ad supported by thetiltedstick.com and myrestingstitchface.com

AM

PM

sunday schedule

11

PM

12
How to Color
a Comic or
Comic Art

ROOM
5AB

The 501st Legion: Lowbrow, Surreal,
Star Wars Villainous Monster, and Tiki
Art in America
Costuming

The
Grant Imahara
Tribute Panel

ROOM
7AB

The VFX of
Doctor Who

ROOM
9

ROOM 23ABC

ROOM 24ABC

25ABC

WORKSHOPS

ROOM 32AB

Unnecessary
Debates

‘Tis the Season:
Hack the Holidays

Accelerating
Evolution

At the Ruins of Pop
How to Get News Culture: Saving the
Coverage
World One Story at
a Time
The Christian
Comic Arts
Society Meeting

Conspiracy
Theories &
Propaganda In
Pop Culture

PM

4

Mold, Resin 3D
Printing, and FX
Techniques

The Dojo District

5

We Are Groot:
Large Cosplay
on a Budget

Vision To Reality

Buffy Musical:
Once More With Feeling

The Psychology
of Christmas

TOKYOPOP:
Process Hex: How
Holiday House and
Representation in to Make Your Own
Pixel+Ink:
Romance Manga
Short Comic
Unlikely Heroes

The Toy Panel

Bringing Sci-Fi &
Horror from Script
to Screen

Comic-Con Special Edition
Masquerade Replay

The Origin of
Comic-Con from
the “Kids” That
Started It

Spotlight on Greg
and Karen Evans

Ahead of the Game:
Collecting in the
Digital Age

Cartoon Cereal History & Evolution
TMNT from Comic The Importance of Full-Time Creative
Boxes from
of Costuming in Book to Big Screen Online Branding &
Work on a
Around the World
Fandom
Professionalism Part-Time Schedule

Breaking and
Staying in Comics

Spotlight on
Minh Lê

C O M I C S
CAC 7: Who
Watches ... the
Legal Department

ROOM 26AB

ROOM 29AB

The Greatest
Voices in
Animation and
Games

Legion M:
Fans Unite

PM

3

Supporting the How to Make Halo
Armor and Props
Neurodiverse,
BIPOC & LGBTQIA with Anvil Station

HOW TO

ROOM
6DE

PM

2

ROOM 2

ROOM
8

26

PM

1

A R T

Spotlight on
Alex Niño

Jim Starlin:
Dreadstar Returns

Comic-Con Special
Edition Talk Back

C O N F E R E N C E

CAC 8: Comics
and Education

CAC 9: Comics, Style,
and Form

Nerdy Finance

San Diego International Children’s Film Festival

Just the Facts:
CBLDF: Algorithms
CBLDF Comics in
and the New
Education Survey Digital Censorship

Storytelling Arts
of Latinx
YA Comics

Special Edition of The
Writers Coffeehouse

Comic-Con® Special Edition

Big Dreams and
Latino Projects

The Kids Are
(Kinda) All Right

|

Bringing Video
Games into Reality

Empowering
Diverse Creators

2021 PROGRAM BOOK

Spotlight on
John Jennings

FILMS

CONVENTION CENTER, ROOM 4
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (G)
Walt Disney’s: Alice in Wonderland (G)

1:15
3:30

The Muppets’ Wizard of Oz (TV-PG)
Return to Oz (PG)

anime

CONVENTION CENTER, ROOM 11A
10:00
10:25
10:50
11:15
11:40
12:05
12:30
12:55
1:20

Is The Order A Rabbit?
Super Gals!
Sister Princess
Himouto! Umaru-chan
Ultra Maiden
Golden Time
Mahoraba Heartful Days
His And Her Circumstances
Tada Never Falls In Love

1:45
2:10
2:35
2:50
3:15
3:40
4:05
4:30

Haruka Nogizaka’s Secret
My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU
Galaxy Angel
Real Girl
All Purpose Cultural Cat Girl Nuku Nuku
Hayate The Combat Butler
Nura: Rise Of The Yokai Clan: Demon Capital
RIN-NE

sunday schedule

10:00
11:50

anime

10:00
10:25
10:50
11:15
11:40
12:05
12:30
12:55
1:20

Sherlock Hound
The Squid Girl
Hunter X Hunter
Elemental Gelade
Chidori RSC
Battle Athletes
Aria The Origination
World Trigger
Martian Successor Nadesico

CONVENTION CENTER, ROOM 11B
1:45
Majestic Prince
2:10
Lost Universe
2:35
Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
2:50
El-Hazard The Wanderers
3:05
Log Horizon
3:30
Shining Tears X Wind
4:05
Outbreak Company
4:30
Sorcerer Hunters

san diego international children’s film festival
CONVENTION CENTER, ROOM 26AB

11:00-12:00 Program #1
My Friend Rocky
Blanket
Marina Moshkova
Things You Can Do with Extendable Arms
Teddy Bear Rescue
Robot Farmer

1:00-2:00 Program #3
Preheated
The Hole
Sugarbug
Tyler Nix, Monster Child
The Bird & the Whale
Two Balloons

12:00-1:00 Program #2
The Home Office
Odd Dog
Push
Asteroid Season
Dream Catcher
Enkata

2:00-3:00 Program #4
Fresh Air
Sum of Its Parts
Un Idea
Angel’s Trumpet
The Big Questions in Life
Biff & Me
The Statue

3:00-4:00 Program #5
5 Minutes Peace
Driver’s Ed
Framed!
4:00-5:00 Program #6
Arthur & the Seagull
Mt. Sundae
Gallery Experience
Is This Real?
Orange O Despair
Captain Fish
Luz

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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programs introduction

Important Notes About Comic-Con Special Edition Programs

C

omic-Con Special Edition features a comprehensive and
diverse schedule of programming events. It spans all three
days and includes 13 separate rooms in the Convention
Center, ranging from 256 seats to 1,000 seats to the larger 4,250-seat
Ballroom 20 for the Masquerade on Saturday night.
The Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina Hotel is the host
for several Special Edition functions, adjacent to the Convention
Center on the Hall A side. Events are in Pacific Ballroom 14–16, 17–
19, 21–22, 23–26 and the Marina Ballroom. The Marriott Marquis
serves as the headquarters hotel for games and the Hospitality
Suite.
As attendance at Comic-Con events has grown, so has the
number of people attending the programs. To make everyone’s
programming experience as safe and pleasant as possible, please
follow these guidelines. While they apply to all events and
rooms at Comic-Con Special Edition, including anime, film screenings, and games, they are particularly important in the larger programming rooms. These procedures are for safety purposes and
to help ease line and crowd control issues. They include:
 Some of the larger rooms have specific areas for lining up. When
you’re in a room, please watch the presentations on the screens
that occur between events for directions for leaving once a program is over. Also, look for signage that will help you locate the
correct line for each programming room.
 Comic-Con Special Edition has a break between programs in
Room 6DE. This break is to help get attendees in and out in
a timely manner. The room will not be cleared during these
breaks. (The programs in the other rooms—2, 3, 5AB, 7AB, 8,
9, 23ABC, 24ABC, 25ABC, 26AB, 29AB, and 32AB—will still run
back-to-back without breaks.)
 In addition to following current health-care and governmental
guidelines, everyone attending Comic-Con Special Edition will
be required to wear an approved face covering regardless of
vaccination status at all times, even while sitting. Face coverings
should completely cover the nose and mouth, fit snugly against
the sides of the face, and not have any gaps.
 There is absolutely no eating or drinking permitted in
program rooms. Masks must be worn at all times.
PLEASE KEEP IN MIND …
• Seating in all event rooms at Comic-Con Special Edition
is on a first-come, first-served basis. Because of the number of
attendees, simply having a badge does not guarantee a seat in
programs and events or an autograph from a specific celebrity. If
there is a specific program or presentation you would like to see,
it’s always a good idea to plan accordingly and arrive early.
• Seating is limited in each room, from the smallest (256
seats) to the largest (1,000). To help everyone, please:
• Do not put bags, food, or other items on the seat next to you.
• Please do not save seats.

• Don’t leave gaps in seating. Please fill in all seats.
• If you are standing in a room, you may be asked to move or to
find a seat. This request is for safety reasons and is under the jurisdiction of the Fire Marshal. Standing in any programming room at
any time is not recommended.
• There is no reserved seating for press. Press badges do not
guarantee entry to any event.
• Rooms will not be cleared between programs. You are permitted to stay in the same room for multiple programs (with certain exceptions; if a room is to be cleared, it will be announced).
• Full rooms: Rooms filled to capacity will be closed, and no
additional attendees will be admitted. This policy is under the
jurisdiction of the Fire Marshal.
• Recording of any of the video footage or images projected onto the screens in any of the rooms is strictly prohibited.
Panel presenters go to great lengths and expense to bring these
special presentations for Comic-Con Special Edition. In many cases, they are exclusive, specifically for you, the Comic-Con Special
Edition attendees. Recording of any of these presentations, by
any means, including cameras and camera phones, is a violation
of copyright law. Please don’t ruin it for everyone! Comic-Con has
an exemplary record in this regard, and that’s why you’ll continue to see exclusive material only at our events, but only you can
make sure that continues.
• Photography: Each program has its own set of rules, and
sometimes photography is allowed. When taking pictures, please
keep these guidelines in mind:
• Keep flash photography to a minimum.
• Take photographs from your seat.
• Selfie sticks, GoPro poles, or any device that extends your
camera or phone away from your hand are not allowed.
• Follow the rules of each particular panel. Some events will
not allow photography of any kind. An announcement will be
made if that is the case.
• Q&A: When asking questions of the people on stage, please
be courteous. Because of time constraints, sometimes not everyone who gets in line will be able to ask a question. In the bigger
room, 6DE, your question will be screened before you can ask it.
• Cell phones: Just like in a movie theater, please silence all
cell phones when you enter any programming room. If you must
take a call, please leave the room to do so, but be advised that if
the room is full and closed, you may not get back in. At all times,
please be courteous to your neighbors.
• Trash: Please take your trash with you. Remember that other
people will also be attending events in the room following you.
Do not leave trash on the chairs or in the area around your seat.
• Cancellations: In rare instances, a panel will have to be cancelled because of a situation out of Comic-Con’s control. Keep in
mind that all programs, events, and listed appearances are subject to change.

WonderCon, Comic-Con International, SAM, and Comic-Con Special Edition have the best attendees in the world and everyone in the pop culture industries knows this. That’s why Comic-Con events have the most incredible guests and programs
of any convention. We know you’re here because you love this stuff as much as we do. We are all fans. Please keep the above
guidelines in mind at all times, and everyone will have a safe, courteous, and fun time at the show!
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This is the official Comic-Con Special Edition 2021 Friday programming schedule as of press time. Please note that this schedule is subject to change. Panelists
scheduled to appear at each event are also subject to change. Please check the daily schedule signs outside each programming room for updated information.

friday programs

FRIDAY
2:00–3:00 | How to Be a One-Person
Comic Company—Times have changed
and now one person can do it all—that is, if
you know how! Award-winning comics creator Brian Haberlin will show you how to
leverage new technology to not only create
comics but also make your own collectibles
and animations to promote and sell your
creations. Everything the big companies
do, you can do now yourself! Room 2
2:00–3:30 | The Black Panel 25—The
Black Panel has been an annual event at
Comic-Con for over two decades. The panel
has welcomed some of the biggest names
in pop culture media. After a two-year
absence, it returns to a changed America,
as always hosted by Michael Davis (writer/
artist; co-founder, Milestone). Room 5AB
2:00–3:30 | 21st Annual Animation Show
of Shows—The Animation Show of Shows
returns with a curated selection of the “best
of the best” animated short films created
by students and professionals from around
the world. Featuring eight films from seven
countries. Curator/producer Ron Diamond
presents and will lead a post-show Q&A.
Room 6DE
2:00–3:00 | Nintendo, Sonic, Disguise
Costumes, and More!: Jakks Pacific and
Disguise Costumes’ New Releases—
Nintendo, Sonic the Hedgehog, and Apex
Legends, Disguise Costumes, and more! Join
JAKKS Pacific for an exclusive preview of all
the new figures and collectibles releasing
in the coming months. Jennifer Gracia,
Jackie Soto, and Whitney Hatfield from
Disguise offer a look at some innovative
new costumes coming to retail! Following
the preview will be a Q&A with members
of the development teams and special giveaways. Room 7AB
2:00–3:00 | ComiXology Originals
Presents: CONversatsions with Snow
Angels’ Jock and Jeff Lemire—Enter The
Trench. Superstar creators Jeff Lemire and
Jock join remotely along with comiXology
Originals’ head of content Chip Mosher
for a wide-ranging discussion about Snow

30

Angels, Lemire and Jock’s bestselling 2021
digital first comic, coming out in print in
2022. Room 23ABC
2:00–3:00 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #1: The Long Run: Structure in
the Very-Long-Form Mainstream Comics
Narrative—Chris Claremont has described
his 1975–1991 work as Uncanny X-Men’s
writer as “a novel,” but in practice it’s more
like an extended free improvisation, perpetually evolving past the focus and form it had
taken a few months earlier. In this talk and
slideshow, Douglas Wolk (Portland State
University), the author of All of the Marvels:
A Journey to the Ends of the Biggest Story Ever
Told, analyzes and compares the narrative
superstructures of some years-long Marvel
Comics serials that have a single writer
(and multiple artists): Claremont’s X-Men,
Dan Slott’s Amazing Spider-Man/Superior
Spider-Man, Mark Gruenwald’s Captain
America, Jonathan Hickman’s Avengers/New
Avengers/Secret Wars, and Doug Moench’s
Master of Kung Fu. Room 25ABC
2:00–3:00 | CBLDF: Civic Engagement
and Comics—The past few years have
represented a sea change in how people
engage with their communities, with vital
exercises of First Amendment rights in protests and the art that rises around them. As
with many artistic endeavors, civic engagement has been an integral part of comics
since the format’s origin, addressing issues
as diverse as women’s rights, civil rights,
LGBTQ+ representation, antiracism, and so
much more. Panelists explore how comics
have been used to address social and political issues in the past and how contemporary
creators and educators are using comics to
engage the community. Room 29AB
2:30–3:30 | The Future of Doctor Who—
Karen Glover, Kristi Schoeman, Cody
Shoberg, and River Alexandra Song (all
cosplayers withTime Travelers unLtd) discuss the importance of keeping it fresh and
changing so the long-running Doctor Who
continues to live. Moderated by Sandro
Monetti (actor and writer) with a Q&A.
Room 8
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2:30–3:30 | Spotlight on William Stout—
What a career William Stout has had! He is
one of a handful of people who have been
to every San Diego Comic-Con. Early in his
career he assisted Russ Manning, Harvey
Kurtzman, and Will Elder. Stout drew the
Wizards poster and about 120 other film
ads. His book The Dinosaurs: A Fantastic New
View of a Lost Era inspired Michael Crichton’s
Jurassic Park. Bill has murals at the Houston
Museum of Natural Science, Walt Disney’s
Animal Kingdom, the San Diego Natural
History Museum, and the San Diego Zoo.
Learn all about his 50-year career in comics,
films, amusement park design, and much
more. Room 24ABC
2:30 –3:30 | Little Fish: Comics,
Community, and Collaboration—Little
Fish Comic Book Studio, San Diego’s own
nonprofit comics studio and advocacy
group, is proud to have you join them for
a look back at the last (almost!) decade of
comics education and advocacy. They’re
taking a look at the history of the studio
and the impact that the comic arts are
making on the local comic community and
the larger world. Featuring Alonso Nuñez
(executive director), Alison Flynn (president), Trisha Richter (KPBS, One Book
One San Diego), Rene Lafargue (Kevin
Workman Foundation), and the brightest
new talent around, from inside the studio
and out. Room 26AB
2:30–3:30 | Storytellers: Choosing,
Centering, and Celebrating—Creators
share how they make story choices about
who the central characters are or the broad
strokes and the details that reinforce or
expand our understanding of the world to
craft stories for everyone. Panelists includ
Comic-Con Special Edition special guests
Henry Barajas (Helm Greycastle, Book 1)
and Sam Maggs (The Unstoppable Wasp:
Built on Hope), along with Aminah Mae
Safi (Travelers Along the Way: A Robin Hood
Remix), Mallory O’Meara (Girly Drinks),
Eva Leigh (Waiting for a Scot Like You), and
Elle Cruz (How to Survive a Modern-Day
Fairy Tale), with moderator Maryelizabeth
Yturralde. Room 32AB
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3:00–4:00 | What’s in a Name: Naming
Kids (and Other Things in Your Life) the
Geek Way—Scott Rubin (Naming Your
Little Geek) and friends Jessica Lynn Verdi
(Heartbeats, You Don’t Know, Nick), Jeremy
Adams (writer, Supernatural, Flash comics),
and Chris Bramante (Robot Teammate,
Thank You for Questing) discuss fun ways to
discover, research, and choose all the coolest
names for your kids, pets, cars, Wi-Fi networks, RPG characters, and more. Room 7AB
3:00–4:00 | Working in Indie Comics—
The world of indie comics can appear
insular and intimidating. How do you go
from wanting to be an indie comics creator
to making your dream a successful reality? Then, how do you maintain a career in
indie comics once you have your foot in the
door? Get the scoop from five creators who
have cracked the code: David Lucarelli
(Tinseltown), Madeleine Holly-Rosing
(Boston Metaphysical Society), Don Nguyen
(Pablo the Gorilla), Nicholas Doan (Monster
Elementary), and Christie Shinn (Demon
B!tch). Free comics for everyone who asks a
question! Room 9
3:00–4:00 | Scout Comics/Thunder
Comics: First Look Featuring Eternus
from Director/Actor Andy Serkis and
Artist/Director Andrew Levitas—Indie
comic studio Scout Comics & Entertainment
partner Don Handfield (Eternus, The Dark
Age), LatinX imprint Chispa’s David Bowles
(Clockwork Curandera), Phillip Braun (Chispa
creative executive) and comic fund Thunder
Comics’ Tim Zajaros (Armory Films) present a first look at their slate of comics and
products, alongside Eternus co-creator artist/director Andrew Levitas (Minamata),
writer Anastazja Davis (Eternus), and Scout
co-publisher Charlie Stickney (White Ash).
Moderated by Nerdist/Collider reporter Coy
Jandreau. Room 23ABC
3:00–4:00 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #2: Invisible Man (Hunter): The
Resonance of Blackness in the Depiction
of J’onn J’onzz—On the CW’s Supergirl and

in Zack Snyder’s Justice League, J’onn J’onzz,
the Martian Manhunter, is portrayed by Black
actors, as he has been since Carl Lumbly
voiced him in the animated Justice League.
But Blackness has informed his depiction
from the beginning. His ancient people were
enslaved by Whites, J’onn J’onzz was stolen from his home and brought to America
against his will. Permanently scarred by this
Middle Passage, he lives a diasporic life cut
off from his lost homeworld, passing as a
White police officer but “covering” his true
Otherness, and with a pathological fear
of fire implanted by the Guardians of the
Galaxy to keep his powerful people down.
John Jennings (University of California–
Riverside), Jim Thompson (Comic Book
Historians Group), and Peter Coogan
(Washington University in St. Louis) trace
J’onn J’onzz’s creation as a symbol of tolerance and how the changes played on his
portrayal consistently resonate with a Black
identity. Room 25ABC
3:00–4:00 | Intellectual Property 101—
Understanding the essentials of intellectual
property can mean the difference between
a rewarding creative experience and endless years in court. A panel of experts break
down what everyone in comics needs to
know about fair use, registration, and protecting your IP. Room 29AB
3:30–4:30 | UFOs: Fact and Fiction—
Michael C. Grumley (bestselling author
of the Breakthrough science fiction series),
William Clausen (who has been researching UFOs, UAPs, and USOs for more than
30 years), and Clydene Nee look at UFOs
through the lens of history, popular culture,
and personal experience. Room 5AB
3:30–4:30 | X-Men Fandom Panel Live—
Chris Riley and Chandler Poling (X-Reads
Podcast) are back to gather X-Men fans
and connect them with the creators they
admire. Old and new fans can join a panel
to celebrate the X-Men community and
everything they love about their favorite Marvel Mutants. Panelists include
Khelan Bhatia (Homosuperior podcast),
Dylan Carter (House of X Community and
Podcast), Michelle Waffle (cosplayer), and
David Sahagún (Sala Llena). Each attendee
will receive a Comic-Con Exclusive print by
Marvel artist Bob Quinn (Way of X, Cable:
Reloaded). Room 8

3:30–4:30 | This Manga Is Awesome!
New Series and Underrated Gems
Worth Reading—Find out about the latest buzz-worthy manga, the hottest new
series that everyone’s talking about, the
under-the-radar hidden gems, and upcoming releases that are worth preordering
at your local comic or bookshop. Hosted
by Deb Aoki (Mangasplaining, Publishers
Weekly), with Ivan Salazar (Kodansha) and
other special guests from the manga/anime
biz. Room 24ABC
3:30–4:30 | Causeplay: In Service to
Others—Mark Chu-Lin (event coordinator and Avengers Initiative club president),
Ramonna Batac (MemorialCare Miller
Children’s, Women’s Hospital Long Beach
child life specialist), Luke Morand (media
programs coordinator for CHOC), Jennifer
Athey (pharmaceutical rep, Avengers
Initiative executive officer), Cameron
Alford (Navy veteran, Avengers Initiative
member), and Er Bautista (cosplay enthusiast, Avengers Initiative member) discuss
how cosplayers and prop builders serve
their communities through their love of pop
culture. Hear about their experiences, learn
how to join organized groups, learn about
some of the organizations that receive help,
and find out how to get involved in service
efforts. Room 26AB
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3:00–4:00 | Comic Book Coloring Then
and Now—Alex Sinclair, Joe Chiodo,
and Clydene Nee discuss how coloring has
changed over the last 30 years. They will talk
about all things coloring including before
the digital age and how digital coloring has
evolved since its inception. Room 2

3:30–4:30 | Dark Speculative Young
Adult Fiction—New York Times bestselling authors Livia Blackburne (Feather and
Flame), Kim Liggett (The Grace Year), and
Mary Pearson (Dance of Thieves) along with
Gretchen McNeil (#MurderTrending) share
their insights about writing horror/dark
fantasy/sci-fi for teens and about the publishing industry, including book-to-TV/film.
Moderated by Henry Herz (The Hitherto
Secret Experiments of Marie Curie). Room
32AB
3:45–4:45 | The Nacelle Company:
Boldly Going Forward . . . in Pop Culture
Entertainment—You know the Nacelle
Company for producing such hit series as
The Toys That Made Us and The Movies That
Made Us on Netflix, Behind the Attraction on
Disney+, A Toy Store Near You on Amazon
Prime, and The Center Seat on History
Channel, But the Nacelle Team is just getting
started! Join them as they provide a look at
how the shows you love came together as
well as a preview of what’s ahead includ-
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ing the rebirth of Robo Force, Power
Lords, Silverhawks, Marx Toys, and more.
Room 6DE
4:00 –5:00 | Dynamic Sketching
Technique with Peter Han—Professional
designer and instructor Peter Han breaks
down techniques to improve your sketching skills. Peter has been an art instructor
for over 10 years, teaching at such schools
as the ArtCenter College of Design,
CGMA, Concept Design Academy, and the
Brainstorm school. This talk will go over
certain exercises to improve your muscle
memory to control your tool sets, how to
use references, and improve your visualization skills. Room 2
4:00–5:00 | Spotlight on Kevin Eastman—
This Spotlight will delve into a handpicked
presentation of Kevin Eastman’s current
and future projects, along with a Q&A from
the audience. Room 7AB
4:00–5:00 | Path to Equality Through
Latina Superheroes—Kayden Phoenix
(creator of A La Brava), Jessica Tseang
(comic book historian), and Kevin Garcia
(Marvel researcher) discuss new perspectives, contrary to standard stereotypes, that
inspire young and old to dream bigger than
patriarchal society’s restraints. Q&A session
moderated by Frederick L. Aldama (Eisner
Award–winning professor). Room 9
4:00–5:00 | Slow City Blues: From Food
Stamps to Fully Funded—Writer/creator
Sam Haine, inker and artist coordinator
John Livesay (Avengers, The Flash), and
colorist/consultant David Baron (Detective
Comics, Batman Who Laughs) give a deepdive into their critically acclaimed indie
comic series Slow City Blues. The comic tells
the story of Detective John Loris, who gets
trapped inside his imagination after trying
to take his own life and must defeat his inner
demons and Death if he is ever to escape
and see his family again. The creative team
will break down their nearly decade-long
journey from inception to completion, and
audience members will learn what it takes
to create a successful new comic series and
have any logistical, administrative, and creative questions answered. Moderated by
Coy Jandreau (Collider, Nerdist, Coycast).
Room 23ABC
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4:00–5:30 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #3: Comics and Social Justice
at SDSU—Comics@SDSU is a grass-roots
cross-college initiative whose goal is to
cultivate innovative teaching, pursue
transformative research, and foster vibrant
community interaction, especially with
regard to the unique power of the comics medium to bring about social change.
This panel screens a short film that highlights the work of Comics@SDSU’s Comics
and Social Justice Initiative. Following
that screening, moderator Beth Pollard
(SDSU) reflects on the goals of the Initiative
as well as the scholarship and opportunities for student learning and research that
the Initiative fosters. Pam Jackson (SDSU
Special Collections) discusses the role of the
SDSU Library’s comics collection in supporting this Initiative and in making connections
with the wider community. Neil Kendricks
(SDSU School of Art + Design) and William
Nericcio (Amatl Comix) share their perspectives on the Initiative. Fawaz Qashat (SDSU)
explains the importance of comics courses
and the Initiative to his undergraduate SDSU
experience. Room 25ABC
4:00–5:00 | Ray, Forry, Ray: Ray
Bradbur y, Forr y Ackerman, Ray
Harryhausen, and the Friendship That
Birthed Fandom—Before anyone heard
of them, Ray Bradbury, Forry Ackerman, and
Ray Harryhausen were three young friends
who rode the red car, saw movies together,
and contributed to each other’s zines. Orty
Ortwein (author and docent for the Ray
Bradbury Experience Museum) will explain
how this friendship enhanced their careers
and spawned modern fandom. Room 29AB
4:30–5:30 | The VFX Creating FanFavorite Thrillers—Chris LeDoux (VFX
producer for Fear Street), Mark LeDoux (VFX
supervisor of Army of the Dead), Joshua
LaCross (VFX supervisor for The Forever
Purge), Leslie Chung (VFX supervisor of The
Night House), and Wes Dorough (VFX producer of Stranger Things) offer an inside look
at how the twists of visual effects in thriller,
fantasy, and horror stories leave audiences
with an experience they won’t forget. Q&A
moderated by George Edelman (editor-inchief, No Film School). Room 5AB
4:30–5:30 | Romance in Sci-fi, Fantasy,
and Horror—Award-winning bestselling writers and actors discuss romance in
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science fiction, fantasy, and horror. Topics
include attraction, compatibility, offspring,
love, society, close quarters, customs, rituals, religions, marriage, and more. Featuring
Rebekah Ganiere (Fairelle series, Dead
Awakenings; USA Today bestselling author),
James Ganiere (Emmy-nominated director/producer, Crypted franchise), Angel
Payne (Blood of Zeus series, Bolt series; USA
Today bestselling author), and Gigi Edgley
(actress, Farscape). Room 8
4:30–5:30 | Professional Pivoting—The
pandemic has given us more time than ever
to create content. However, being stuck at
home day after day has also made it harder to
stay motivated. Whether you are producing
a podcast, creating cosplay, or maintaining a
blog, coming up with content is hard. Now
that life is reopening, we face challenges like
changing jobs, trying to professional pivot, or
starting something new. This panel of geek
professionals discuss the ups, downs, pitfalls,
and opportunities of creating and pivoting
in a brave new world. Hosted by Tony B
Kim (CEO, Hero Within), panelists include
Ivy Doom Kitty (pro cosplayer), Chris Gore
(producer), and others. Room 24ABC
4:30–5:30 | Career Paths into Game
Development—As the business of video
games now surpasses the annual revenues
of both film and music combined, public
interest in pursuing a career in the game
industry has staggeringly increased in
recent years. This has spawned a wide variety of educational and vocational options
for individuals to pursue game development, but how exactly does one get the
knowledge they need and then find a job
in this very competitive industry? Learn from
veteran game industry professionals about
what it takes to launch a game development
career and how there are many paths into
the industry. Room 26AB
4:30–5:30 | Pet Finders, Elevators,
Unicorns, Aliens, and More—ComicCon Special Edition special guests Dustin
Nguyen (Finders Creepers) and Minh Lê
(Lift, Green Lantern: Legacy), along with
Greg van Eekhout (Weird Kid), Jennifer L
Holm (The Lion of Mars), Rob Justus (Death
& Sparkles), and Benson Shum (Alex’s Good
Fortune) discuss entertaining themselves
and their readers with tales of family and
friends and self-discovery. Moderated by
Maryelizabeth Yturralde. Room 32AB
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5:00–6:00 | Fan Fiction with Brent
Spiner— Actor, comedian, and singer Brent
Spiner (Star Trek: The Next Generation)
discusses his new book, Fan Fiction: A MemNoir: Inspired by True Events with Mysterious
Galaxy Bookstore owner Matthew Berger.
Join Brent and Matt for a one-on-one interview and Q&A session about the novel and
that double-edged sword that we call fandom. Room 6DE
5:00–6:00 | Scott Shaw!’s Oddball Comics
Really, Truly Live: The “Wear Your Mask”
Edition—This presentation’s timely theme
will be “masked” comic book characters!
You’ll be exposed to an all-new assortment
of funny, creepy, goofy, sexy, weird, silly, and
bizarre oddball mainstream comics covers
featuring masked heroes, villains, monsters,
and more in situations that will make you
think, “How the !?!#%&!?! did this ever get
published?” Room 7AB
5:00–6:00 | ComiXology Originals +
Dark Horse Comics = Awesome—It’s
a match made in heaven as comiXology
Originals debuts digital-first content with
Dark Horse Comics bringing the content
out to bookstores across the globe. Get an
inside peek at how this relationship works
with ComiXology Originals’ head of content
Chip Mosher and, joining remotely, Dark
Horse editor Daniel Chabon in conversation.
Room 23ABC
5:00–6:00 | Simpsons Collector Group—
Simpsons collectors of the world, unite! Get
a chance to meet and mingle with fellow
collectors of Simpsons merchandise from

all over. This gathering, hosted by members
of the SimpsonsCollectors.com website, is
a great chance to network with other collectors and share your experiences in the
hobby with others. Room 29AB
5:30–6:30 | Cultural Appreciation Is Not
Cultural Appropriation—Mitch Hyman
(Bubba the Redneck Werewolf, Vinnie and
Mook: Hitmen for Horror), and Adalisa
Zarate (Building Blocks, Traveling Seers) talk
about the difference between loving other
cultures and letting that love show on your
work and just taking whatever you think
you understand in order to make money
off other cultures. Moderated by Sebastian
Finck (NerDos). Room 8
5:30–6:30 | Making a Living Being
Creative—Storyboard artist Jess Cuffe
(Spider-Man, Avengers Assemble) and illustrator Lee Kohse (Star Wars, Kindergoth,
Transformers) discuss the business of being
creative and the various ways you can earn
a living while having wacky fun: how to
break into the industry, promote yourself,
networking, and a Q&A for anything they
may have missed! Moderated by Johnny
Kolasinski (Roddenberry Productions,
Hey Everybody: A Bad Medicine Podcast).
Room 24ABC
5:30–6:30 | GeekED: The Return of
the Campus—For 10 years, GeekED has
asked big questions about the relationship between geek culture and education,
and this year is no exception. As campuses
and Comic-Con both open their doors once
again this fall, Alfred Day (UC Berkeley),
Adrian Perdue (DigiPen Institute of
Technology), and Brian MacDonald (UCLA)
share their observations about the campus
community, learning, and geek culture and
the implications for reopening college campuses after such prolonged closures. The
panelists explore the ways in which specific
populations of geeky students are finding
community and inspiration despite the challenges and uncertainty and provide advice
for students currently enrolled in college,
as well as high school students and parents
looking ahead to the future. Room 25ABC
5:30–6:30 | Couples Who Cosplay—Learn
what it is like to cosplay with your soulmate
as Lucy and Miguel Capucino, Wendy
and Trevor Newton, and Lisa Lower and
Shawn Richter discuss their many adven-

tures cosplaying as couples at conventions
and events as well as their charity work
in the community. Moderated by Leana
Ahmed. Room 26AB
5:30–6:30 | Steampunk Variants Across
the Pop Culture Divide—What better
way to show your devotion to a particular
genre than to see your favorite fandoms
mashed together. Come enjoy a lively discussion and slideshow of the best mashups
of Steampunk and all the popular fandoms, including Marvel, Star Wars, Disney,
DC, Universal Monsters, Dark Horse,
Vertigo, and more! Presented by Faeren
Adams, Oakley Boren, Mari Lewis, and
Colleen Rodriguez; hosted by Anastasia
Hunter (chair, Gaslight Steampunk Expo).
Room 32AB
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5:00–6:00 | Mobile Filmmaking: How to
Make a Movie Using a Smartphone—
You have heard of smartphone cameras
being used to shoot movies, but you may
still not be convinced that you can make
a movie yourself using a smartphone. San
Diego Mobile Filmmakers will share the ins
and outs of what you need to get started as
a mobile filmmaker. Do you need an app?
Can you use microphones? How do you
stabilize your videos for a smoother more
professional look? Do you need a million
dollars? Panelists will answer your questions and present some cool filmmaking
tools and accessories. Learn to edit on the
phone (or computer) and share your films
with the world. With Moderator Machelle
Noel (GeekRockTV). Room 2

6:00–7:00 | How to Become Superhero
Fit—Charles Thorp (host, fitness editor) is
joined by celebrity trainers and personalities
to discuss the greatest physical transformations of the superhero genre. Get an inside
scoop of the workouts and behind-thescenes stories from the studio gyms. The
conversation will include a Q&A session
where the audience can interact with the
panel and learn how to train like a hero.
Room 2
6:00–7:00 | Babylon 5: Past, Present,
and Future—Jan Schroeder (B5 Books,
JMSnews.com), Troy Rutter (B5 Books,
Babylon Project Podcast), and Jason Davis
(Babylon 5 Preservation Project, Harlan
Ellison Preservation Project) discuss the
history of Babylon 5 (The One that Was), the
current state of Babylon 5 (The One that Is)
and the future of Babylon 5—the reboot
pilot that’s in development now (The One
that Will Be). Room 7AB
6:00–7:00 | Spotlight on Mimi Pond—
Cartoonist Mimi Pond (The Customer
Is Always Wrong) and Woodrow White
(Nickelodeon Animation) discuss drawing
from the unique perspective of mother and
son and an all-artist family. Room 9
6:00–7:00 | Masquerade 101—For
convention costumers/cosplayers, experienced or novice, and for those who simply
watch costume shows and want to learn
more, this overview of convention cosplay
competitions will discuss their history, differences among conventions, judging, and
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how to make an impact. Panelists will also
offer tips on research, fabrication methods,
music, reference materials for crafting and
judging, solo costumes, group costuming,
and stage presentation ideas for taking original and re-created designs from concept
to stage-ready. Panelists include top award
winners from past Comic-Cons and other fan
conventions Rebecca Roberts Ryan, Allan
Lavigne, and Caitlin Shindler, each with
over 20 years’ convention experience, plus
moderator Martin Jaquish (Comic-Con/
WonderCon Masquerade coordinator since
1992). Room 23ABC
6:00–7:00 | Future Indies You Must
See—Prepare for an exclusive preview of
independent genre films coming in 2022
and beyond with host Chris Gore (Film
Threat), Bobby Schwartz (Dual Animal
Studios), Alan Ng (Film Threat), Dante
James (Movie Twitter), Walter Areas
(Attack of the Doc) and special guest filmmakers. Through trailer premieres and
exclusive clips, get a glimpse of movies that
can only be seen in a limited release, including the best indie sci-fi, fantasy, and horror.
Room 29AB
6:15–8:45 | Studio Ghibli Spirited Away
20th Anniversary Screening—Hayao
Miyazaki’s Spirited Away has captured the
hearts of viewers all over the world. Join
Hot Topic for Studio Ghibli trivia, prizes, a
first look at the new holiday collection, and
a special 20th-anniversary screening of the
beloved film. Room 6DE
6:30 –7:30 | Robotech: The New
Beginning—The Harmony Gold team talks
about exciting new Robotech merchandise
and licenses, and their new partnership with
Funimation. Room 5AB
6:30–7:30 | Crazy Talk: Coping with
COVID—The physical and mental health
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic will be
felt for years. How will our experience with
COVID-19 affect the representation of physical and mental health in comics? Are there
ways that comics and other media perpetuate trauma, and is there a way they can help
make things better? How should fans deal
with re-engagement anxiety as they contemplate returning to comic book shops
and conventions? Leading psychiatrists and
comics professionals address these questions and more. Room 8
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6:30–7:30 | The Power of Color: Race
Swapping—To switch or not to switch,
that is the question. Do we take historically
White characters and turn them into characters of color (Johnny Storm, Mary Jane
Watson, and Catwoman)? Alternatively, do
we put our creative energies into existing
characters such as Black Panther, Falcon, and
Shang-Chi? There is also a trend of changing
ethnicity as it pertains to other races, such
as with The Ancient One, the Asgardians
(Norse Gods), and recently the Watcher.
Panelists B Dave Walters (actor, writer),
Ralph Miley (New Creation Comics), Luis
Serrano (Rooted Chronicles), and Jessica
Tseang (historian) discuss the current diversity trends in comics. Room 24ABC
6:30–7:30 | The “Science” of Fast &
Furious—Flying cars aren’t just science fiction—the Fast & Furious franchise has been
defying physics for 20 years. Join the Fleet
Science Center and panelists for a discussion
of the balance between what is possible and
what looks cool. Featuring stunt coordinator Ryan Sturz (Furious 7, Captain Marvel),
physicist Lisa M. Will, Ph.D. (resident astronomer, Fleet Science Center) and physiologist
Kevin Jagnandan, Ph.D. (biology professor,
San Diego City College), who will speculate
about what would allow cars and drivers
to survive such stunts. While we know it’s
fun to watch cars leap between buildings,
onto a boat, over a tank, or even into space,
Kayvon Bakhshandeh (mechanical engineering student, CSU Long Beach) reports
on what that would take in real life. Room
25ABC
6:30–9:00 | Lumpia with a Vengeance
Exclusive Screening—A double serving of
Lumpia, from movie to comic book. Patricio
Ginelsa (writer/director), Lawrence Iriarte
(producer), April Absynth (Blindspotting),
Earl Baylon (Tomb Raider), Francis
Custodio (Lumpia), Gerald Pilare (illustrator), Varinder Singh (executive producer),
Justin Quizon (associate producer), and
Patrick Ballesteros (concept artist) discuss
the seven-year journey crowdfunding the
award-winning indie feature (starring UFC
fighter Mark Muñoz, Katrina Dimaranan,
and Danny Trejo) and companion indie
comic book series. Moderated by Winston
Emano, followed by screening and Q&A.
Room 26AB
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6:30–7:30 | Turn Your Fandom into
Cash—Have you ever had an idea for a
great T-shirt, a toy, or even a game, with no
idea how to bring it to life? Do you have all
sorts of artistic ability and not one drop of
business acumen? Learn from people who
turned their geeky dreams into reality and
made money in the process, so you too can
turn your fandom into cash. Room 32AB
7:00–8:00 | Dispatches from Middleearth: LOTR—The Next 20 Years—The
internet ’s longest-running Tolkien
Community, TheOneRing.net staffers
Kristi Fojtik (founder of Tolkien Forever),
Justin Sewell (producer, TORn Tuesday),
and Nancy Steinman (artist and writer)
discuss celebrating Lord of the Rings: past,
present, and future. This year marks the 20th
anniversary of Peter Jackson’s films, while
this year sees the final Middle-earth book
from the hand of JRR Tolkien. In the coming
years, there will be an animated film featuring the early years of the Rohirrim, but it is
the Amazon TV series that will take up the
bulk of the discussion, with exclusive set
photos, castings, rumors, and lore perspectives. Moderated by Cathy Udovch (TORn
special events coordinator). Room 7AB
7:00–8:00 | Family Feud: Librarians vs.
Fans!—It’s the audience vs. librarians from
San Diego Public Library in this special version of Family Feud. Con-goers test their
wits on literature, comics, and pop culture
against SDPL’s finest! Free swag for audience
members! Every participant gets a prize! A
grand prize (and ultimate bragging rights)
is on the line! Featuring librarians Azalea
Ebbay, Christina Wainwright, Dr. Lydia
Bringerud, Melissa Giffen, and Vanessa
Gempis, with Bijan Nowroozian as host.
Room 9
7:00–8:00 | Swipe Right for Super
heroes!—The puppet and human cast
of Perception Studio hold a comedy and
debate-style panel judging the dateability of some of your favorite characters in
pop culture. On-stage will be Chunk (Art
Vega), Cucumber (Danny Montooth), Brian
(Andrew Lockerbie), Alix Catherine (moderator), and JPG (pop culture advocate &
RPG performer), with Jovenshire (Stuff of
Legends showrunner, actor, and content
creator) as a special guest. Room 23ABC
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7:00–8:00 | Empowering Filmmakers
and Content Creators—Dawn Higginbotham (Morning Person Pictures, Carl
Laemmle Studios, Lucasfilm/THX), Kumari
Bakhru (Disney, Dolby, Lucasfilm/THX),
Susan Spohr (ChinaPainter1, Technicolor,
Lucasfilm/THX), and Julian Moses (MidniteMove Productions, Fox) chat about
everything from developing content to
prepping your production to post workflow
and deliverables across multiple platforms.
Moderated by Renee O’Connor (Xena: Warrior Princess). Room 29AB
7:30–8:30 | Klingon Lifestyles Special
Edition—An error made in a past timeline
traps the crew of the IKV Stranglehold, forcing them to confront different fractures of
time. Are they up to the challenge of trying
to return to a normal universe in this combination of a fandom play/video for the 28.5
installments of Klingon Lifestyles? Room 5AB
7:30–8:30 | Rod Serling’s Night Gallery:
An After-Hours Tour—Rod Serling’s classic 1970s horror series Night Gallery, which
spawned the directing careers of Steven
Spielberg and Leonard Nimoy and many
stars of TV and film, celebrates 50 years.
Join the artist who created the original Night
Gallery paintings, Tom Wright (director,
NCIS, Supernatural), along with Jim Benson
(co-author, Rod Serling’s Night Gallery: An
After-Hours Tour) Taylor White (publisher
and proprietor of Creature Features), and
surprise guests for a retrospective of the
art, horror, and creative legacy of a show
that has inspired so many genre creators of
today. Benson and White will be previewing an updated edition of the Night Gallery
book, Rod Serling’s Night Gallery: An AfterHours Tour: A 50th Anniversary Retrospective.
Room 8
7:30–9:00 | Comic-Con 2019 Panel
Replay—Did you miss Comic-Con in 2020
and 2021? So did we! Join programming
coordinator for Comic-Con International
Tommy Goldbach in this 1.5-hour block
in which Comic-Con will rebroadcast some
of 2019’s popular panels from Hall H and
Ballroom 20. Best of all, those in attendance will get to vote in a show of applause
on what they want to see. It’s democracy at
its finest and it’s a first (or second?) chance
to see these panels. (Please note: these
playbacks will include only the panel discussions. None of the film clips or footage
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shown at the live events will be shown here.)
Room 24ABC
7:30–8:30 | Ghostbusters: Law for the
Afterlife—Who are you gonna call? That’s
right, lawyers! Is it false imprisonment to
capture a ghost? What environmental protection laws are violated by operating
the Containment Unit within a city? Do
you have to register a proton pack with
the Department of Energy? Featuring U.S.
Magistrate Judge Stacie Beckerman (U.S.
District Court for the District of Oregon),
Christine Peek (McManis Faulkner),
Bethany Bengfort (Durie Tangri), and
Kathy Steinman (Deputy City Attorney for
the City of San Diego). Moderated by Joshua
Gilliland (Greenan, Peffer, Sallander, & Lally
LLP). Brought to you by The Legal Geeks.
Room 25ABC
7:30–8:30 | Gorilla Tales with Don
McLeod—If you have ever wondered about
the gorillas that you see in film, commercials, and on television, wonder no more.
Meet the men inside the gorilla suits: Don
McLeod and Adam Meir, professional
mimes, actors, and living statues. McLeod
(gorilla creator and author of Gorilla Tales)
will explain what it takes to create the gorilla
character. Moderated by Sandra Scheller,
a professional mime and former student of
McLeod’s. Room 32AB
8:00–9:00 | Star Wars Trivia Game
Panel—Those of you who know and love
the galaxy far, far away will have the opportunity to not only win valuable prizes but
also help the San Diego Star Wars Society
in celebrating their 20th year at Comic-Con.
Things will start off with a game round for
kids ages 5–11, in which every child will win
a prize. Following will be multiple adult
game rounds for ages 12 and up. Trivia panel
hosts are Brendan Prout, Linda Crispien,
Leia Hornedo, Felicia Nykaza, Lance
Mah, and Miguel Navarro. Room 7AB
8:00–9:00 | Over30Cosplay: Costuming
and Cosplay Advice for the Mature
Cosplayer— Panelists cover topics celebrating the history of comic and cosplay
culture, couples cosplay ideas, and combating negative, age-related stereotypes.
Plus, tips on costume choice, dating and
family, social media/marketing age awareness, and how to combat bullying in the
community. Featuring John D. Callison
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(award-winning cosplayer; CEO and
founder of Over30Cosplay), Adam Savage
(sfxdesigner and fabricator, actor, former
co-host of MythBusters), Bernie Bergman
(president and CEO, XLE Experience Level
Entertainment), Chad Edward Lee Evett
(president and chief designer, Stoopid
Buddy Stoodios), Shelly Grace-Bowers
(ScarlettCosplay, award-winning cosplayer
and costume designer), Sherman Blakeley
(GreenMileCosplay, stunt double, actor), Jen
Greeley (award-winning cosplayer, senior
reporter at Over30Cosplay), and Tracy Davis
(Steampunk Starwars and Blade award-winning cosplayer). Room 9
8:00–9:00 | On the Mic Podcast Live—
Tim Drake (Funny or Die, Robot Butt),
award-winning filmmaker, writer, author,
and Second City alumnus, hosts this popular entertainment and comedy podcast.
Tim’s jokes/tweets have been featured on
The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon, Jimmy
Kimmel LIVE, The Nightly Show with Larry
Wilmore, and Larry King Now. Tim will be
joined by Lucas Film writer and director
Alex Watson (Star Wars: Journey of a Fan
Film, Bundy Manor), actor Siddiq Maginn
(Bundy Manor), as well as a special celebrity
guest. Room 23ABC
8:00–9:00 | The Story of Sinphony: A
Clubhouse Horror Anthology—Sinphony
began one fateful night in a Clubhouse
room at 5 am when executive producer
Sebastien Bazile (By Dawn, Still) was hanging out with ten filmmakers and decided
they would make a horror anthology. The
first script was turned in four hours later,
and less than a month after that the shorts
were being shot by a diverse set of filmmakers around the world. Within seven months,
the film has been completed. Sinphony filmmakers Haley Bishop (host, Ghosts), Mark
A. Prichard (Ground Rules), Jason Ragosta
(ZTV: Sympathy for the Devil, Boy in the Dark),
Michael Galvan (executive producer),
Kimberley Elizabeth (Nightmare on Film
Street, Second Act Library), Nichole Carlson,
Jason Wilkinson (Killing Time, She. Picked.
Me), and Steven Keller (Beckman, Making
It . . . In Ohio) share the tale on a panel moderated by Jed Shepherd (host, Dashcam).
Room 29AB
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saturday programs

SATURDAY
10:00–11:00 | Cardboard Superheroes:
Past, Present, and Future—Connor Lee
and Bauer Lee (co-founders of Cardboard
Superheroes) will unveil their completed
8-foot-tall, life-sized cardboard Hulkbuster!
They will discuss the history of Cardboard
Superheroes, including their journey of
building life-sized cardboard models such
as Iron Man, Wonder Woman, Groot, and
more. Also, they will take you through current/recent projects such as the Pop Culture
STEAM Curriculum in collaboration with the
Comic-Con Museum, share tips on how you
can build your own superheroes, and share
their plans for the future. Bauer will reveal
a new interactive special effects action
video event to introduce the power of public speaking. A Q&A session will be held at
the end with a chance to win a free life-sized
cardboard Thor Hammer. Room 7AB
10:00–11:00 | Everyone’s a Critic: Being
a Pop Culture Journalist in an Online
Age—The past decade has seen an explosion in the scope of journalism, from the rise
of citizen journalism to blogging to vloggers,
podcasters, and online-only news sources.
This panel of critics, journalists, and reaction
hosts talk about the roles new media play
between their readers and the industries and
communities they serve. Topics will include
varying levels of informality versus classic
ideas of professionalism, show-specific outlets versus general news sites, and more.
Room 9
10:00–11:00 | Art into Activism: Social
Impact in Entertainment—Chaseedaw
“Cha Cha” Giles (actor, writer, lyricist,
journalist), Gregory Douglass (renowned
independent musician), and Andrey
Ostrovsky, MD (social impact angel investor, health policy expert) discuss producing
unique stories to educate, partner with communities and organizations, and advocate
for change. Moderated by Larissa D’Andrea
(social impact producer). Room 23ABC
10:00–11:00 | Not-So-Strange Bedfellows:
The Relationship Between Comics and
Pro Wrestling—Some have called the spectacle of pro wrestling “a comic book come
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to life.” That is not far from the truth. From
the heroics of Hulk Hogan to the anti-heroics of “Stone Cold” Steve Austin and the
villainy of Ric Flair, this panel explores the
parallels in character development and
storyline advancement between these outrageous forms. Featuring Rik Offenberger
(First Comics News), Francis Szyskowski
(The Massacre Twins), Michael Kingston
(Headlocked), and Flobo Boyce (The Indelible
Silverstreek). Moderated by Joshua Waldrop
(Red Guerrilla Media). Room 26AB
10:00–11:00 | Adapting the Biggest IPs
for Tabletop—Designer Michael Shinall
(Bloodborne: The Board Game), Mike
Bisogno (Spin Master’s licensing lead for
games), and Geoff Skinner (CMON’s SVP)
discuss bringing movie, TV, and comic book
hits to the tabletop, and answer your questions about current and upcoming games.
Room 29AB
10:30–11:30 | Cosplay: The Spice of
Life!—Catherine M. Fisher (award-winning costumer and charity volunteer),
Brendan Prout (co-founder of the San
Diego Star Wars Society, member of the
501st, and author of Superhero Grief), Leah
Panos (charity cosplayer, musician, proud
Marine wife and home school mom),
Michael Mason (filmmaker and cosplayer),
Allison Fulster (post-apocalyptic costumer
and prop maker) and Annika Paka Littlest
Jedi (young cosplayer and children’s charity
volunteer) discuss the world of cosplaying
and all the fun you can have while doing it.
Room 3
10:30–11:30 | Spotlight on Dustin
Nguyen—The spotlight shines on Dustin
Nguyen, the Eisner Award winning co-
creator/artist of Descender and Ascender,
and the artist behind some of your favorite past (and future!) Batman stories! Come
join in on the fun with moderator Fletcher
Chu-Fong as they dive in and talk all things
Dustin! Room 5AB
10:30–11:30 | Judging the Eisner Awards
2021: Behind the Scenes—How does the
judging process work for the “Oscars” of the
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comics industry? What challenges did this
year’s panel of judges face in arriving at the
nominees in over 30 categories? What were
some of their personal favorite works from
2020? Marco Davanzo (owner, Alakazam
Comics, Irvine, CA), Pamela Jackson
(popular culture librarian, San Diego State
University), Keithan Jones (founder and
owner of KID Comics; creator of San Diego’s
annual Black Comix Day), Alonso Nuñez
(co-founder, executive director, and lead
instructor of San Diego’s Little Fish Comic
Book Studio), and Jim Thompson (comics
scholar, Comic Book Historians) share their
experiences. Moderated by Eisner Awards
administrator Jackie Estrada. Room 8
10:30–11:30 | The Changing Faces of
Pop Culture—The pop culture explosion
through gaming, comics, TV, and film has
opened up new opportunities for cultural
diversity; however, many challenges and
obstacles still exist. Whether it’s whitewashing, exclusion, or blatant hate crimes, there
is much work to be done in every industry.
Diverse geek experts will discuss breaking
ethnic stereotypes and what changes need
to happen for us to boldly go into the future.
Hosted by Tony B Kim (CEO, Hero Within),
with panelists Victor Dandridge (Vantage
Inhouse Prod), Ivy Doom Kitty (pro cosplayer), and Wendy Lee Szany (actor).
Room 24ABC
10:30–12:00 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #4: Comics and Psychology—
Kyle A. Hammonds (University of
Oklahoma) analyzes the rhetorical strategies Nathan Pyle uses in both the form and
content of his Strange Planet comics to create a communicatively constructed sense
of community by appealing to a shared
sense of alienation. Christopher Warren
(Long Beach State), Bridget Le (Long Beach
State), and Daisy Manriquez (Long Beach
State) propose a typology that categorizes
comic art characters according to their experienced trauma and displayed resiliency and
discusses the implications of that typology
for individuals who experience trauma as
well as the artists who craft character canon.
Room 25ABC
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11:00–12:00 | Darknights and Daydreams:
From Batman to Broadway—How far
would you go to make your dreams come
true? Devastated by how Batman was
portrayed as a campy joke in the 1960’s television series, teenager Michael Uslan vowed
to show the world the dark and serious
avenger envisioned by Bill Finger and Bob
Kane. He didn’t stop until he made Batman
in 1989. The worldwide blockbuster that
changed the course of superhero movies
forever. Now Michael’s story is on its way
to Broadway! Michael Uslan and Robert
Nederlander Jr. (CEO of Nederlander
Worldwide Productions) and David Baxter
(VP of Development from fan-owned production company Legion M) discuss the
journey of adapting Uslan’s inspirational
memoir The Boy Who Loved Batman for the
Broadway stage. Room 6DE
11:00–12:00 | Set Secrets with Film and
TV Creatives—What does it take to bring
a film and television show to life? Directors,
editors, composers, and others provide
insights on the process of developing
and producing films and TV shows. With
panelists Ernesto Matamoros Cox and
Lawrence Gan (editors, Arcane: League of
Legends), Spencer Creaghan (composer,
SurrealEstate), Jennifer Smith (music supervisor, Why Women Kill), and Doug Rockwell
and Tova Livtin (songwriters/composers,
Julie and the Phantoms, High School Musical:
The Musical: The Series). Moderated by actor
and content creator Chris Villain. [Part 1 of
Impact24 PR’s two-part Behind-the-Camera
panel series] Room 7AB
11:00–12:00 | Native American Comics
and Culture with Extended Reality (XR)
and 360 World-Building—Learn how
emerging technologies are providing a
new platform for comic arts and storytelling for Native Americans right here in San
Diego, which is home to 18 Native American
tribes and over 10,000 years of tribal culture.
Moderator Kilma Lattin (Extended Reality/
XR creator from the Pala Cupeño Tribe)

is joined by panelists Sycuan Kumeyaay
Chairman/Chief Cody Martinez (Extended
Reality/XR contributor), Ricardo Caté (Kewa
Pueblo cartoonist/creator of the daily comic
strip Without Reservations), Johnny Bear
Contreras (San Pasqual Kumeyaay artist
and sculptor), Brandie Taylor (vice-chairwoman/former chief of the Santa Ysabel
Tribe), and Alec Calac (president-elect,
Association of Native American Medical
Students from the Pauma Band of the
Luiseño). Room 9
11:00–12:00 | Designing Tabletop
Games: Designer Roundtable—Listen
to industry professionals talk about designing tabletop games in 2021. Find out tools,
techniques, communities, and more that
help them create the tabletop games we
see on the table today. Room 23ABC
11:00–12:00 | Turning Comic Book
Dreams Into Reality!—Twelve years ago,
Michael Kingston (Headlocked, WWE) set
out to bring his groundbreaking wrestling
comic Headlocked to the world . . . and was
summarily shot down by everyone. Today,
Headlocked is a thriving comic book brand
that is on pace for another year of record
growth. Kingston will take you through his
successes and failures as he illustrates multiple paths to bring your comic dreams to life.
Topics include collaboration, formats, funding, and marketing, as well as some secret
hacks. Room 26AB
11:00–12:00 | Protecting Your Legacy:
Wills, Gifts, and the Creative Afterlife—
What will happen to your comics after
you’re gone? From original art and intellectual property to collectibles and personal
archives, CBLDF interim director Jeff Trexler
will lead a discussion about the latest strategies for protecting the legacy of a life in
comics. Room 29AB
11:30–12:30 | From Serpent Demons to
Brujas—Comic-Con Special Edition special
guest Cindy Pon (Want) and Lizz Huerta
(The Lost Dreamer) discuss their love for writing magical girls in their stories and how
their backgrounds and culture inform their
work. Room 3
11:30–12:30 | Star Wars Samurai
Universe—Moderator Christopher
Canole (Dude Vader charity causeplayer)
along with Nathan Seekerman (cosplay

and props designer), Beth Accomando
(KPBS host of Cinema Junkie), and Brendan
Prout (co-founder of the San Diego Star
Wars Society) discuss the interconnection
and influence of samurai movies, graphic
novels, history, and philosophy with the
Star Wars culture and community. Room 5AB
11:30–12:30 | New Creator Panel: Official
Ronin Comics—Oni Kyo (CEO, writer, artist), Mike Fallin (CEO, writer), Brock Smith
(CEO/writer). Zen Snowden (artist), and
Kathleen Lewis (editor) discuss their
unique stories and experiences as creators
with their new company, Ronin. Room 8
11:30–12:30 | ComiXology Originals
Presents: CONversations with Brian
Azzarello and Will Dennis—Legendary
co-creators Brian Azzarello and Eduardo
Risso recently completed their newest collaboration, with Moonshine. Edited by Will
Dennis (longtime editor of 100 Bullets),
Moonshine puts a horror twist on a classic
gangster tale. ComiXology Originals’ head
of content Chip Mosher is joined remotely
by Azzarello and Dennis for a deep dive into
this hit series. Room 24ABC
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11:00–12:00 | Figure Drawing for Popular
Media—Emilio Soltero, Ph.D. (Draw
the Line; John Buscema: A Life in Sketches)
presents a primer on drawing the figure
for popular media, including drawing for
comics and character design. The focus will
be on anatomy and figure drawing. Come
ready to take notes and to draw. Room 2

12:00–1:00 | How to Create Cutting-Edge
Art for Comics—Comics creator Brian
Haberlin (Spawn, Witchblade, Sonata) will
guide you through a variety of new techniques to bring your comic ideas to life. Brian
will focus on the new and mobile options, as
more and more professionals are working
on mobile equipment, and will show you
what app options are available. Room 2
12:00–1:00 | Pitches, Pilots, and Beyond!
A Look Into the Visual Storytelling
Process—Film and television showrunners, producers, and directors discuss their
careers and bringing new stories to the
screen. Learn more about how films and
television shows get made, from writing
the pitch to shooting the film or pilot episode, as well as building out a story world
in both linear and interactive stories. With
panelists Michael Price (co-creator, showrunner, F Is for Family; co-executive producer,
The Simpsons), Steve Anderson (supervising director, writer, director, Monsters at
Work, Meet the Robinsons, Winnie the Pooh),
Jon Gosier (CEO, FilmHedge and Southbox
Entertainment; executive producer, Witch
Hunt), Ben Simms (director and executive
producer, WWE’s Escape the Undertaker,
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You vs Wild, Running Wild with Bear Grylls),
Katherine Waddell (actress and producer,
First Bloom Films, Balloon Animal), Allissoon
Lockhart (creator and showrunner, Battle of
the Bands), and George Salinas (CEO, Bridge
Works Entertainment; executive producer,
Julie and the Phantoms). Moderated by actor
and content creator Chris Villain. [Part 2 of
Impact24 PR’s two-part Behind-the-Camera
panel series] Room 7AB
12:00–1:00 | Dinosaurs vs. Unicorns—
This spirited family discussion determines
which stories/characters/toys/activities are
for girls and which are for boys. Professional
educator Tony Bianca will stimulate conversation as Alizarin Todd (age 12) and Charlie
Hetrick (age 13) speak from the heart, balanced by experienced debate moderator
Laura Todd. Bring your questions and
experiences to share. Room 9
12:00–1:30 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #5: Dystopia Now! Comics as a
Reflection of Societal Trauma—From
X-Men to Wonder Woman, comics have historically provided a fertile space for exploring
the different societal forces that lead to
collective, dehumanizing behavior and, ultimately, dystopia. But what is dystopia? How
do dystopian cultures emerge? A collection
of comics scholars and creators discuss how
comic books serve the social justice function
of educating the public about the seeds of
dystopian worlds. Moderator Scott Jordan
(Illinois State University) examines the differences between Eastern and Western
approaches to dystopia as presented in
Fullmetal Alchemist. Stanford Carpenter
(Black & Brown Comix Arts Festival) considers the history of dystopian narratives
in comics. John Jennings discusses dystopian narratives apparent in Kindred
and Parable of the Sower. David Walker
describes the role of dystopia in his series
Bitter Root. Victor Dandridge, Jr. (Vantage
InHouse Productions) unpacks X-Men, Age
of Apocalypse, and Elisabetta Di Minico
(Autonomous University of Madrid) examines
violence against women in selected superhero comics. Finally, illustrator Emiliana
Pinna (Red Sonja: The Superpowers) will “illustrate” the themes of the panel in real-time,
including audience discussion. Room 25ABC
12:00–1:00 | Developing Global Myth
from the Muslim World: A Richer
Storytelling Landscape for Us All—With
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an increased emphasis on more diverse
narratives, publishers, studios, and game
designers have now turned their attention
to Muslim creators. To meet this demand,
Sohaib Awan (IDW Publishing’s Jinnrise)
presents “Fictional Frontiers,” a Muslim
creative collective. Sohaib joins Barry
Award–winning author Dr. Ausma Zehanat
Khan (The Unquiet Dead), Aamna Qureshi
(The Lady or the Lion), and Noor Yusuf
(Beyond the Forest) to discuss how this initiative will develop global stories inspired by
the Muslim world and announce multimedia
projects for 2022 and beyond. Room 26AB
12:00–1:00 | CBLDF: Defending the
Future—In 1986, the Comic Book Legal
Defense Fund was founded to defend
comic book retailers from spurious obscenity charges, and the organization has
worked tirelessly since to defend the First
Amendment rights of comics and its community of creators, publishers, retailers,
educators, librarians, and readers. But the
comics community has changed, as have the
challenges of making, selling, and reading
comics. CBLDF interim director Jeff Trexler
and CBLDF coalition director Betsy Gomez
lead a conversation about the expanded
mission of the Fund, how contemporary
attacks on free expression foreshadow a
prolonged fight for the rights of the comics
community, and how we can all defend our
rights. Room 29AB
12:15–1:15 | Avatar: Braving the Elements
Podcast—Live—Janet Varney (the voice
of Korra) and Dante Basco (the voice of
Prince Zuko) take you on a journey into the
Avatarverse as they record an all-new episode of the hit podcast, featuring audience
participation. Co-produced by Nickelodeon
and iHeartRadio, this official companion
podcast extends the world of Avatar: The
Last Airbender for loyal fans who grew up on
the beloved franchise, as well as newcomers
to its wonderful world. Room 6DE
12:30 –1:30 | Spotlight on Ryan
Benjamin—Popular comics artist Ryan
Benjamin is on hand to talk about some
highlights from his career (his credits
include such top-selling comics as Brothers
Bond, WildCats, Grifter, X-Men, Star Wars,
Iron Man, Grifter/Midnighter, and Batman
Beyond) and to fill you in on his current projects. Room 3
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12:30–1:30 | Key Frames: Creators Talk
Their Favorite Panels in Comics—From
splash pages to quiet character beats, creators pick one panel from a comic that was
most influential on them as readers, and one
from their own work that they’re proudest
of. Join Henry Barajas (La Voz de M.A.Y.O.,
Helm Greycastle), Vincent Kings (Time Dog,
This Is Where We Fall), Chris Miskiewicz
(Grateful Dead Origins, Thomas Alsop), and
Mimi Pond (Over Easy, The Customer Is
Always Wrong) for a lively discussion of
comic craft moderated by podcaster Adam
Greenfield (Making Comics: Gutter Talk,
MIT’s The Great Communicators podcast).
Room 5AB
12:30–1:30 | Mexican Bronze Age of
Comics: Under the Shadow of the Wall—
Luis Gantus (Sergio Antes de Aragonés) and
Adalisa Zarate (Building Blocks, Traveling
Seers) have a candid conversation with
Sebastian Finck (NerDos) about the Bronze
era of comics in Mexico and how the great
boom of collector editions and comic book
stores specialized in American comics
affected the already weak Mexican Industry.
Room 8
12:30–1:30 | Kevin Eastman Studios—
Comic-Con Special Edition special guest
Kevin Eastman talks all things TMNT,
including the number one comic in America,
The Last Ronin. There will be additional panelists on hand to discuss all things comics
going on at Eastman Studios, such as
Drawing Blood. Room 24ABC
1:00–2:00 | How to Create Safe Spaces in
the Geek Community During Traumatic
Times: Survive the Zombie (COVID)
Apocalypse—It’s easy to be an audience
member in a scary movie and predict to
not open the door late at night or invite
the vampire into your home, but what if
there was a real-life zombie virus? What
would you do and how would you survive
the zombie apocalypse? How do you create and find physical and emotional safety
when you’re worried about transmission? At
least they’re not the zombies from 28 Days
Later . . . Room 2
1:00–2:00 | Funmaker Mike—How to
build a brand through Making Fun, with
Funko founder Mike Becker. Room 7AB
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1:00–2:00 | It’s a Great Big GenreVerse—Fiction in its many guises, genre
and cross-genres and subgenres, offers
readers both the satisfaction of established
tropes and the excitement of mashups and mix-ups. Get enthusiastic with
authors Darby Kane (The Replacement
Wife), Alexa Donne (The Ivies), S. B. Divya
(Machinehood), Lilliam Rivera (We Light Up
the Sky) and Gretchen McNeil (#NoEscape),
in conversation with Maryelizabeth
Yturralde. Room 23ABC
1:00–2:00 | The Women’s Color Code—
Women’s Color Code is two women of color
in video games who are excited to talk to
you and answer your questions about the
game industry. They share their experiences working on titles big and small, from
Race with Ryan Road Trip and The Arcslinger
to DreamWorks’ Trollhunters: Defenders of
Arcadia and Pac-Man: Mega Tunnel Battle.
Game designer Alissa Smith (Heavy
Iron Studios) and publishing producer
Cheyenne Shotton (Outright Games) hope
to inspire game lovers, women, and people
of color to pursue their dreams of creating
video games. Room 26AB
1:00–2:00 | A Lawyer’s Holiday Special—
It’s a wonderful lawsuit, as lawyers and
judges debate: Can Rudolph sue for nasal
discrimination? Could the Burgermeister
Meisterburger ban all toys in Sombertown?
Just what legal ethical lessons are there
from Miracle on 34th Street? Is Frosty the
Snowman protected by the Endangered
Species Act? And can Santa Claus be sued
for invasion of privacy? Circuit Judge John
Owens (9th Circuit Court of Appeals), U.S.
Magistrate Judge Stacie Beckerman (U.S.
District Court for the District of Oregon),
U.S. Magistrate Judge Mitch Dembin (U.S.
District Court for the Southern District of
California), Nari Ely (Durie Tangri), and
Kathy Steinman (Deputy City Attorney
for the City of San Diego) offer their yule-

tide legal analysis of holiday classics.
Moderated by Joshua Gilliland (Greenan,
Peffer, Sallander, & Lally LLP). Brought to you
by The Legal Geeks. Room 29AB
1:30–2:30 | 100 Years of Visual Effects—
This title is a lie! Visual effects has been
around for 115 years! Geoffrey Mark
(Serenity, The Orville) takes you through
the visual language of film and the brilliant
minds who created mind-blowing effects to
tell the most fantastic stories we all know
and love. Room 3
1:30–2:30 | Behind the Veil: Winchester
Mystery House Online Mystery Puzzle
Games—Award-winning escape room
designers and Society of Curiosities
co-founders Yacine Merzouk and Michelle
Rundbaken discuss the creation of the
upcoming Society of Curiosities’ Winchester
Mystery House ultra-real online puzzle
games. Moderated by Jill Collins (Licensing
Works!), this panel explores the key criteria
for successful online game design and the
challenges of creating an authentic, immersive digital mystery experience based on
one of the most intriguing architectural
marvels in the world and the incredible
life of its unique owner, Sarah Winchester.
Room 5AB
1:30–2:30 | Stan Lee’s Alliances: An
Expanding Universe—In 2019, fans were
introduced to one of Stan Lee’s final collaborations with the Audible Original A
Trick of Light, the first story in the complex
braided narrative of the Alliances Universe.
Now, Alliances creative architects Luke
Lieberman and Ryan Silbert are excited
to reveal the next stage of the expanding
Alliances Universe, which is now in publishing and audio and soon to be a graphic novel.
Alliances: Orphans featuring a story written
by Lee, Lieberman, and Silbert featuring the
art of legendary artist Bill Sienkiewicz and
fan-favorite Szymon Kudranski. Sienkiewicz
will join Lieberman and Silbert in revealing
dozens of new characters and a galaxy-spanning story. Room 6DE
1:30–2:30 | Curiouser and Curiouser:
Going Down the Shipping Tumblr Rabbit
Hole with Psychologists—Shipping
describes fan pairings of favorite characters/celebrities into relationships (romantic
or platonic). Ships come in many forms:
slash (Kirk/Spock), hybrid names (Tarlos),

and the one true pairing or OTP (Destiel).
These are often the relationships of fanfiction and Tumblr where same-sex, poly, and
rivalry relationships are discussed with the
affection usually reserved for heterosexual
couples. Psychologists April Fugett, Ph.D.
(professor, Marshall University), Britani
Black, Psy.D. (instructor, Marshall University
School of Medicine), and Keith Beard,
Psy.D. (professor, Marshall University), with a
little help from Morgan Kinsey, M.A. (graduate assistant, Marshall University), explore
how love, curiosity, personality, and orientation impact over 200 ships from across a
variety of genres. Room 8
1:30–2:30 | Spotlight on Sina Grace—
After years of cultivating a fan base for
bringing a unique charm to every character he’s—ahem—graced, comic creator
Sina Grace (Iceman, Ghosted in LA, Getting
It Together) finally gets to kick his heels up
and celebrate a career that spans literal
decades on his very first spotlight panel.
This in-depth conversation, moderated by
editor Chris Robinson, will include loads of
new announcements, including an in-depth
look at Sina’s upcoming Image book Rockstar
and Softboy, as well as a guaranteed serving
of piping hot tea. Attendees will see Sina’s
mom in the audience and also receive a limited-edition goodie bag with an exclusive
Rockstar and Softboy zine and stickers, as well
as a sneak peek of [REDACTED]! Room 24ABC
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1:00–2:00 | Manawa Kau: AAPI Creators
Discussion—Kawika Hoke (Kuleana, Aloha
Surf Hotel) and Brad Starks (Temptation
Island, White Lotus) present a look into the
hidden gem of Hawaiian Hollywood on
Maui. Get brief looks into new projects, concepts, sizzles, and trailers alongside a Q&A
with Team Kula (Kalani Edwards, Gabby
Galindo, Austin Alimbuyuguen, and
Keli’ikoa Miller). Room 9

1:30–3:00 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #6: Comics, History, and
Nostalgia—Ryan Purcell (Cornell
University) uses the Uncanny X-Men arc
“Days of Future Past” to demonstrate the
utility of comics as historical sources and as
vehicles to broaden social justice discourse.
Amy DeSuza-Riehm (California State
University, Long Beach) analyzes how Sam
Humphries creates a version of Harley Quinn
who both struggles with nostalgia and—
true to her trickster nature—subverts it to
suggest that nostalgia for both form and self
is a trap. Kathleen McClancy (Texas State
University) considers how Brian K. Vaughan
and Cliff Chiang make temporal blurring the
centerpiece of their Paper Girls, challenging
nostalgic and monolithic histories that have
traditionally centered straight white males.
Room 25ABC
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2:00–3:00 | Secrets to Successful
Self-Publishing, from Concept to
Audiobook—Michael C. Grumley, bestselling author of the Breakthrough series,
teams up with renowned audiobook
narrator Scott Brick to share secrets of successfully self-publishing your novel, getting
it to the marketplace, and ultimately seeing
it released as an audiobook. From choosing a lucrative topic and avoiding common
missteps to establishing an effective social
media presence and becoming publisher-ready, Grumley and Brick offer invaluable
insights in this attendee-interactive panel.
Room 2
2:00–3:00 | The ABC’s of NFTs —This
panel will educate artists, producers, and
managers on NFTs, from the creative to the
financial. During the panel, international
pop artist and NFT master Rob Prior will
create and mint a 1/1 NFT. Room 7AB
2:00–3:00 | After “Always”: The Harry
Potter Fandom in 2021—Heidi Tandy
(legal committee volunteer, Organization
for Transformative Works), Rachael Vaughn
(Snapecast), Shirley Lu (US Quidditch),
Katie Sciurba (assistant professor, San
Diego State University), Mary Wojcicki
(MuggleNet), Naim Martin (fan of fantasy stories), and representatives from the
International Quidditch Association and
other fan communities look at how Harry
Potter fandom has changed over the past
two decades, discuss fan creativity, and
share perspectives on the complicated map
of wizardly fandom and fannishness. Room 9
2:00–3:00 | Zombies, Blips, and the
Apocalypse! Why Write Stories about
Disruptions?—From The Walking Dead
to Infinity War, 28 Days Later, and the Age
of Apocalypse, writers and fans have been
obsessed with tales of doom. But why? Are
we writing self-help books? Are we trying
to understand the human condition by putting people in bizarre, extreme situations?
A panel of psychologists, anthropologists,
writers, and over-the-top fans discuss their
favorite disruptive tales and examine of why
they spend so much time thinking and writing about the end of days! Room 23ABCC
2:00–3:00 | Metaverse Creators—This
FutureTechLive! panel focuses on the
evolving concept of the metaverse, the technology supporting it, and how a metaverse
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is built—a term coined in Neal Stephenson’s
1992 sci-fi novel, Snow Crash, and what
60 Minutes has called the “future of the
internet.” Featuring metaverse creators
Dante Venafro (Dante’s Inferno, partner
at Alpha Sigma Capital), Michael Young
(director, Looking for Group, Alter Ego,
Madden Football), Ted Schilowitz (futurist,
Paramount/Viacom), Kris Layng (partner,
Parallux), Mark Murphy (The Jurassicverse,
FutureTechLive!), and representatives from
Unity Labs, Artory, and a Blockchain partner. Moderated by David Bloom (Forbes).
Room 26AB
2:00–3:00 | Roddenberry and The
Comic-Con Museum—Rod Roddenberry
(CEO, Roddenberry Entertainment), Trevor
Roth (COO, Roddenberry Entertainment),
Eddie Ibrahim (senior director of programming, Comic-Con International), Chris Ryall
(Syzygy Publishing), and Rita Vandergaw
(executive director, Comic-Con Museum)
discuss how two names synonymous with
fandom have combined forces to bring
Comic-Con to life 365 days a year. Are your
geek glands salivating yet? Join moderator Clare Kramer (Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Bring It On) and some surprise guests as
they get the scoop from representatives of
science fiction’s greatest franchise and conventions’ greatest event. Room 29AB
2:30–3:30 | Indie Toy Makers Unite! A
Candid Conversation with Today’s Indie
Toy Makers—It’s been a challenging
time for toy collecting and an even more
challenging time for those who are independently producing and selling action
figures. Hear how these creators have not
only survived but also excelled during these
challenging times. Join video guests Brian
Flynn (Super 7), Julie Kerwin (I Am Elemental
Action Figures), Chris Gawrych (Amazo
Toys, US Space Force Action Figures), Bill
Murphy (Fresh Monkey Fiction, Eagle Force
Returns), and John Russell (Chicken Fried
Toys, Dime Novel Legends) as they discuss
key insights and mistakes to avoid when
creating and selling your own toy line.
Moderators Richard Mayerik (Netflix’s
The Toys That Made Us, A Toy Store Near
You), Jordan Q. Hammer (Instagram and
YouTube’s Toyshiz), Eugene Son (toy collector and writer on Blade Runner: Black
Lotus and Legend of Vox Machina), and
Gavin Hignight (Wandering Planet Toys;
writer,Transformers: War For Cybertron) will
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keep the conversation going as they Q&A
with attendees. Room 3
2:30–3:30 | Spotlight on Jae Lee—
Moderator Jose Villarrubia (The Sentry)
grills Jae Lee (The Sentry) on everything he
hates to talk about like only a close friend
and frequent collaborator can! Room 5AB
2:30–3:30 | Mictlan: An Ancient Mythical
Tale (From Mexico to the World) —
Guillermo Alarcon (founder and creative
director for Mictlan) Jose Iturriaga (environment concept artist), and Jonathan
Mehraban (mocap director) show you the
amazing world of Mictlan, Mexico’s highly
anticipated open-world adventure video
game. Mictlan is set to be the first realistic
open-world video game showcasing the
untold mythical tales of ancient Mexico.
Portraying indigenous cultures, re-creating ancient pyramids, decoding códex, and
telling the story and reenactment of how
Mesoamerica once was is something never
seen before. Meta Studios takes pride in representing their culture and traditions to be
able to tell the story of their ancestors and
place Mictlan amongst the most anticipated
video games in LATAM and soon the world.
Moderated by Beth Accomando (host
of KPBS’s arts and culture Cinema Junkie
Podcast). Room 8
2:30–3:30 | Making Your First Comic: The
Good, the Bad, and the Business Side—
Brand new comic creators Heather Hale
(She Bites, grand prize winner of the 2020
Script2Comic Contest) and Anastazja Davis
(Eternus) discuss the process of making their
first titles with David Bowles (Clockwork
Curandera), Scout Comics partner Don
Handfield (The Dark Age, Eternus), Scout
Comics co-publisher Charlie Stickney
(White Ash) and creative executives Phillip
Braun (Chispa) and Jordan Moore (Motor).
Moderated by comedian Janelle Draper.
Room 24ABC
2:45–3:45 | NBC’s La Brea: Survival and
the Unexpected Journey—The cast and
executive producers of La Brea gather for a
virtual discussion of the hit series and share
an exclusive first look of the season finale
airing November 30 on NBC. Natalie Zea,
Eoin Macken, Jon Seda, Chiké Okonkwo,
and Nicholas Gonzalez will partake in
a Q&A session alongside co-showrunners David Appelbaum, Steven Lilien, and
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Bryan Wynbrandt, moderated by TV Guide
Magazine’s Damian Holbrook. Room 6DE

3:00–4:00 | The “Bad Movie Medicine”
Holiday Special—”You’ll shoot your
eye out, kid!” Johnny Kolasinski and Dr.
Jackson Vane, co-creators of Hi Everybody!
A Bad Medicine Podcast, are joined by Dr.
Ewa Farelly, Dr. Courtney Nicholas, and
Dr. Greg Winter to discuss what holiday
classics like Home Alone, A Christmas Story,
and Die Hard get right and wrong about
injuries, medicine, and how the body works.
Room 7AB
3:00–4:00 | Spotlight on Sam Maggs—
As a writer for video games, comic books,
and novels, Sam Maggs (Marvel Action:
Captain Marvel) has contributed to the geek
world’s biggest universes, from Star Wars to
Transformers, My Little Pony, Critical Role,
and Call of Duty, and is now creating her
own. Join Maggs and moderator Mallory
O’Meara (Girly Drinks) for this one-on-one
interview and Q&A session. Room 9
3:00–4:00 | Get a Behind-the-Scenes
Look at Art Acquisition for Trading Cards
and Games—Entertainment trading cards
have surged in popularity, and rare cards
such as memorabilia cards, autograph cards,
sketch cards, and technology cards have skyrocketed in value on the secondary market. A
panel of experts from Upper Deck talk about
what it takes to become an artist for trading
cards, games, or collectibles and describe the
process of how art is acquired. Get the inside
scoop on upcoming product releases, including a line of limited-edition gallery prints.
Panelists include Bubby Johanson (director of gaming), Sam Padilla (art acquisition
lead), Julio Elizondo (art acquisition coordinator), and Ryan Garcia (product manager).
Room 23ABC
3:00–4:00 | Spirit Skies, Volume 2 Goes
to Panama—Did students write and illustrate an international graphic novel? YES!

3:00–4:00 | Make Mine Ultima!—The
comic industry is experiencing a seachange. Decades-long status quo in every
area of the business, from publication to distribution to retail, has been shattered. As the
market struggles to adjust, the time is right
for a new way of doing business—a way
to create, build, and thrive! Independent is
the new mainstream. Introducing: Ultima
Comics! Hosted by Joshua Waldrop (CEO,
Ultima Digital). Room 26AB
3:00–4:00 | Antagonists, Villains, and
Monsters, Oh My!—Have you ever
watched a movie and rooted for the villain? Do you read books where you cringe
and are yet delighted by the awfulness of
the bad guy? Have you ever seen a villain
transform before your eyes as you realize
their motives are not that far from what
you yourself believe? Learn from writers
and actors on how to make villains memorable, make them tick, make them real, and
get your audience cringing and still wanting more, all while making the hero shine
brighter. Featuring USA Today bestselling
authors Rebekah Ganiere (Fairelle series,
Dead Awakenings) and Angel Payne (Blood
of Zeus series, Bolt series), along with James
Ganiere (Emmy-nominated director/producer, Crypted franchise), David Howard
(writer, Galaxy Quest), Thomas Hobson
(actor, Ghost of Ozarks, Nickelodeon’s That
Girl Lay Lay, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine), and
Gigi Edgley (actress, Farscape). Room 29AB
3:30–4:30 | Major Grom Premiere
Screening—In July 2021 a Russian movie
titled Major Grom: Plague Doctor made it
onto the top of the Netflix worldwide chart.
How did it become possible, and what did
the filmmakers do to achieve this goal?
Evgenii Eronin, writer and producer of the
movie, will guide you through, starting from

the first issue of the Major Grom comic
book published more than 9 years ago. R
oom 23ABC
3:30–4:30 | Let’s Talk BookTok—TikTok
has taken the world by storm over the last
year, including the emergence of BookTok,
a collection of videos starring people geeking out over their latest bookish passions.
Four of BookTok’s biggest YA author obsessions—Lizz Huerta (The Lost Dreamer),
Namina Forna (The Gilded Ones), Mary E.
Pearson (Dance of Thieves), and Adalyn
Grace (All the Stars and Teeth)—talk fantasy, adventure, romance, and all of the
things that make BookTok tick. Moderated
by Michelle Bucud (social media coordinator for Mysterious Galaxy). Room 5AB
3:30-4:30 | Adapting Famous Books
and TV for Comics—Film/TV/comics writer Steven Peros (Shi, Stoker &
Wells), Mark Haynes (Stargate, 24, plus
top-secret Roddenberry project), and David
Avallone (Twilight Zone, Doc Savage, Zorro,
Elvira) discuss adapting famous novels,
iconic characters, and hit TV shows to comic
books and graphic novels. Room 8
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3:00–4:00 | How to Promote Yourself and
Your Work Online—Learn from Denise
Vasquez (artist, author, writer, photographer, actress, recording artist, content
creator) how to promote yourself, how to
showcase what makes you and your work
stand out from the rest, how to find your
niche, and how to attract clients online.
Room 2

Did they have a launch party for Spirit Skies,
volume 1 outside the Comic-Con Museum?
Oh, yes they did! Is the project over? Oh,
they’ve just got started! At Special Edition,
it’s all about volume 2! See the students talk
live with their friends from the International
School of Panama who are illustrating Spirit
Skies, volume 2. The students will discuss the
process of cooperation in the age of Covid,
and the student illustrators from Panama
will share their concept art and storyboarding for volume 2. Lucky winners will get a
free copy of volume 1. Room 25ABC

3:30–4:30 | ComiXology Originals: Past,
Present, and Future—Scott Snyder, Tula
Lotay, Marc Bernardin, Jeff Lemire, Ariella
Kristantina, Chip Zdarsky, Spike Trotman—
the hottest creators are to be found via
comiXology Originals, the digital-first comics line on comiXology and Kindle. How did
it start? Where is it going? A rare behindthe-scenes panel with comics veteran and
comiXology Originals’ head of content Chip
Mosher and guest panelists. Room 24ABC
4:00–5:00 | Observational Drawing
Without Using Perspective Theory—Wei
Xu, Ph.D. (artist, mathematician, and author)
talks about the pros and cons of perspective
theory, including why it causes problems
even for artists. He will then present an alternative scientific solution to control shapes
for both 3D objects and 2D images. People
at all drawing levels will benefit from this
talk. Room 2
4:00–5:00 | Destination Fear: To Hell
and Back—The thrill-seeking friends from
Destination Fear (Travel Channel/discovery+)—Dakota Laden, his sister Chelsea
Laden, Tanner Wiseman, and Alex
Schroeder—are back from the latest leg of
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their tour de terror and will be on hand to
share the terrifying tales from their fright-fueled road trip to America’s most haunted
locations. Join the paranormal explorers as
they reveal the horror and hauntings they
encountered during the new season of
the hit series, which returns with new episodes this November. As the team ups the
ante on their frightening social experiment
about fear, spending the night alone inside
abandoned haunted buildings, asylums,
and prisons, their pursuit of paranormal evidence and a deeper understanding of fear
takes them on their most challenging and
extreme journey yet. Fans will hear about
their nightmarish experiences, including the
most shocking moments, the places they
would never return to, and what it takes to
endure sleepovers night after night inside
these sinister destinations. Fans will get
exclusive intel and a special first look, plus
an exciting giveaway. Room 6DE
4:00–5:00 | Fifty Years of Funny: The
Cartoon Career of Scott Shaw!—Scott
Shaw! was a 1950s kid who taught himself
how to read, write, and draw by studying
comic books because he wanted to be a
cartoonist. Now 70-year-old Shaw! will display samples of his artwork from boyhood,
fandom, underground comix, ground-level
comics, mainstream comics, syndicated
comic strips, children’s books, animated
cartoons, advertising, toy designs, album
covers, cereal package designs, and more.
Room 7AB
4:00–5:00 | Why Monsters Never Die—
Demetra Brodsky (Last Girls), New York
Times bestselling author Kim Liggitt
(The Grace Year), Gretchen McNeil (#No
Escape), Marlene Perez (The Afterlife of
the Party), and Joshua Pruett (Netflix’s
The Last Kids on Earth) share their insights
about monsters, both human and inhuman, why people continue to be fascinated
by the fictional monsters in literature and
TV/film, and why certain types of monsters
continue to endure. Moderated by Stacia
Deutsch (Werewolf Weekend: Tales from the
Scaremaster Book 2). Room 9
4:00–5:00 | Bringing Worlds to Life:
Publishing Tabletop Games—Hear from
tabletop game industry veterans as they
share about bringing their unique worlds
from concept to fully launched tabletop games. Learn what makes a tabletop
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game world unique and what can you do
to find success in an ever-growing industry.
Room 23ABC
4:00 –5:00 | Kapow, Woosh, Zap!
Engaging Students with Comics in the
Classroom—Hear from a panel of super
teachers, including Jaime Chavez (intervention counselor, San Diego Unified),
Mick Rabin (resource teacher, Youth
Advocacy Dept., San Diego Unified), Ella
“Dizzy” Rogosin (teacher, Sweetwater
UHSD), Edwin Lim (Teacher, Bonita Vista
High), Scott Nielsen (mild/moderate special education teacher, Grossmont UHSD),
and L. Gabriel Senteno (teacher, ELA,
MLL, Clairemont High), moderated by Jewyl
Alderson Clarke (San Diego County Office
of Education), as they dive into their experiences using Comics in the Classroom. Hear
how incorporating comics into the curriculum increases engagement and access for all
students while developing a love for learning (and secretly powering up literacy skills)
and how the Comic-Con Educator Book Club
brings together teachers from across the
region in pursuit of great reads, community,
and strategies for the classroom. You, too,
can become a super teacher! Room 25ABC
4:00–5:00 | Larry Nemecek’s “The State
of the Trek” Fan Forum—“Dr. Trek” Larry
Nemecek (The Trek Files, Portal 47) will kick
things off and referee as you vent or share
your thoughts with fellow fans about current Trekland: the changing face of media,
fandom, culture—and what it all means for
Star Trek. Lower Decks, kid-centric Prodigy,
Picard’s familiar but dark faces, the evolution of Discovery, old-school Strange New
Worlds and the elusive big screen Star Trek 4
are all up for discussion. Also slated as a special edition of The Trek Files podcast, from
Roddenberry! Room 26AB
4:00 –5:00 | Shang- Chi: Cultural
Impact and Celebration of Fight
Choreography—For decades Asian
American audiences have enjoyed the works
of stars like Bruce Lee, Jackie Chan, Jet Li,
and many others. But there has never been a
movie quite like Marvel’s Shang-Chi. The first
Western Asian superhero film has proved
to be an entirely unique filmgoing experience, even when compared to the vast and
impressive lineup of its MCU peers. Jessica
Tseang (international comics historian)
and special guests from the stunt team dis-
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cuss the process of bringing to life Marvel’s
first-ever Asian superhero (and how they
succeeded in making him look so darn cool),
as well as reflect on the emotional journey of
being a part of creating a new kind of hero, a
higher caliber of representation, and joining
the MCU blockbuster film roster. Room 29AB
4:30–5:30 | How to Get Into Character—
Liezl Fernando (costume designer,
Everwing, Miss Global Pageants) Gina Su
(actor, The Bold and The Beautiful, Fetish),
and Harry Mok (producer, writer, Animal
Crackers, Rambo: First Blood Part II) share
their wisdom and experiences to bring your
film projects, cosplays, and productions to
life. Q&A session moderated by Francis
Kong (curator, Imagine Talks). Room 3
4:30–5:30 | Lights, Camera . . . Identity!
(Never Alone)—Pop Culture Hero Coalition
spotlights their comic book Lights, Camera
. . . Identity! (never alone). PCHC and friends
dive deep into their comic book pages
with topics including bullying prevention,
self-acceptance, and what it means to be
an ally. This comic features Rupaul’s Drag
Race favorites Pandora Boxx, Silky Nutmeg
Ganache, Jackie Cox, Heidi N Closet, and
Scarlett Boo.! Room 5AB
4:30–5:30 | Storytelling Master Class:
Writing for Animation—Get the inside
scoop from some of the finest scribes in
the industry and learn about all the hoops
today’s screenwriters must leap through
to complete a script for films, television,
and games. Tim Sheridan (Batman: The
Long Halloween, Masters of the Universe:
Revelation), Mae Catt (Young Justice,
Transformers: Cyberverse), Jeremy Adams
(Mortal Kombat Legends franchise, Batman:
Soul of the Dragon), and Jim Krieg (Justice
League: The Flashpoint Paradox, Batman:
Gotham by Gaslight) give insights into honing your skills as a professional animation
screenwriter. Stay for the Q&A when moderator Gary Miereanu (GT Marmots/PR, Inc.)
will give away a few-limited edition prizes.
Room 8
4:30–5:30 | TOKYOPOP: I Didn’t Know
That Had a Manga—TOKYOPOP has been
bringing manga to the world for over 20
years, and they partner with some of the
most well-known licenses in the world.
Learn about upcoming manga and graphic
novel partnerships, including Assassin’s
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Creed, Resident Evil, The Nightmare
Before Christmas, Descendants, and more.
Room 24ABC

5:00–6:00 | Pop Culture Fantasy Draft—
Fantasy drafts and pop culture collide in
this debate-style panel, where participants
pick a team of unusual pop culture characters to overcome a slew of ridiculous,
audience-chosen scenarios. On stage will
be puppets Chunk (Art Vega, Perception
Studio) and Cucumber (Danny Montooth,
Perception Studio), with Cole Garrison
(content creator, Rogue Jedi Gaming),
Daniel Dawson (actor and content creator,
TheDanielDawson), Kim Wong (actress and
voice actress), and JPG (pop culture advocate and RPG performer) rounding out the
competition. Room 7AB
5:00 – 6:00 | Spotlight on Henr y
Barajas—Henry Barajas has been writing,
editing, lettering, publishing, analyzing, critiquing, reading, and collecting comics since
he was old enough to know better. He is a
by-product of comic books and Comic-Con
International. Learn how not to make comics by his Bizzaro journey to making La Voz
De M.A.Y.O. Tata Rambo and Helm Greycaste,
and hear the story about how he got to
write Avengers Assemble! There will be no
flash photography or filming allowed. You
have to be there to believe it. Room 9
5:00–6:00 | STEAM Superstars—Reallife STEM superheroes are here to get kids
interested in STEM! The IF/THEN ambassadors are changing the culture around
science, technology, engineering, and math
through representation ( like their full-sized
3D printed statues) and through innovation
by incorporating art and other unconventional methods to teach and communicate
science. By changing STEM to STEAM,
they’re reaching new audiences and help-

5:00–6:00 | The Enduring Appeal of the
Alien Franchise—Since 1979 audiences
have been captivated with the Alien franchise. Gareth Von Kallenbach, owner and
editor of Skewed & Reviewed, along with
Skewed & Reviewed writers Victor and
Juliette Calderon, explore the enduring
appeal of the franchise from films to games,
comics, and the pending television series.
This panel looks at not only the history of
the franchise but also its fans’ deep fascination with the stories and characters and the
franchise’s impact on pop culture and our
psyche. Room 26AB
5:00–6:00 | Telling the Story of ComicCon—For over 50 years, San Diego
Comic-Con has had a profound social and
cultural impact. It helped to turn fandom
into a force to be reckoned with and provided the setting for pivotal moments in the
history of comics and entertainment. A few
storytellers have made it their work to preserve and promote the history of SDCC in
books, photographs, recordings, and podcasts as a way to connect today’s event to
its origins and build bridges across generations of fans. Join two of Comic-Con’s
founding generation, Mike Towry (ComicCon Memories) and Jackie Estrada (author,
Comic Book People), podcast producer
Mathew Klickstein (Comic-Con Begins),
and author Rob Salkowitz (Comic-Con and
the Business of Pop Culture) for a conversation about Comic-Con’s roots and ongoing
role in 21st-century pop culture. Room 29AB
5:15–6:15 | Video Games and Comics:
A Conversation with the Writers of
Call of Duty: Vanguard—The writers
of Call of Duty: Vanguard discuss writing
for video games, creating original comics
that expand the narrative, and leveraging

different mediums to tell a single story.
They’ll explore what went into creating
the campaign narrative and how they used
comics to expand on it outside of the game.
Room 6DE
5:30–6:30 | Perfecting and Pitching the
Picture Book—If you want to write a children’s picture book, but don’t know where
to start, this panel is for you. Stephen
W. Martin (Fluffy McWhiskers Cuteness
Explosion, Simon and Schuster; Charlotte
& the Rock, Penguin Random House) takes
you through the process of picking the perfect idea, using classical structure to polish
it up, and then sending it out with a creative
query to capture any editor or agent’s attention. Bring your pencils, paper and colored
crayons. Room 3
5:30–6:30 | Mega64 Panel for Giving
Thanks—The long-time infamous digital
filmmakers at Mega64 are thankful for a
special edition of Comic-Con over this most
festive weekend. They’re gonna show it by
getting the whole cast and crew—including Rocco Botte, Derrick Acosta, Shawn
Chatfield, and many others—together to
show new and unseen videos, do a Q&A,
and celebrate their favorite San Diego
hometown convention! Room 5AB
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5:00–6:00 | Create an Original Comic
Book Hero with Before Sunrise Trilogy
Screenwriter Kim Krizan—Interested in
creating your own original comic book hero?
In this workshop, Academy Award–nominated Before Sunrise trilogy screenwriter and
The Magic Hour Patreon writing instructor
Kim Krizan will lead you through a series
of exclusive exercises that will end in your
having created your very own heroic protagonist. Come armed with paper and a pencil
or pen. Room 2

ing girls and youth find their own STEAM
superpowers. Join Dr. Beata Mierzwa
(molecular biologist, Ludwig Institute for
Cancer Research), Jasmine Sadler (rocket
scientist, STEAM Collab), Dr. Claire Meaders
(assistant teaching professor, UCSD), Dr.
Kimberley Miner (climate scientist, NASA),
and Sam Wynns (conservation biologist,
Cabrillo National Monument) for a discussion moderated by Dr. Crystal Dilworth
(neuroscientist, TV host) about career paths,
education, STEM, and art as they share their
passion and commitment to the next generation. Room 25ABC

5:30–6:30 | Revolutionizing Animation:
A Transcendent Way to Bring Drama
to Life—Trioscope’s creative leads L.
C. Crowley, Brandon Barr, and Greg
Jonkajyts (The Liberator) are joined by
Vincent D’Onofrio (Daredevil, Ratched) to
reveal exclusive details including a first look
from their upcoming George R. R. Martin–
produced short film Night of the Cooters.
Based on a short story by Howard Waldrop,
the film is directed by and stars D’Onofrio.
Panelists will show how fusing live-action human performances with animated
environments creates a groundbreaking
moving graphic novel experience, transforming sci-fi and fantasy into stunning
reality. Room 8
5:30–6:30 | Webcomics: Healing in
Four Panels—Friends, it’s been a hard
year and a half, but we’re all together
again! The world is deeply polarized, and
we’re not laughing at the same things we
used to. Dedicated webcomics creators JR
Gervais (YoungCannibals.net) and Eddie
DeAngelini (CollectorsComic.com) have
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taken it upon themselves to increase the
shared laughs between old and young,
red and blue, and everyone in between.
Moderated by Kristen Parraz (host,
Comadres y Comics podcast). They will be
giving away a 9.0 CGC–rated copy of Action
Comics #1 for the best question. Not a typo,
not an imaginary story, but a genuine copy
of Action Comics #1! Room 24ABC
6:00–7:00 | Prop Shop Talk with
SheProp!—Can you walk that prop and talk
that shop, but feel like an outsider in many
of the maker forums? Members of SheProp!,
the prop-making forum for women, trans,
two-spirit, and nonbinary artists and creators, will answer all of your cosplay and
prop-making questions, free of judgment
and criticism. Room 2
6:00–7:00 | Fandom Has Saved Sci-Fi
Franchises!—2020 cemented the truth that
fandom as an entity is an essential force in
all sci-fi franchises. Many have known the
power of fandom for years, but it is only in
the past five years that this has been driven
home: Deadpool’s fan base forcing Fox
to reassess the viability of the movie, The
Expanse getting renewed on Amazon after
being cancelled, Dune resurrected due to
the director’s absolute love for the content,
The Orville saved—there are so many stories
of fandom impacting sci-fi directly. An allstar panel of fandom and sci-fi experts in the
industry look back at the impact fandoms
have had, and more important, the power
they hold now. Insights, Q&A, and exclusive
giveaways! Room 7AB
6:00–7:00 | Finance for Creatives (formerly the Financial Superhero Panel)
—Panelists will discuss some of the
year-end finance, tax, and credit planning that creatives will need to prepare
for, including where to turn for help and
support. Featuring Sean Nisil (certified
financial planner), Neil Narvaez (owner,
Professional Tax Services, LLC), Eric Atilano
(Best Equity Financial), Steve Grady (Steve
Grady Insurance Services), and industry
professionals Chris Neuhahn (five-time
EmmyAward–winning producer and animator), and Alonso Nuñez (founder and
art director, Little Fish Comic Book Studio).
Moderated by Karen Martin (The Princess
Project). Room 9
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6:00–7:00 | Spiritual Themes in Comics—
With continued emphasis on spiritual
themes in comics, movies, and television,
such as Wanda Vision, Loki, and The Eternals,
this panel will delve into and examine how
these spiritual themes influence the entertainment industry. Panelists include Jessica
Tseang (historian), B Dave Walters (actor,
writer), Bryan Mero (Spirit Knight), Ralph
Miley (Christian Comic Arts Society), Luis
Serrano (Rooted Chronicles), and Kyle
Keene (moderator). Room 23ABC
6:00–7:00 | The Rise of the Ethnogothic:
Black Horror and Popular Culture—
Cultural anthropologist Stanford
Carpenter (Black & Brown Comix Arts
Festival) moderates the conversation
between two-time Eisner winner John
Jennings (UC Riverside; Megascope),
Tananarive Due (UCLA; Horror Noire), and
Courtney Baker (UC Riverside) on the rise
of Black horror as a genre and its impact on
popular culture through literary works, feature films, and drama series. Room 25ABC
6:00–7:00 | The Nearest Stars within 100
LY—Have you ever wanted to know more
about our closest stellar neighbors? Authors
and actors discuss the 4,000 nearest stars
within 100 light-years and alien civilizations that might be found in our region of
the Milky Way. Learn about the Nearest Stars
Project, which is a collaborative undertaking
to create a 3D map of our region of space.
Featuring Mark O’Bannon (Imperium, Aia
the Barbarian), Gigi Edgley (Farscape, Jim
Henson’s Creature Shop Challenge), and
Jimmy Diggs (Star Trek: Voyager, Star Trek:
Deep Space Nine). Room 26AB
6:00–7:00 | Bronies React to A New
Ge ne ra t ion —Sy l v i a M o n d r a g o n
(“Mom,” member, Tijuana Bronies), Will
Barron (“Steam Tank,” head creator,
Railroad Bronies), Ethan Chang (creator,
First Awesome Platoon), Jonathan Gilfry
(“Mechaflyer,” co-founder, Railroad Bronies),
Patrick Ramirez (“Lance,” co-organizer,
SoCal Bronies), and Ted Visser (chair, Pacific
PonyCon 2016 & 2017), discuss Hasbro’s new
version of My Little Pony: A New Generation,
released on Netflix. Additionally, they will
discuss the state of the brony fandom
since the end of My Little Pony: Friendship Is
Magic. Moderated by James Udan (organizer, SoCal Bronies; coordinator, San Diego
Wikimedians User Group). Room 29AB
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6:30–7:30 | Storyboarding: The Ins and
Outs—Ralph Lee Miranda (storyboard
artist at ADG 800) will walk you through
how to develop storyboarding skills, how
to apply those skills, and the day-to-day
life of a storyboard artist. He will also discuss how storyboarding led to the creation
of his new cartoon Oh, Bubba Lu! Jen Lu
(writer), Kelvin Chung (art director), and
David Seung (producer) will also discuss
creating and finalizing a film. All in attendance will receive an exclusive Oh, Bubba
Lu! poster and a storyboarding cheat sheet
handout. Room 3
6:30–7:30 | Kamen Rider 50th Anniversary and Beyond—Team Kamen Rider
members (David Clarke, A. J. Velasco)
and Shout Factory discuss upcoming toy
releases and information about upcoming
subbed series with the help of moderator
David Edmundson (senior marketing manager for Bandai Namco Collectibles LLC.).
Immediately after the panel, there will be
a screening of the U.S. premiere of Kamen
Rider Zero-One: REALxTIME. Room 5AB
6:30–7:30 | Bat in the Sun—Bat in the Sun
is the awarding-winning, talent filmmaking
crew responsible for Super Power Beat Down,
Batman: Dying Is Easy, and their newest
project Legend of the White Dragon. Aaron
Schoenke, Sean Schoenke, Kevin Porter,
and Vera Bambi talk about filmmaking and
future projects. Room 6DE
6:30–7:30 | Video Game Industry: Forge
Your Career—Video games have created innovative careers with their unique
design and development process. From
storytelling, concept art, audio, cinematics,
and programming to marketing, pro-gaming and entertaining, this panel will unveil
unique sides to the video game industry. Genese Davis (Ary and the Secret of
Seasons), Jason Hayes (World of Warcraft),
Sam Hall (Nexus), and Eric Kieron Davis
(Star Citizen) discuss the game creation process, the gaming industry at large, and the
key ingredients they pour into their niche.
Room 8
6:30–7:30 | The Science of Star Wars—
Examples of real-life science are everywhere
in the galaxy far, far away. Join the Fleet
Science Center for this discussion of how
science influences Star Wars and how the
fantasy epic continues to inspire scientists.
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7:00 – 8:00 | Spies, Secrets, and
Espionage: Technology and Tactics for
Deception and Detection—Decades
before the emergence of Nick Fury, Black
Widow, and Agent 37 of Spyral, spies, espionage, and trickery had been pervasive
in comics and graphic novels. Moderator
Steve Broback (co-founder, Dent the
Future) will engage with Jonna Mendez
(former chief of disguise for the CIA), Clint
Emerson (Navy SEAL ret., author), Barbara
Rae-Venter (genetic genealogist), and
Jamy Ian Swiss (magician and author/historian) to discuss spy technologies of the
past, present, and future. Room 7AB
7:00–8:00 | Outlandish Confabulation:
An Outlander Fan Panel—Ginger
Wiseman (The Outlander podcast),
Summer Reynolds (The Outlander podcast), Heather Insley (Outlander SoCal
Edition), Rita Meistrell (Outlander SoCal
Edition), and Caitlin Gallagher (The Dipp)
discuss popular fan theories and invite
attendees to take part in a conversation
about the books and television adaptation.
Room 9
7:00–8:00 | Trivia for the Rest of Us—Use
your own device to play in this inclusive,
open, online session covering topics like
superheroes, video games, monsters, princesses, Stan Lee, and more! Winners will
receive prizes. Featuring Debbie Kunes
(curator), Jeff Kunes (director), Owen
Kunes (monitor), and Tyler Kunes (creator). Everyone is welcome; appropriate for
all ages. Room 23ABC
7:00–8:00 | No Tow Trucks Beyond
Mars—David Rosing (JPL HLS system
engineer), Shonte Tucker (JPL Deputy Sec
Mgr for Spacecraft Mech Engineering), and

Keith Rosette (JPL MSR CCRS deputy project manager) discuss the successful M2020
landing in the middle of inhospitable terrain
on Mars ,only to experience the gut-punch
of the first core sample that was unable
to collect a rock core. See how the team
saved the future of the Mars Sample Return
Project. Room 25ABC
7:00–8:00 | Comics on Comics: Live! 10th
Anniversary Show—Comics on Comics
has had lots of fun and laughs at ComicCon over the years and for Special Edition
they are bringing back some of their favorite
past participants to talk about all the comic
goodness seen in the past few years, From
Marvel Phase Four to Watchmen to The Boys,
we have been in a Golden Age of comics in
pop culture! Juan-Manuel Rocha hosts
comedian Asterios Kokkinos, podcaster
Vito Lapiccola, and other panelists. Room
26AB
7:00–8:00 | Docs That Rock—Documentaries covering pop culture subjects such as
comic books and movies are more popular
than ever, topping the charts on iTunes and
streaming services. Join Chris Gore (Film
Threat, Attack of the Doc), April Wright
(Stuntwomen: The Untold Hollywood Story),
Anthony Desiato (My Comic Shop Country),
Malcolm Ingram (Clerk), Taylor Morden
(The Last Blockbuster), and Jesse Suchmann (Sam & Mattie Make a Zombie Movie)
for a conversation about what it takes to
get an indie doc made, how to promote it
at a film festival, and tips for selling the film
to a major streaming service like Netflix.
Room 29AB
7:30-8:30 | Mythology of Final Fantasy—
Jared Griego (Eat the Magic, Dapper Bard’s
Tavern) discusses world mythology and pop
culture references that have inspired the
popular Japanese RPG series Final Fantasy.
He will explore myths and legends from
the East and West, the fantastic and mundane, that ensure the fantasy worlds that
have given us countless hours of gameplay
will never be final. Moderated by Scarlet
Aznable (Convention Tea, published cosplayer). Room 3
7:30–9:00 | Kamen Rider Screening—
U.S. premiere of Kamen Rider Zero-One:
REALxTIME. Room 5AB

7:30–8:30 | Space Command: Epic
Adventures!—Space Command’s cast is
a Who’s Who of TV and film genre stars,
including Doug Jones (Star Trek Discovery,
The Shape of Water), Ethan McDowell (The
Walking Dead, Doom Patrol), Mike Harney
(Orange Is the New Black, Project Blue Book),
Bruce Boxleitner (Babylon 5, TRON), Bill
Mumy (Lost In Space, Babylon 5), James Hong
(Blade Runner), Mira Furlan (Lost, Babylon 5),
Victor Manso (Tesla Adventures), and John
Hennigan (Glow, WWE). Created by Star Trek
writer Marc Scott Zicree (TNG, New Twilight
Zone). See a new episode extended HD preview, and get background info from those
behind the scenes. Room 8
7:30–9:00 | Comic-Con 2019 Panel
Replay—Did you miss Comic-Con in 2020
and 2021? So did we! Join programming
coordinator for Comic-Con International
Tommy Goldbach in this 1.5-hour block
in which Comic-Con will rebroadcast some
of 2019’s popular panels from Hall H and
Ballroom 20. Best of all, those in attendance will get to vote in a show of applause
on what they want to see. It’s democracy at
its finest and it’s a first (or second?) chance
to see these panels. (Please note: these
playbacks will include only the panel discussions. None of the film clips or footage
shown at the live events will be shown here.)
Room 24ABC
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Fon Davis (creative director, Fonco Studios)
will share behind-the-scenes knowledge
from working on over 40 feature films,
including the Star Wars series. Scientists
include Lisa M. Will, Ph.D. (astrophysics
professor, San Diego City College), Frank
Santana (herpetologist, San Diego Natural
History Museum), Amit K. Patel, Ph.D.
(ophthalmologist, University of California
San Diego), and Melissa Miller (science
writer, Star Wars Insider magazine, Nerdist).
Moderated by James Floyd (freelance
writer, Star Wars Insider, and podcast host,
Star Warsologies). Room 24ABC

7:45–8:45 | Dr. Horrible Screening—
Join the fun and sing along as we screen
Internet sensation Dr. Horrible’s Sing-Along
Blog. Bring your fro-yo but do not bounce!
Room 6DE
8:00–9:00 | Gorilla with a Pen—Anthony
“Ape” Pratt (Gorilla With A Pen CEO), David
“Panda” Chen (partner, FaZe ClanEsports
teacher at SMU), Mark Deppe (director of Esports at UCI, commissioner at
NASEF), Donovan “DC” Carter (Vernon
Littlefield on HBO’s Ballers, defensive lineman, Oakland Raiders), and Bekka Prewitt
(Resident Evil: The Village, The Evil Within 2)
discuss the rise of the esports community,
family support within the community, and
the opportunities that exist for gamers.
Room 7AB
8:00–9:00 | Inside the Horror Film Bundy
Manor—When a family moves to a small
town they discover an extreme haunted
house run by a charming retired surgeon.
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Things start getting out of hand when they
realize he is going too far. The cast and creators preview the official trailer for Bundy
Manor and talk about the making of the
film. Moderated by producer Tim Drake
(Funny or Die, Robot Butt), the panel will
also feature Lucasfilm writer and director
Alex Watson (Star Wars: Journey of a Fan
Film, Take Me Out), and main cast members
Julie Cordell-Seamons (Echo Boomers),
Paul Anthony Sonnier Jr. (Extinct), Walter
Mecham (Yellowstone), Clare Pace, Ilara
Phoenix Williams, Emily Perry, Pamela
Beheshti (The Devil in Me), and Siddiq
Maginn. Room 9
8:00–10:00 | The 2021 Comic-Con Special
Edition Masquerade—The Ballroom 20
stage becomes a celebration of cosplay costuming with a fun competition inspired by
comics, movies, and other pop culture, with

impressive re-created and original design
costumes crafted by our talented and creative attendees. Not a dance or party, it’s
part talent show, part fashion show, with
clever stage presentations, trophies, and
cash prizes. Always one of the most popular events at our cons, doors will open for
audience seating at 7:30, but the line for
choice seating will begin earlier. Unlike our
usual Comic-Cons, tickets are NOT required
for seating. During the judging break, there
will be special live entertainment from The
Corps Dance Crew, and The Saber Guild
performance group. Ballroom 20. (Overflow
seating with live video provided if needed in
Room 23ABC)

Endgame, Black Panther, Captain Marvel,
Godzilla: King of the Monsters, Walking Dead,
Agents of Shield, MacGuyver, and many more
discuss their experiences and offer advice
in getting into and navigating the stunt
industry in movies and TV, as well as how
the industry has changed and is changing.
Panelists include Esteban Cueto, Janeshia
Adams-Ginyard, Brian Danner, Joette
Orman, and Tammie Baird. Moderated
by Justin T. Bowler. Room 26AB

8:00–9:00 | Selling the Hit—What You
Always Wanted to Know About the Stunt
Industry (In Memory of Eric Cajiuat)—
Stuntmen and stuntwomen from Avengers:

NEWBIE
STAR TREK

A podcast where people who’ve never seen
Star Trek watch it for the first time!
First 15 minutes of every episode is irrelevant.
“ They
never stay on topic. They don’t remember
anyone’s names. They forget critical plot points.
It’s my favorite podcast.

- vdubuis via Apple Podcasts

Available wherever
you get your podcasts!
Also at
NewbieStarTrek.com
Note: Podcast contains profanity.
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masquerade
2019 Best Original Design and Will Eisner Studios winner: “The Deathly Hallows,” by Sunchild Cosplay, Katelyn Jaye Cosplay, I am Manas Cosplay, Shaka Cos, and Hyn May Productions.

Comic-Con Special Edition Masquerade

C

omic-Con Special Edition’s cosplay competition gives costuming in the popular arts the spotlight it deserves and
allows attendees to show that creativity, imagination, and
talent are not limited to the professionals. Not a dance or party as
the name implies, it is a show on a stage! More than just a display
of re-created and original design costumes, participants bring characters to life in clever and entertaining presentations with drama,
humor, storylines, each with specially selected music and lighting.
The Masquerade will start at 8:00 Saturday night in Ballroom
20 of the Convention Center. Doors will open for audience seating
at 7:30, but the line for choice seating will start forming earlier.
Unlike our usual masquerades, audience tickets are not required
for this event—all you need is your con badge. There will be a reserved seating section for special guests, program participants, and
approved press who reserve a seat at the Masquerade Desk near
Ballroom 20 before Saturday night. Disabled attendees should visit
the Disabled Services Desk to coordinate seating, and there will be
a signer for the hearing impaired. The ballroom holds thousands,
but if that turns out to not be enough, the event will also be
shown simultaneously in Room 23ABC.
The event will run about 2 1/2 hours, including an intermission for judging, and the presentation of awards. Along with the
Comic-Con awards bestowed by our guest judges, representatives from organizations and companies will also be selecting
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their own winners of generous cash prizes. Some costumes will
be re-created from various sources and genres, others completely original designs. While no purchased costumes are allowed in
the competition, the audience may dress as they like. To ensure
great viewing for everyone, multiple cameras will be capturing
close-up views for projection onto the high-definition screens.
The evening’s Mistress of Ceremonies will be popular San Diego artist Sue Dawe. Although Sue works in a variety of art media,
she is best known for her fantasy airbrushed designs often seen in
magazines, posters, calendars, and con art shows, plus a Franklin
Mint collectible 10-plate series. She teaches at U.S. Arts Center and
San Diego’s Miramar College, participates in fantasy, period, and
other costuming events, frequently attends sf cons, and has been
participating in Comic-Con’s Artists’ Alley for 26 years. She also
designed the beautiful Masquerade awards.
During the Judging Intermission the audience will be treated to a storied dance presentation by the talented fan group The
Corps Dance Crew, returning to our stage for yet another fabulous
show. Following them will be a special new Star Wars–themed light
saber show by members of the Saber Guild performance group. Incorporating screen-accurate costuming, music from the films, and
amazing choreography, if you enjoy Star Wars characters brought
to life, this Lucasfilm-approved group is not to be missed.

|
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CONTESTANT INFORMATION
Although the submission deadline for entries has passed, there may
be cancellations that have opened up contestant spots. Interested
costumers should inquire at the Masquerade Desk Friday or before
10:30 Saturday morning to check for openings. No new entries will
be allowed after that time. Costumes worn at the con prior to
the Masquerade are not accepted in the show. Complete rules
and information are available at the Desk outside Ballroom 20, open
from 10:00 to 6:00 Friday and Saturday. A one-hour Masquerade Orientation for contestants only will be held Saturday morning at 10:30.
Please stop by the Masquerade Desk to find out the room number.
On Sunday, if you missed the show or wish to see it again, a video
will be shown at the Masquerade Playback at 2:30 in Room 8. To learn
more about convention masquerades, you may wish to attend the Masquerade 101 panel at 6:00 Friday in Room 23ABC.
AWARDS AND PRIZES
San Diego Comic-Con trophy medallions will be given to winning
costumes in the categories of Best in Show, Judges’ Choice, Best
Re-creation, Best Original Design, Most Beautiful, Most Humorous, Best Workmanship, and Best Young Fan. These custom awards were fabricated by the same company that produces
trophies for the Emmy Awards and Golden Globes.
Any costumed entry winning one of Comic-Con’s own award

categories (excepting honorable mentions) will also receive a free
4-day membership to Comic-Con in 2022—an extra thank-you for
all the hard work and dedication. These awarded badges are nontransferable; if a group wins a category, up to five free memberships
will be given.
In addition, generous prizes will be presented by representatives of the following companies and organizations:
 Frank And Son Collectible Show, of the City of Industry, Calif.,
“your one-stop show for all your collectible needs” will present
to the entry they deem to be the audience favorite a generous
prize of $1,000 cash, plus a very impressive crystal trophy.
 San Diego Comic Convention is happy to present a special
costuming award given in memory of long-time committee
and board member Alan Campbell, who passed away and
is sorely missed. Alan was a great fan of the Masquerade, at
times generously donating his own prize. The Special Edition
Alan Campbell Award will be $500 cash, presented to the entry
deemed Best Re-Creation of a Comics Character or Characters,
as selected by SDCC’s representative.
 The Art Directors Guild, IATSE Local 800, which has among
its members art directors, graphic artists, illustrators, matte
artists, model makers, production designers, scenic artists, set
designers and title artists of the motion picture, theater, and
TV industries, is presenting two awards, each with a $500 prize:
The Art Directors Guild Cosplay Award for Original Concept Design,
presented to the entry most exemplifying a wholly original concept. The “Idea” is paramount in this category, the implementation and craftwork are secondary to the original notion. Also
being awarded is The Art Directors Guild Cosplay Award for Best
Graphic Design, presented to the entry whose printed, painted,
or sculpted graphics are superior.
 Costumer’s Guild West, a community of costumers dedicated to promoting the art of costuming and needlework in all
forms, will present a one-year membership to their Southern
California costuming group, as well as one full scholarship and
one night’s complimentary hotel stay to their weekend conference, Costume College, held the last weekend in July 2022
(or winner may choose 2023) at the Warner Center Marriott in
Woodland Hills, CA, to the entry they select as showing the most
promise. Costume College promotes the art of costuming by
providing educational lectures and workshops in every aspect
of costuming.

masquerade

PHOTOGRAPHY
 Cameras are allowed, but no flash photography is permitted in
the ballroom. No tripods are permitted in aisleways.
 All photographs and video recordings must be for personal,
nonprofit use only and may not be sold or used for commercial purposes, including appearing on websites that charge for
viewing. News media and journalists should request permission
via Comic-Con’s Press Desk.
 No equipment or standing is allowed that will interfere with
other audience members’ viewing. House staff will be watching
for violators, so please help us assure everyone in the audience
can enjoy the show.
 For extra Covid safety, the Masquerade Photo Op Area is now
in an outdoor venue where the costumers will pose after their
presentations. Flash photography is allowed there, but spaces
are limited. Those wishing access must sign up ahead of time
at the Masquerade Desk to reserve a spot.

LEFT: 2019 Honorable Mention:
“La Noche”, worn and made by Tala.
CENTER: 2019 Best in Show “Saint
Celestine from Warhammer 40K,”
worn and made by Rebecca
Roberts Ryan. RIGHT: 2019
Honorable Mention and Sideshow
Collectibles winner “Project Ebon
Blade’s Tarecgosa,” worn and made
by Samantha Kappler Cosplay.
(All photos by Jerry Shaw)
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This is the official Comic-Con Special Edition 2021 Sunday programming schedule as of press time. Please note that this schedule is subject to change. Panelists
scheduled to appear at each event are also subject to change. Please check the daily schedule signs outside each programming room for updated information.
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SUNDAY
11:00–12:00 | The Grant Imahara Tribute
Panel—Grant Imahara was an enthusiastic geek, best known as a Mythbuster but
involved with many projects and fandoms,
including Star Wars, Disneyland, and Star
Trek. The Fleet Science Center hosts Fon
Davis (creative director at Fonco Studios) as
he shares stories and photos from his longterm friendship with Grant. They worked
together at ILM, they built their Battlebots
side by side, and Grant’s workshop at Fonco
Studios remains intact. Grant passed away
in 2020 but his legacy as a STEAM (science,
technology, engineering, art, and math)
superstar lives on through his foundation.
Melissa Miller (science communicator,
University of California, San Diego) moderates this panel that aims to carry on Grant’s
wonderful legacy of bringing wonder and
excitement to science and science fiction.
Room 6DE
11:00–12:00 | The VFX of Doctor Who:
You Can Do This!—Geoffrey Mark
(Serenity, The Orville) moderates a panel of
effects luminaries Ian Hunter (Interstellar,
Inception), Tom Griep (Independence Day,
Armageddon), Chris Simmons (iRobot,
Independence Day), and Dragon Dronet
(Star Trek: First Contact, Total Recall). They
will be shown clips from classic Doctor Who
episodes and challenged to re-create those
effects with household materials. Learn
how to re-create those effects yourself from
these wizards of visual trickery. Room 7AB
11:00 –12:00 | How to Get News
Coverage—Small press publishers: What
makes the difference between an item that
will get news coverage, reviews, and interviews and what won’t? Many publishers
have no idea what to submit to the press,
how to submit it, and why they are being
overlooked for coverage. Comics journalist
Rik Offenberger (First Comics News, Archie
Comics) moderates this panel on just what
it takes to get coverage. Panelists include
Tim Chizmar (Fangoria, First Comics News,
co-chair of the Horror Writers Association),
Kallie Chris (Conversations with the Void),
Glenn Hauman (Comic Mix), Jez Ibelle
(First Comics News, Geek-a-pedia), Rich
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Johnston (Bleeding Cool), Jason LiVecchi
(NBC News), and Rob Salkowitz (ICv2,
Forbes). Also, independent comic creators
Michael Kingston (Headlocked Comics)
and Josh Waldrop (Red Gorilla Comics)
will explain what worked for them and what
to avoid when looking for press coverage.
Room 9
11:00–12:00 | The Christian Comic Arts
Society Meeting—Pop culture and the
Church: There will be a short sermonette,
followed by a panel discussion. If the Church
were given a grade (A, B, C, D, or Fail) on its
outreach to comic book/animation/gaming culture, what would that grade be?
What has been successful? What has failed?
What steps can be taken to effectively reach
this community with the gospel of Jesus
Christ? Panelists will discuss concrete strategies to reach this community. Featuring
Luis Serrano (Samson), Bryan Mero
(Spirit Knight), Jessica Tseang (historian),
Alexander James, Christina Todd (CCAS),
and Kyle Keene. Room 23ABC
11:00–12:00 | Just the Facts: CBLDF
Comics in Education Survey—We know
that kids love comics and that comics are
great tools for classrooms, but can we prove
it? In 2019, the CBLDF launched a first-ofits-kind survey to find out who’s teaching
with comics, how comics are being used in
classrooms, and the obstacles to the use of
comics. Panelists will examine the results
from the 2021 Comics in Education Survey,
including the most frequently used comics in education and strategies, for how the
data from the survey can be used to support and defend the use of comics in school.
Room 29AB
11:30–12:30 | The 501st Legion: Star Wars
Villainous Costuming—Get an introduction to the creation of fan-made villain
costumes from all Star Wars movies. 501st
Legion members Shane Holly, Lindsay
Cepak, Dean Amstutz, Rodney Mosley,
and Todd Mullin provide an overview of the
creative process that brings Stormtroopers,
Tusken Raiders, Boba Fett, or Kylo Ren from
the silver screen into reality. They will talk
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about the process for working with armor
parts, small prop and soft costume construction, and 3D modeling and printing.
Room 5AB
11:30–12:30 | Holiday House and
Pixel+Ink: Unlikely Heroes—Sometimes
the hero isn’t who (or what) you’d expect!
At times when kids could feel down about
not fitting in or being as cool or capable as
the others, works aimed at middle graders can help them get through. These five
panelists from sister companies Holiday
House and Pixel+Ink have created series
that put a new spin on the hero trope.
Steven Banks (Middle School Bites series),
Richard Fairgray (Black Sand Beach
and Cardboardia series), David Fremont
(Carlton Crumple Creature Catcher series),
Elly Kramer (Trillium Sisters series), and
Zach Smith (Dolphin Girl series) have each
held long careers in kids’ entertainment.
Moderator: Maryelizabeth Yturralde.
Room 8
11:30–12:30 | Breaking in and Staying
in Comics—With a decade of working
side by side behind them, join ComiXology
Originals’ head of content Chip Mosher and
Kodansha’s senior marketing director Ivan
Salazar for an intimate conversation about
how to break in and stay working in comics.
Room 24ABC
11:30–12:30 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #7: Who Watches . . . The Legal
Department: Key Comic Industry
Contracts and Fandom—Attorneys and
comics scholars James Thompson (Comic
Book Historians Group), Danny Barer
(Pollak, Vida & Barer), and Marc Greenberg
(Golden Gate University School of Law) consider the infamous legal contracts that few
have read but that have galvanized a fandom schooled to think in terms of good
versus evil. Starting with a history of infamous contracts from Siegel and Shuster
to Moore and Gibbons, these panelists
consider how comic media sites and their
visitors construct narrative fictions surrounding such contracts, with creators
and companies alternating between hero
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11:30–1:00 | Special Edition of the
Writers Coffeehouse—Led by New York
Times bestselling author Peter Clines
(Paradox Bound, Terminus, The Fold, the
Ex-Heroes series), this session focuses on the
business of prose publishing. The Writers
Coffeehouse is a bunch of writers sitting
around talking about writing. No agendas,
no requirements—just chat about markets,
about pitching and selling, about conquering frustration and defeating writers’ block,
and about all of the good things that come
from the community of writers. It’s open
to everyone—from absolute beginners to
award winners and bestsellers. Just show
up, hang out, and talk. Or don’t talk—lurk
in the back and take notes. Room 32AB
12:00–1:00 | How to Color a Comic or
Comic Art—Comic coloring pioneer Brian
Haberlin will take you behind the scenes on
coloring comics. He will cover color theory
and process, then to final production techniques to get your work looking how you
want it to be in print or on the web. Room 2
12:00–1:00 | Accelerating Evolution:
How Technology Can Make Humans
“Super”—Dr. Nathan Lents, Ph.D. (professor of biology, John Jay College) moderates
a conversation among scientists that will
delve into how the technology of the modern world is changing how humans evolve.
Dr. Brian Brown (professor, Icahn School
of Medicine at Mount Sinai), Dr. Alessia
Baccarini (assistant professor, genetics and
genomic sciences, Tisch Cancer Institute),
and Dr. Michael Petrascheck (associate professor, Department of Molecular Medicine at
The Scripps Research Institute) will discuss
how modern science is making people more
(and also less) “super.” Room 7AB
12:00–1:00 | At the Ruins of Pop Culture:
Saving the World One Story at a Time—
WandaVision, Stranger Things, Lovecraft
Country, and the X-Men “show” us how

heroes and villains struggle with their
traumatized past. Join a nerdy group of
psychologists, philosophers, and comics
writers for a lively, informative discussion of
how pop culture narratives compassionately
expose the emotional ruins and voids that
traumatized people create for themselves
as they struggle to bridge the painful gap
between their past and present. Are these
stories providing a public service? You bet!
Room 9
12:00–1:00 | Cartoon Cereal Boxes from
Around the World—Duane Dimock
shows you really weird cereal boxes from
around the world and how superheroes
and cartoons took over kids’ cereal boxes
on earth. He starts in 1869, scuttles to 1930s
Mickey Mouse, flies to 1940s Superman, then
examines the ‘60s to the ‘00s while showing
big pictures of domestic and foreign cereal
boxes. From the past 25 years, Duane has
hand-picked the funniest foreign cereal
boxes from the shelves of Iceland, Hungary,
Japan, Norway, Mexico, Taiwan, Scotland,
China, England, and Czechoslovakia. Room
23ABC
12:00–1:00 | CBLDF: Algorithms and the
New Digital Censorship—The future will
be automated—and that includes censorship. In our digital age, the reliance on
algorithms to find, block, or remove content
is on the rise. CBLDF interim director Jeff
Trexler and digital editor Jordan Smith
lead a discussion about the algorithms all
around us, seen and unseen, and the dangers of allowing automated programs to
decide what’s “fit to print” in the comics
industry. Room 29AB
12:15–1:15 | Legion M Fans Unite to Take
Over Hollywood—Legion M is the world’s
first fan-owned entertainment company.
Through equity crowdfunding, they’ve
made it possible for anyone to become an
entertainment investor. This community
has access to special screenings, industry
events, and Legion M meet-ups as well as
set visits and even work as extras. The panel
will reveal how Legion M is involved with
films like Jay and Silent Bob: Reboot (Kevin
Smith), Archenemy (Joe Manganiello), and
Mandy (Nicolas Cage) and how you can be,
too. Legion M executives David Baxter,
Jeff Annison, and special guests will discuss how fans are the real power brokers in
Hollywood. Room 6DE

12:30 –1:30 | Lowbrow, Surreal,
Monster, and Tiki Art in America—
Jeff Granito (digital tiki, monster artist),
Laura “Rarabird” Harper (tiki fantasy
artist), Devon “Creepy Tiki” Devereaux
(tiki, monster painter, sculptor), Robert
Maya (lowbrow, monster art sculptor), Jim
“Monster” Moore (monster art sculptor,
mug maker), and Cesar “Outl1n3 Island”
Anzora (tiki art sculptor, artist) discuss modern American surreal, lowbrow, tiki, and
monster art. Moderated by art fan “Tiki”
James Wasser. Room 5AB
12:30–1:30 | TOKYOPOP: Representation
in Romance Manga—TOKYOPOP presents
its LOVE x LOVE imprint, which seeks to
normalize LGBTQ+ romance alongside traditional straight relationships. Introducing
yaoi, yuri, shoujo, and true LGBTQ+ stories,
they want to open a discussion about queer
stories in manga and get feedback from fans
about what you want to see from future
titles. Room 8
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and villain roles. They dissect the reversal
clause of the Watchmen contract and its
implications for work for hire, then place it in
terms of industry and sales practices of the
time. The panel finishes by examining how,
when, and by whom complicated legal provisions get stripped of meaning and become
transhistorical, realigning sympathies and
allegiances based on shifting political,
social, and artistic preferences. Room 25ABC

12:30–1:30 | Spotlight on Minh Lê—
Award-winning children’s author Minh Lê
(Green Lantern: Legacy, Lift) discusses the
power that comics have to pull in a new
generation of readers. Join Minh for a live
reading and a behind-the-scenes look at
how to write and read books that will ignite
the imaginations of readers of all ages. Room
24ABC
12:30–2:00 | Comics Arts Conference
Session #8: Comics and Education—
Evren Altinkas (University of Guelph)
reports on his success using Thanos and
Infinity Stones to help explain the history
of capitalism and the Malthusian theory of
economic history. Amy Wagner (University
of the Incarnate Word), Aurore Dorsinville
(UIW), Laura Zoch (UIW), and Beatriz
Rodriguez (UIW) provide a systematic
review of studies that show comics to be of
benefit in aiding individuals with low health
literacy to understand the complexities and
intricacies of a wide array of medical diagnoses. Eric Bruce (Western Oregon University)
explains how merging his passion for comics with his passion for teaching health and
exercise science bridged the gap between
instructor and student and enhanced the
students’ content learning. Room 25ABC

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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1:00–2:00 | How to Support the Needs
of Neurodiverse, BIPOC, LGBTQIA, and
Others: Applying the X-Men and Other
References—The X-Men’s creation coincided with a tumultuous time in the United
States, as it was the same year as the passing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. What
can we learn from Professor X’s lesson on
acceptance and inclusion? What can we
learn from Magneto’s “mutants only” manifesto? Room 2
1:00–2:00 | ’Tis the Season: Hack the
Holidays (And Save Your Sanity)—To
greet the geeks gathering in gratitude for
pop culture this Thanksgiving weekend,
@SuperheroIRL is screening scenes from
movies that show how families—yep, all of
ours—drive each other crazy. Join celebs
and psychologists for some hilarious holiday
stories and transformative tips to mobilize
your mental health. Room 7AB
1:00 –2:00 | Conspiracy Theories
and Propaganda Throughout Pop
Culture—J. D. Lombardi (host/producer,
YouTube’s Lombardi Labs; middle-school
science teacher, Glendale Unified) along
with Kimber Shan (host, The Kimber Shan
Show, Unfit for Society podcast), King
Steph (social media influencer, podcaster),
Christy Shaw (high school vice principal, Archdiocese of Los Angeles), and G.
L. Lambert (screenwriter, G. L. Lambert
Explains It All podcast) trace conspiracy and
propaganda throughout comics, films, and
various pop culture media and demonstrate
how they correlate to the current climate of
conspiracy theories that have arisen since
the onset of the pandemic. Teaching science literacy in and out of the classroom is
more crucial now than ever, and the panelists invite educators and fans of the arts
alike to join in on a Q&A session targeted at
science literacy and debunking pseudoscience. Room 9
1:00–2:00 | History and Evolution of
Costuming in Fandom—Since fan conventions began, costumes have been part of the
experience. Early costumers began re-creating costumes from TV/film or used their
imagination to create costumes from books.
Costuming takes many forms in fandom;
costumers, cosplayers, and recreationists
add to the festive mood of cons. Panelists
Melissa Meyer, Jimmy Sherfy, Colleen
Burks, and J’nae Rae Spano discuss the
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types of costuming and the terminology.
Room 23ABC
1:00–2:00 | Diversity and Comics:
Storytelling Arts of Latinx YA Comics—
Scholar and Eisner Award winner Frederick
Luis Aldama (UT-Austin; Latinx Superheroes
in Mainstream Comics) hosts Kat Fajardo
(Isle of the Lost and Miss Quinces), Amber
Padilla (Like a Rainbow; Brown & Bilingual;
The Secret Garden on 81st Street), Candy
Briones (Taco El Gato Comics), David
Bowles (Clockwork Curandera/Tales of the
Feathered Serpent series), Pablo Leon
(Miles Morales: Shock Waves), and Kayden
Phoenix (A La Brava; Latina Superhero
Universe) for a discussion of Latinx YA comics and the art of storytelling. The wonderful
histories within the Latinx cultures provide
a great backdrop for exploring the varied
storytelling methods within the space of
YA comics. Room 29AB
1:30–2:30 | Unnecessary Debates—Have
you ever wanted to hear funny people
debate topics you never thought could be
debated, such as: Who wore it better, Tarzan
or Gollum? Then you’ll want to join Linsay
Rousseau (actor, Transformers: War for
Cybertron), Dustbunny Cosplay (cosplayer),
Nicholas Doan (Monster Elementary),
Nathan Longest (prop maker, Free Guy/
Ghostbusters: Afterlife), Lemar Harris
(stand-up comedian), and BettieGeek
(podcaster/cosplayer) for this geek showdown! Moderated by Tyler McPhail (host,
The Grand Geek Gathering). Room 6DE
1:30–2:30 | Process Hex: How to Make
Your Own Short Comic—Do you have an
idea for a short-form comic but aren’t sure
how to get started? The team at HexComix
is here to help you bring your story to life
with a step-by-step creative guide that takes
your idea from the development stages
all the way to finished art. Featuring Lisa
K. Weber, Kelly Sue Milano, and Lynly
Forrest. Room 8
1:30–2:30 | Spotlight on Alex Niño—A
live interview with fan-favorite artist Alex
Niño (Disney’s Mulan, Treasure Planet,
and Atlantis: The Lost Empire), covering his
career in comics, animation, and fine arts,
including a Q&A session, with moderator
Emilio Soltero. Learn about Niño’s work
for Marvel, DC, Warren, Heavy Metal, and
his current work. Room 24ABC
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1:30–2:30 | The Kids Are (Kinda) All
Right—Young people rise to the occasion
in tales by Comic-Con Special Edition special guest Sina Grace (Ghosted in LA), Leah
Thomas (Violet Ghosts), Namina Forna (The
Gilded Ones), and Cory Doctorow (Attack
Surface). Comic-Con Special Edition special
guest Cindy Pon (Want) leads the discussion of coming of age while dealing with
ghosts, identity, destiny, and choices and
consequences. Room 32AB
2:00–3:00 | How to Make Halo Armor
and Props with Anvil Station—Looking
to build your own Halo cosplay armor and
props? Getting lost because the options
seem Infinite? The crew of Anvil Station is
here to help you reach your goals! They’ll
review the most common techniques
used to construct props and costumes,
including 3D printing, casting and molding, foam construction, laser cutting, and
microcontroller programming. Panelists:
Benedict Choy (Spacemeat The Cosplay),
Cary Gunnar Lee (Legacy Effects, Starside
Armory), James Hall, JP Pollio, and Matt
Hendricks (MatterHackers). Moderated by
Austin Verberg (DairyBoyComics). Room 2
2:00–3:00 | The Psychology of Christmas:
’Tis the Season—People love the holidays and have fond memories of various
Christmas media, from watching How the
Grinch Stole Christmas to hating the sad
song “The Christmas Shoes” to debating whether Die Hard really is a Christmas
movie. What are the psychological aspects
of personality that influence returning to
holiday classics, new and old? Psychologists
Keith W. Beard, Psy.D. (professor, Marshall
University), April Fugett, Ph.D. (professor,
Marshall University), and Britani Black,
Psy.D. (instructor, Marshall University School
of Medicine) updated their national survey to identify people’s favorite Christmas
movies, TV shows/specials, and songs.
Additionally, they examined how participants’ personality characteristics, attitudes,
and beliefs about the world draw people to
these old and new holiday classics. In addition to the results of the study, they will offer
a brief overview of the psychological theory
behind the pop culture research. Room 7AB
2:00–3:00 | In the Beginning: The Origin
of Comic-Con from the “Kids” Who
Started It—In 1969 a group of teenagers
came together and helped start what would
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become the San Diego Comic-Con. Hear
how it all began from the “kids” who made
it happen. Don’t miss this rare opportunity
of a gathering of some of the convention’s
founders! Panelists include Mike Towry,
William R. Lund, Dave Clark, and Scott
Shaw!, with moderator Jackie Estrada.
Room 9

2:30–3:30 | The Dojo District—The Dojo
District will discuss barriers in the animation industry and the additional challenges
POC face in this creative space as well as
steps they are taking to change the narrative. There will be a Q&A about their anime,
Atomic Valor, and their upcoming short film,
The Floating Koto. Room 5AB

2:00–3:00 | TMNT from Comic Book to
Big Screen: Looking Back and Looking
Forward—From a comic book to a TV
series in the ‘80’s to the first TMNT film in
1990 (a film that almost never got made, a
film the critics panned as a “One trick pony
. . . “), here we are 30 years later celebrating
the first and second TMNT films and looking ahead to the next three films. Producer
Kim Dawson, writer Bobby Herbeck, and
a few surprise guests will share the saga of
barely getting the first TMNT film to the big
screen. Cowabunga dudes and dudettes!
Room 23ABC

2:30–5:00 | Masquerade Replay—
Saturday night’s big costuming event is
reviewed by the Masquerade crew, audience
questions are answered, and a big-screen
video of all the costume entries is presented
for those who missed the show, those who
were in it, and those who want a second
look. Entrants can also pick up any leftover
judging materials from the event. Hosted
by Martin Jaquish (Masquerade coordinator) and Josh Bennet (Masquerade judges’
clerk). Room 8

2:00–3:30 | Comics Art Conference
Session #9: Comics, Style, and Form—
Monica Geraffo evaluates The Wasp/
Janet Van Dyne’s fictional fashion designs
from the perspective of real-world fashion
criticism to define Van Dyne’s design aesthetic and shed light on how her clothing is
used in the comics narrative. Christopher
Sperandio (Rice University) explores the
complexity of hijacking, swiping, appropriation, and other techniques of remix
culture by focusing on three artists from
the 1950s to the present: collage artist Jess
Collins, Stefano Tamburini (Snake Agent,
Samplerman), and himself (Pinko Joe). Nick
Earhart (University of Southern California)
reexamines the relevancy of the “doodle”
as archival evidence of the artistic process
that offers insights into the creative process
and as spontaneous thinking or theorization
that challenges presumptions about artistic
and intellectual closure. Room 25ABC
2:00–3:00 | Big Dreams and Latino
Projects—Ricardo Arnaiz and a group of
creative minds making a big splash share
their projects for the next years: animated
films (The Amazing Brutus, Pinky Witches,
Chemoc) and TV shows (Waka & Tito,
Roncho), educational bilingual web series
(Marina´s Magical Treasure), live-action movies (Heroes), documentaries (Neri Vela: Space
without Borders) and many more. Room 29AB
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2:30–3:30 | Jim Starlin: Dreadstar
Returns—Legendary comic creator, artist,
and writer Jim Starlin (Thanos, ShangChi) takes you behind the inks on his new
graphic novel Dreadstar Returns, featuring
inker Jaime Jameson. See artwork and hear
the story of how this fan-favorite character
was brought back to life nearly 30 years after
its first run. Moderated by Nerdist/Collider
reporter Coy Jandreau. Room 24ABC
2:30 –3:30 | Empowering Diverse
Creators, Inspiring Social Good—Andres
Useche (award-winning writer/director and
composer) digs into how everyone can use
filmmaking, comics, and transmedia to give
voice to underrepresented folks, to honor
real-life heroes on the frontlines, and to help
seek greater justice, empathy, and equality.
This workshop also includes short screenings, live performances, and a guided tour
of Useche’s local and international collaborations with activists, artists, and world
leaders. Room 32AB
2:45–4:00 | Buffy: “Once More with
Feeling,” an Interactive Whedon
Musical—Let’s end this show with a bang!
The Powers That Be behind Whedonopolis,
The Hellmouth Convention, and Fandom
Charities present an interactive screening of
the Buffy the Vampire Slayer musical episode
“Once More with Feeling!” Many say this is
the finest, funniest, most ingenious episode ever to come out of the Buffyverse. But
remember, the best part of the show is up
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to you! This episode was made for talkin’—
back, that is—and singing and shouting and
dancing in the aisles, with or without your
dry cleaning! Audience participation: It isn’t
just for Rocky Horror and mob riots anymore!
Room 6DE
3:00–4:00 | Mold, Resin 3D Printing,
and FX Techniques—Sam Girgis (owner,
BiggerBoxModels) discusses designing ideas
using CAD systems and a unique focus on
the new 3D printing environment for the
next generation of “Garage” kits and homebased products. Don Wistos, who runs a
silicone molding company specializing in
prototypes, will discuss the mold-making
techniques/equipment needed to have a
functioning shop. Jeff Broz, a master mold
maker and model builder with over 30 years
of experience in prototyping, will discuss
techniques of mold and master making.
Room 2
3:00–4:00 | The Toy Panel—A panel of
creative toy people talk about their favorite
projects, the challenges that they’ve faced,
and the successes they’ve had in the process. They’re here to answer any questions
you may have about creating toys and are
happy to help you get started on your own
toy journey! Panelists include Whitney
Pollett (storyperson and concept artist),
Trina McFarland (inventor relations and
founder, Tinkertini), Devin Martin (3D
sculptor and rapid prototyping specialist,
founder of Big Dev Studio), and others from
Disney and Universal. Room 7AB
3:00–4:00 | Spotlight on Greg and Karen
Evans (Luann)—The comic strip Luann was
created by Greg Evans in 1985 when his
daughter Karen Evans was six. Today the
two work together to create the daily strip.
Join this father-daughter duo as they fearlessly interview each other, share revealing
(embarrassing?) Luann strips, and answer
audience questions. Room 9
3:00–4:00 | Importance of Online
Branding and Professionalism—
Panelists discuss online branding and
online presence as a collection of tools,
knowledge and websites and give tips on
how to use them to get the good kind of
attention focused on oneself or one’s projects. In addition, acting like a professional
is key to keeping your job, getting people
to work with you on your own project, stay-
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ing on a project, and liking you enough to
call you back for the next potential product.
All attendees will get a postcard of some of
the collected tips, wisdom, and potential
pitfalls. Also, one lucky panel attendee will
win a one-year subscription to the Adobe
Creative Cloud—a $599 value courtesy of
Adobe education leader Sean Glumace.
The panelists are Renah Wolzinger, Ed.D.
(director of customer success at EON Reality,
Inc.), Luke Cheeseman (director of media,
TheConGuy.com), Sean Glumace (Adobe
education leader, letterer), Stephen Burns
(Photoshop digital artist, author, and lecturer), Ron Coleman, Ph.D. (molecular
geneticist, “Doctor Ronnie C” YouTube
Channel), and Jonelle Davila (co-creator, The Geek Girl Project). Moderated by
Topher Davila (art director, GeekdomWear.
com, Illustrator). Room 23ABC
3:00–4:00 | Bringing Video Games into
Reality—Maxwell Scheller (director/
producer of Las-New: A Fallout Snow Globe
Road Trip), Lawrence Brenner (pop culture
journalist/historian), and Gabriel Valentin
(musician and comic creator of Digital
Lizards of Doom) share their experiences of
bringing video gaming into reality. Matt
Dunford (comic book historian, chairman
of San Diego Comic Fest) moderates and
leads these creative minds who take their
video game influences into the real world.
Room 29AB
3:30–4:30 | Vision to Reality—Andre
Rodriguez (Pixar technical director), Brian
Vincent Rhodes (TV writer and producer),
and Kelley Kali (award-winning writer and
director) discuss the importance of passion
projects while balancing a career in the
animation and film industry. Moderated
by Deborah Anderson (founder of
Blkwmnanimator, 3D modeler and teacher).
Room 5AB
3:30–4:30 | Comic-Con Special Edition
Talk Back—Representatives from ComicCon International will be present to listen to
attendees’ feedback about the event. What
did we do right? What could be improved?
We want to hear from you! Room 24ABC
3:30–4:30 | Nerdy Finance: Freelance Tax
Tips to Keep Your Money—Are you a freelance artist, writer, or cosplay professional,
or have your own side hustle? Do you want
to learn how to reduce your taxes and keep
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more money in your pocket? Neil Narvaez
(CFP, president, Professional Tax Services)
discusses ways to optimize your financial situation to pay as little tax as possible while
setting yourself up for a profitable and successful future doing what you love to do.
Learn what you can and can’t deduct for
your business, the best business structure
is for your business, whether you need to set
up an LLC, and more. Room 25ABC
3:30–4:30 | Spotlight on John Jennings—
John Jennings is an Eisner Award-winning
scholar, curator, artist, comics editor and
New York Times bestseller. This spotlight
will explore Jennings’ multifaceted career
over the last decade in comics and popular culture. John will also talk about his new
Abrams ComicArts imprint Megascope: a
new endeavor that publishes speculative
graphic novels by and about people of
color. Room 32AB
4:00–5:00 | We Are Groot: AwardWinning Large Cosplay on a Budget—Joe
Queen (2017 D23 costume finalist, 2021
Comic-Con@Home Masquerade winner),
Lucas Queen (2020 Live with Kelly & Ryan
Halloween costume winner, 2021 ComicCon@Home Masquerade winner), Brian
Slape (costume and prop builder), Peyton
Slape (cosplayer), and Josh Cole (cosplayer)
discuss how they built their Adult and Baby
Groot costumes on a limited budget. They
will also share construction tips to inspire
you to make an epic costume without breaking the bank. The panelists will show how
they used these techniques to make a 7’4”
Gladiator Hulk costume and a Princess Ariel
wheelchair costume for a special needs child
through the Magic Wheelchair nonprofit
organization. Room 2

4:00–5:00 | Ahead of the Game:
Collecting in the Digital Age—2021 may
have brought the term “NFT” into the public
eye, but people have been collecting digital items in video games for decades. Some
of the world’s leading vinyl toy artists, fashion houses, and entertainment brands are
now getting into the game too—literally.
Mythical Games’ Charles Beacham leads a
discussion with prominent vinyl toy artists
and brand partners about why they’re making the move to bring their work into the
digital world, how to approach NFTs sustainably, and the lessons they’ve learned being
at the forefront of this new movement in art
and design. Room 9
4:00–5:00 | Full-Time Creative Work on
a Part-Time Schedule—Panelists cover
what creatives need to know to make
their project happen outside that talent
they already have. The focus it is on time
management, resource management,
and communication. One lucky panel
attendee will win a one-year subscription
to the Adobe Creative Cloud ($599 value),
courtesy of Adobe education leader Sean
Glumace. Ron Coleman, Ph.D. (molecular
geneticist and comics writer) moderates
panelists Sean Glumace (letterer), James
Frye (manager editor, TheConGuy.com),
Heather Joseph-Witham, Ph.D. (professor of folklore and mythology, Otis College,
star of Mythbusters), Topher Davila (art
director, GeekdomWear.com, Illustrator),
and Batt Rivera (owner, Darknyte Studios).
Room 23ABC

4:00–5:00 | Bringing Sci-fI and Horror
from Script to Screen—Filmmakers
including Eve McCarney (production
designer, American Horror Story), Avery
Plewes (costume designer, The Craft: Legacy,
Ready or Not), and Helen Huang (costume
designer, Station Eleven) share insights into
their craft and creative processes behind
capturing the essence of fan-favorite sci-fi
and horror cinema. Q&A session moderated by George Edelman (editor-in-chief,
No Film School). Room 7AB
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THE LAST

LUMENIAN
By

S. G. Blaise

Most princesses need saving.
This one will save you.

"A terrifically entertaining, complex,
and original fantasy." — Kirkus Reviews

Autograph Area
All signings are in the Autograph Area on the Upper Level of the Convention Center in the Sails Pavilion.

autograph area

GROUP SIGNINGS

Destination Fear
(Dakota Laden, Chelsea Laden, Tanner
Wiseman, Alex Schroeder)
Saturday		
AA06 | 2:00–3:00
Holiday House and Pixel+Ink: Unlikely
Heroes
Steven Banks (Middle School Bites series),
Richard Fairgray (Black Sand Beach and
Cardboardia series), David Fremont
(Carlton Crumple Creature Catcher series),
Elly Kramer (Trillium Sisters series), Zach
Smith (Dolphin Girl series)
Sunday		
AA09 | 1:00–2:00
It’s a Great Big Genre-verse: Fiction in
Its Many Guises
Darby Kane (The Replacement Wife), Alexa
Donne (The Ivies), S. B. Divya (Machinehood), Lilliam Rivera (We Light Up the Sky),
Gretchen McNeil (#NoEscape)
Saturday		
AA09 | 2:30–3:30
The Kids Are (Kinda) All Right: Young
Adults and Adversity
Sina Grace (Ghosted in LA), Leah Thomas
(Violet Ghosts), Namina Forna (The Gilded
Ones), Cory Doctorow (Attack Surface),
Cindy Pon (Want)
Sunday		
AA09 | 3:00–4:00
Let’s Talk BookTok
Lizz Huerta (The Lost Dreamer), Namina
Forna (The Gilded Ones), Mary E. Pearson
(Dance of Thieves), Adalyn Grace (All the
Stars and Teeth)
Saturday		
AA09 | 5:00–6:00
Lumpia with a Vengeance (Comic Book)
Patricio Ginelsa (creator), Lawrence Iriarte
(film producer/comic artist/letterer), Gerald
Pilare (film illustrator/comic artist), Patrick
Ballesteros (film concept artist/comic
artist), Justin Quizon (film associate producer/comic writer), Varinder Singh (film
executive producer/actor/comic writer),
Rey Cuerdo (film producer/comic writer)
Friday		
AA07 | 2:00–3:30
Lumpia with a Vengeance (Movie)
Patricio Ginelsa (director), April Absynth
(actor), Francis Custodio (actor), Earl
Baylon (actor), Lawrence Iriarte (produc-
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er), Lisa Chong (producer), Varinder Singh
(executive producer/actor)
Saturday		
AA07 | 2:00–3:30
Pet Finders, Elevators, Unicorns,
Aliens, and More!
Dustin Nguyen (Finders Creepers (Half
Past Peculiar), Minh Lê (Lift, Green Lantern:
Legacy), Greg van Eekhout (Weird Kid), Jennifer L. Holm (The Lion of Mars), Rob Justus
(Death & Sparkles), Benson Shum (Alex’s
Good Fortune)
Friday 		
AA09 | 6:00–7:00

Saturday
Sunday		

AA13 | 3:00–7:00
AA13 | 3:00–7:00

Reggie Bannister, actor (Phantasm I-V,
Bubba Ho-Tep, Bloody Bloody Bible Camp)
Friday
AA13 | 3:30–7:00
Saturday
AA13 | 3:00–7:00
Sunday
AA13 | 3:00–7:00
Robert Broski, actor (Twin Peaks,
 braham Lincoln)
A
Friday		
AA16 | 12:00–3:30
Saturday
AA16 | 11:00–3:00
Sunday		
AA16 | 11:00–2:00

Storytellers—Choosing, Centering,
and Celebrating
Aminah Mae Safi (Travelers Along the Way:
A Robin Hood Remix), Mallory O’Meara
(Girly Drinks), Henry Barajas (Helm Greycastle, Book 1), Sam Maggs (The Unstoppable Wasp: Built on Hope), Eva Leigh
(Waiting for a Scot Like You), Elle Cruz (How
to Survive a Modern-Day Fairy Tale)
Friday		
AA09 | 4:00–5:00

Christian Calloway, actor (Twin Peaks,
The House with the Clock in Its Walls)
Friday		
AA17 | 12:00–3:30
Saturday
AA17 | 11:00–3:00
Sunday		
AA17 | 11:00–2:00

Why Monsters Never Die
Demetra Brodsky (Last Girls), Kim Liggitt
(The Grace Year), Gretchen McNeil (#No
Escape), Marlene Perez (The Afterlife of
the Party), Joshua Pruett (The Last Kids on
Earth), Stacia Deutsch (Werewolf Weekend:
Tales from the Scaremaster Book 2)
Saturday		
AA07 | 5:30–6:30

Richard Dent, writer (Myopia)
Friday		
AA17 | 3:30–7:00
Saturday
AA17 | 3:00–7:00
Sunday		
AA17 | 2:00–5:00

Young Adult Dark Speculative Fiction
Livia Blackburne (Feather and Flame), Kim
Liggett (The Grace Year), Gretchen McNeil
(#MurderTrending), Mary Pearson (Dance
of Thieves), Henry Herz (The Hitherto Secret
Experiments of Marie Curie)
Friday 		
AA09 | 5:00–6:00

INDIVIDUAL SIGNINGS
Robert Adauto III, author (Coyle and
Fang)
Friday		
AA14 | 3:30–7:00
Saturday
AA14 | 3:00–7:00
Sunday		
AA14 | 3:00–7:00

Gigi Bannister, SFX artist/producer/actor
(Phantasm IV-V, Bloody Bloody Bible Camp)
Friday		
AA13 | 3:30–7:00
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David Dastmalchian, actor (The Suicide
Squad, Dune)
Saturday
AA19 | 11:00–3:00
Sunday		
AA19 | 11:00–2:00

Gigi Edgley, actor (Farscape, Jim Henson’s
Creature Shop Challenge)
Friday		
AA12 | 11:00–3:00
Saturday
AA12 | 1:00–5:30
Sunday		
AA12 | 1:00–5:30
Greg Evans and Karen Evans, comic
strip creators (Luann)
Sunday 		
AA10 | 4:30–5:00
Sina Grace, writer/artist (Iceman, Wonder
Woman, Ghosted in LA)
Saturday		
AA11 | 3:00–4:00
Lizz Huerta, author (The Lost Dreamer)
Saturday		
AA10 | 1:00–2:00
John Jennings, writer/artist/academic
(Octavia Butler’s Parable of the Sower,
Kindred)
Saturday
AA10 | 2:00–3:00
Sunday		
AA10 | 2:00–3:00
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Andy Le, actor (Shang-chi)
Saturday
AA04 | 1:30–3:30
Saturday
AA04 | 5:30–7:00

Dominic Pace, actor (Bounty Hunter
Gekko, The Mandalorian)
Saturday		
AA05 | 12:00–3:00

Amy Shiels, actor (Twin Peaks The Return,
Final Fantasy XV)
Saturday		
AA15 | 11:00–3:00

Minh Lê, author (Lift, Green Lantern:
Legacy)
Sunday		
AA09 | 2:00–3:00

Bryce Papenbrook, voice actor (Attack
on Titan, Demon Slayer)
Friday		
AA12 | 3:30–7:00
Saturday
AA11 | 11:00–3:00
Sunday 		
AA11 | 11:00–2:00

William Stout, artist (Conan, Predator,
Masters of The Universe, Pan’s Labyrinth)
Friday		
AA10 | 4:00–5:00

Tammy Locke, actor/skater (The Monroes,
#22 Detroit Devils Rollerderby Queen)
Saturday
AA16 | 3:00–7:00
Sunday		
AA16 | 2:00–7:00

Cindy Pon, author (Want)
Saturday		
AA10 | 1:00–2:00

Sam Maggs, writer (The Unstoppable
Wasp: Built on Hope)
Saturday		
AA10 | 4:30–5:30

Bekka Prewitt, voice actor (Resident Evil
Village, Ever After High)
Saturday		
AA15 | 3:00 –7:00

“Dr. Trek” Larry Nemecek, host/author
(The Trek Files, Portal 47, Star Trek The Next
Generation Companion)
Saturday
AA13 | 12:00–3:00
Saturday		
AA11 | 5:30–7:00

Jeff Rector, actor (American Horror Story,
Star Trek: The Next Generation)
Friday 		
AA18 | 3:00–7:00
Saturday
AA18 | 3:00–7:00

Debra Newell, author (Surviving Dirty John)
Saturday		
AA10 | 11:00–12:30

Charlie Schlatter, actor (The Flash, Kick
Buttowski)
Saturday
AA20 | 11:00–3:00
Sunday		
AA20 | 11:00–3:00

Stewart Strauss, actor (Twin Peaks: The
Return, Nathan for You)
Saturday
AA14 | 11:00–3:00
Sunday		
AA14 | 11:00–2:00
Camden Toy, actor (Buffy the Vampire
Slayer, Angel)
Friday		
AA19 | 3:30–7:00
Saturday
AA19 | 3:00–7:00
Sunday		
AA19 | 2:00–5:00
Andres Useche, writer/director (The
Flame You Keep, All on the Line)
Sunday		
AA10 | 3:30–4:30
Karen Whitfield, actor/writer (Bronze
Age Batgirl, Batdriven West)
Friday 		
AA20 | 3:30–7:00
Saturday
AA20 | 3:00–7:00
Sunday 		
AA20 | 3:00–7:00

TICKETED SIGNING

Tickets for this signing will be distributed
by a random drawing. To participate in the
drawing, please go to the Autograph Area,
beginning at 1:00 on Friday.

Brent Spiner, actor/author (Star Trek: The
Next Generation, Fan Fiction: A Mem-Noir)
Friday 		
AA06 | 3:00–4:00
Friday 		
AA06 | 6:30–7:00
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films program

Films Program Schedule

T

he Comic-Con Special Edition Films Department is here
to show movies for your viewing pleasure from morning
to night! Screenings begin on Friday and run through the
duration of the show. So whether there’s a film you’ve been dying
to see or you just need a place to sit and relax, drop by the Films
Room anytime during the convention. You will escape to realms
of myth and legend, run away with friends in search of adventure,
join extraordinary heroes and heroines to save mankind from utter
destruction, and celebrate some of the world’s most popular comic
characters on the silver screen!
The Comic-Con Films Department is proud to show movies in

All films will be screened in Convention Center Room 4
FRIDAY
It’s Black Friday, the official first day of the Holiday Season. We’ve
put together a bevy of pop culture films that people will debate
the relevancy of their holiday status forever. Hop onboard the
Polar Express. Visit New York with Elf. Jingle All the Way before
Edward Scissorhands works his magic. Nakatomi Plaza is beset by
Gremlins? No, that’s just John McClane being a fly in Hanz Gruber’s eggnog in Die Hard.
1:00
2:50
4:40
6:20
8:10
10:00

The Polar Express (G)
Elf (PG)
Jingle All the Way (PG)
Edward Scissorhands (PG-13)
Gremlins (PG)
Die Hard (R)

SATURDAY
Can you believe it’s been 30 years since the final voyage of the
original series crew of the Starship Enterprise? We begin the day
with some heartfelt nostalgia, journeying to the 24th century
with Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country, before visiting Buck
Rogers in the 25th Century. We get a G.I. Joe origin in Snake Eyes,
and Free Guy shows us what it means to be an everyman hero.
Head back to Harlem 1969 to visit a different era, and experience
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high-definition on the big screen with stereo sound, in an easily
accessible location to those attending Comic-Con Special Edition.
Please enjoy the show, and respect your fellow viewers by silencing
your cell phones and not speaking during the movies.
But wait, there’s more! The Comic-Con Films Department has
expanded into the virtual world! Chat along with us and other
viewers in our Watch Parties @Home, running concurrently with
Comic-Con Special Edition through the Scener Google Chrome
extension. Look online for the schedule of @Home events:
www.scener.com/comic-con.

Comic-Con® Special Edition

the Summer of Soul. Batman faces off against Jack Nicholson, and
then Professor Marston and the Wonder Women shows us how
Wonder Woman, who celebrates her 80th birthday this year, was
originally conceived.
10:00
12:00
1:40
3:50
5:50
8:00
10:15

Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (PG)
Buck Rogers in the 25th Century (PG)
Snake Eyes (PG-13)
Free Guy (PG-13)
Summer of Soul (PG-13)
Batman (PG-13)
Professor Marston and the Wonder Women (R)

SUNDAY
It’s a day of pure imagination, beginning with Gene Wilder giving
a delicious tour in Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory. Next,
Walt Disney’s Alice in Wonderland celebrates 70 years of capturing
children’s imaginations. And finally, the Muppets go to Oz in The
Muppets’ Wizard of Oz, before Fairuza Balk’s Return to Oz.
10:00
11:50
1:15
3:30

|

Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (G)
Walt Disney’s: Alice in Wonderland (G)
The Muppets’ Wizard of Oz (TV-PG)
Return to Oz (PG)
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Film Synopses

Buck Rogers in the 25th Century (1979, directed by Daniel Haller,
starring Gil Gerard and Erin Grey. PG) The classic story of the man
out of time. 20th-century astronaut Buck Rogers wakes up in his
capsule in the 25th century and must learn strange new ways and
face challenges he never dreamed of! (Saturday, Convention Center
Room 4, 12:00 pm)
Die Hard (1988, directed by John McTiernan, starring Bruce Willis
and Alan Rickman. R) It occurs on Christmas Eve at a Christmas
party. A New York City detective is trying to be with his family for
the holidays. It even snows at the end. Is it a holiday movie? The
argument continues! (Friday, Convention Center Room 4, 10:00 pm)
Edward Scissorhands (1990, directed by Tim Burton, starring
Johnny Depp and Wynona Ryder. PG-13) A Pinocchio story about
a constructed guy who has scissors for hands. He cuts things. It’s
interesting. Released December 14, 1990, this film is considered by
many to be a holiday treasure. Was it just when it was released, or
does the story embody many of the ideals of the holidays? (Friday,
Convention Center Room 4, 6:10 pm)
Elf (2003, directed by Jon Favreau, starring Will Ferrell and James
Caan. PG) How does a human raised by Santa’s elves adapt to New
York City? Before he kickstarted the MCU and brought us The Mandalorian, Favreau brought us this holiday pop culture treat! (Friday,
Convention Center Room 4, 2:50 pm)
Free Guy (2021, directed by Shawn Levy, starring Ryan Reynolds
and Jodie Comer. PG-13) A bank teller discovers that he’s an NPC
in a brutal, violent, open world video game. The world needed a
hero; they got a guy. (Saturday, Convention Center Room 4, 3:50 pm)
Gremlins (1984, directed by Joe Dante, starring Zach Galligan and
Phoebe Cates. PG) It has snow, presents, Christmas trees, holiday
music, Rockin’ Ricky on the radio, and a family trying to stay together in the midst of a swarm of hungry chaotic Gremlins—how
much more holiday could a film be? (Friday, Convention Center
Room 4, 8:05 pm)
Jingle All the Way (1996, directed by Brian Levant, starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Sinbad. PG) It’s Black Friday, the biggest shopping day of the year. Celebrating 25 years, this story is an odyssey
of fulfilling your kids’ Christmas wishes: two Dads, one toy, no prisoners! (Friday, Convention Center Room 4, 4:40 pm)
Muppets’ Wizard of Oz (2005, directed by Kirk R. Thatcher, starring Kermit T. Frog, Miss Piggy, and the Muppet Gang. TV-PG) The
Muppets take you to a magical world with witches, a wizard, and
a yellow brick road! (Sunday, Convention Center Room 4, 1:15 pm)
The Polar Express (2004, directed by Robert Zemeckis, starring

Tom Hanks and Chris Coppola. G) On Christmas Eve, a young boy
embarks on a magical adventure to the North Pole aboard the Polar
Express, learning about friendship, bravery, and the spirit of Christmas! A major step forward in CG animation, the “first all digital
capture film,” this holiday movie stands apart even today. (Friday,
Convention Center Room 4, 1:00 pm)
Professor Marston and the Wonder Women (2017, directed by
Angela Robinson, starring Luke Evans and Rebecca Hall. R) In celebration of Wonder Woman’s 80th anniversary, we share this film of
how she came to be—the story of a psychologist and the wonderful women who inspired him to create Wonder Woman. (Saturday,
Convention Center Room 4, 10:15 pm)
Return to Oz (1985, Directed by Walter Murch, starring Fairuza
Balk. PG) Dorothy returns to the land of Oz after she is saved from
a psychiatric experiment. She finds the land devastated by a vain
witch and Nome King—will she be able to save Oz again? (Sunday,
Convention Center Room 4, 3:30 pm)
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Batman (1989, directed by Tim Burton, starring Michael Keaton
and Jack Nicholson. PG-13) “Have you ever danced with the devil
in the pale moonlight?” It’s Batman vs. the Joker, mano a mano!
(Saturday, Convention Center Room 4, 8:00 pm)

Snake Eyes (2021, directed by Robert Schwentke, starring Henry
Golding and Andrew Koji. PG-13) Finally learn the origins of the
taciturn legendary warrior Snake Eyes before he was recruited by
the G. I. Joe team. (Saturday, Convention Center Room 4, 1:40 pm)
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (1991, directed by Nicholas Meyer, starring William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, DeForest Kelley,
Nichelle Nichols, James Doohan, George Takei, Walter Koenig, and
Kim Cattrall. PG) Thirty years ago the original series crew of the
U.S.S. Enterprise took their final voyage. Celebrate the ones who first
took us where no man had gone before, and inspired generations
of pioneers! Second star to the right! (Saturday, Convention Center
Room 4, 10:00 am)
Summer of Soul (2021, directed by Questlove. PG-13) Over the
course of six weeks in the summer of 1969, just 100 miles south
of Woodstock, The Harlem Cultural Festival was filmed in Mount
Morris Park (now Marcus Garvey Park). The footage was never seen
and largely forgotten—until now. Summer of Soul shines a light on
the importance of history to our spiritual well-being and stands as a
testament to the healing power of music during times of unrest. The
feature includes never-before-seen concert performances by Stevie
Wonder, Nina Simone, Sly and the Family Stone, Gladys Knight and
the Pips, Mahalia Jackson, B. B. King, The 5th Dimension, and more.
(Saturday, Convention Center Room 4, 5:50 pm)
Walt Disney’s Alice in Wonderland (1951, directed by Clyde Jeronimi, Wilfred Jackson, and Hamilton Luske. G) Celebrating its 70th
anniversary, this animated feature still inspires the imagination of
children. Watch Alice as she goes down the rabbit hole to visit a land
of Wonder! (Sunday, Convention Center Room 4, 11:50 am)
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (1971, directed by Mel
Stuart, starring Gene Wilder. G) For 50 years, Willy Wonka has inspired people to live in a world of pure imagination. Celebrate this
historic film with us! (Sunday, Convention Center Room 4, 10:00 am)

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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children’s film festival

San Diego International Children’s Film Festival
Comic-Con Special Edition welcomes the San Diego International
Children’s Film Festival for its 14th big year. The Festival features creative, exciting, and imaginative animated and live-action short films
from around the world, good for all ages, all day Sunday in Room
26AB. Enjoy films from the United States, Canada, Russia, United
Kingdom, Ireland, Mexico, Estonia, and Germany. Throughout the
day, animators and filmmakers will talk about their work, how kids

11:00-12:00
PROGRAM #1
My Friend Rocky

Karsen Gromm
A playground is for making new
friends—of all shapes and sizes.
(A) (USA)

Blanket
Marina Moshkova
A grumpy polar bear receives an
unexpected visitor. (A) (Russia)

Things You Can Do with
Extendable Arms
Luca Paulli
Bet you never thought of most
of these. (A) (United Kingdom)

Teddy Bear Rescue
Louis Bodart
Racing into a dream to set free a
true companion. (A) (Canada)

Robot Farmer
Ian Brauner
Robot Farmer wants his plants
to grow big and tall. Stand back!
(A) (USA)

12:00-1:00
PROGRAM #2
The Home Office

Avery Rouda
Inside the magical world of a
dreamcatcher, reminding us to
follow our story. (A) (USA)

Enkata
Max Hendrickson
A young rose man tries to find
his feet in a surreal landscape.
(A) (Ireland)

1:00-2:00
PROGRAM #3
Preheated

Luke Snedecor/Sarah Heinz
A boy’s plan to bake a birthday
cake goes awry when his scientist father’s latest experiment
gets added to the mix. (A) (USA)

The Hole
Will Kim
A mother bird with a big hole in
her heart goes on a journey in
search of her baby son. (A) (USA)

Sugarbug
Sage Drake
Who’s waiting at home? Spoiler
alert: Someone special. (L) (USA)

Tyler Nix, Monster Child

Dani Bowman
An animation studio run by
cartoon characters? This might
just work! (A) (USA)

Amy Neswald
Two monster children meet. The
what’s-next is the best part. (A)
(USA)

Odd Dog

The Bird & the Whale

Keika Lee
Is that a dog or a cat? Yes, maybe. (A) (USA)

Push
Trilina Mai
A grandfather and grandson’s
life journey. It starts with forward motion. (A) (USA)

Asteroid Season
Earthstar Smith
In a lonesome frozen land, a
feisty hermit lives a charmed
life. A companion soon joins her.
(A) (Canada)
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Dream Catcher

Carol Freeman
A young whale and a caged
songbird navigate stormy seas.
(A) (Ireland)

Two Balloons

can make their own films, and careers in animation and filmmaking.
This event also officially launches the 17th annual edition of the
Festival, Saturday December 4 at the San Diego Central Library
downtown, with free admission for all. For updates and to sign up
for the email list, please visit www.sdchildrensfilm.org.
A = Animated; L = Live Action

2:00-3:00
PROGRAM #4
Fresh Air

Lucas Santos
A space alien boy wants to go
outside and play. Technology
has other plans. (A) (USA)

Sum of Its Parts
Alisa Stern
Mysterious forest creatures
move to the beat of the music.
(A) (USA)

Driver’s Ed
Dana Koops/Samuel Parker
A new driver finds it’s not as
easy as she thought. (L) (USA)

Framed!
Aya Kneitner
Two children are mistaken for
art thieves. Run! (A) (USA)

4:00-5:00
PROGRAM #6

Arthur & the Seagull

Juan Paulin
All sorts of things can happen in
pursuit of an idea. (A) (Mexico)

Luca Di Cecca
Man and seagull have two different views of good photography. (A) (Italy)

Angel’s Trumpet

Mt. Sundae

Un Idea

Martinus Klemet
The long-billed hummingbird
has a plan in this visual treat. (A)
(Estonia)

Katharine Kow
A girl needs ice cream from a
mountain guarded by a yeti. (A)
(USA)

The Big Questions in Life

Gallery Experience

Ingrid Hübscher
A little girl grows bored waiting
for her mother at a cafe. (L)
(Germany)

Jinghan Tian
A visit with dad to a museum
conjures some magic. (A) (US/
China)

Biff & Me

Is This Real?

Nicola Rose
A comedy about growing up,
being who you are, the power
of friendship, and burping. (L)
(USA)

Stefano Cassini/Caspar Leopold
In a vast desert land, a small
creature journeys to find form
and meaning in a big and lonely
world. (A) (Kenya)

The Statue

Orange O Despair

Becca Wolff/Natalie Newman
Hassan has just moved to the
U.S. from Egypt and is a shy little
guy. The second-grade play
offers an opportunity. (L) (USA)

Mark Smith
Two adventurous lemurs
navigate their dirigibles halfway
around the world to a place
of happenstance and fate. (A)
(USA)

3:00-4:00
PROGRAM #5
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5 Minutes Peace

Sahra Bhimji
A short break is all a mother
needs. Those are hard to schedule. (L) (USA)
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John Banana
A hopeful young orange can’t
help but dream that life is
sweeter outside of the fruit
stand. (A) (France)

Captain Fish
John Banana
What happens when a little girl
decides to save the food she
refuses to eat? (A) (France)

Luz
John Banana
The key to Cloudia’s happiness
may be right under her nose. (A)
(France)

gaming

Gaming at Comic-Con Special Edition

T

he Game Mistress would like to welcome you to San Diego
Comic-Con Special Edition!
Our gaming volunteers are here to help you enjoy your
gaming experience. You’ll find board, card, and dice games; new
and classic role-playing games; and LARPS! There are tournaments,

demos, even a special event! Huge game libraries are available at
the Marriott Pacific Ballroom 21 for people to check out games for
free, as well as in Mezzanine 16A at the Convention Center. Please
stop by and visit both locations for great fun and a few surprises!

Gaming Locations and Hours
CONVENTION CENTER 2ND FLOOR

Room 16B Dungeons & Dragons

Friday, 12:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Room 17A Fanboy Gaming

Saturday, 10:00 am to 8:00 pm

Room 17B San Diego LAN

Sunday, 10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Room 6A Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator

MARRIOTT MARQUIS SAN DIEGO MARINA

Room 6CF Into the Motherlands

Friday, 12:00 pm to 11:00 pm
Saturday, 10:00 am to 11:00 pm

CONVENTION CENTER MEZZANINE LEVEL

Sunday, 10:00 am to 3:00 pm

Friday, 12:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Pacific Ballroom 14–17 Magic (Wizards of the Coast)

Saturday, 10:00 am to 8:00 pm

Pacific Ballroom 18–19 Stargate RPG, Game Library, Open
Gaming

Sunday, 10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Room 14AB Pokémon
Room 15AB AEG, CMON, IGA, Miniatures Paint and Take,
Pine Box Entertainment, Ravensdale, Renegade Games,
Rough the Card Game, Steve Jackson, SafeHaven Games,
Slugfest Games, Thug Life Game, Upstart Games

Room 6A
Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator Open Play: Bring out
your inner Trekkie with this networked computer game experience! Take control of the USS Artemis as a team of 6 players who
each assume a different crew job: Helm, Weapons, Science, Communications, Engineering, and Captain! The ship’s “missions”
require the crew to work together to overcome challenges that
include combat, diplomacy, puzzle-solving, and exploration.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
1:00–3:00
11:00–1:00
11:00–1:00
3:00–5:00
1:00–3:00
1:00–3:00
5:00–7:00
3:00–5:00
5:00–7:00

Room 6CF
Into the Mother Lands: A new Afro-centric sci-fi odyssey funded and supported by Twitch, developed by a team of POC RPG
designers, with POC talent both on screen and behind the scenes
to bring you a tale of misguided travels and adventurers led
astray many generations past.
Saturday
1:00–5:00
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Room 14AB
Pokémon
Friday
7:00 Pokémon Go!: Check in at the event desk to get started!
1:00–3:00 Gotta Catch ‘Em All: Unlimited Tournament
2:00–5:00 Battle a Judge Event: Beat the Judge and win double
prizes
4:00–6:00 New Players Tournament: Learn everything you
need to know about playing in a tournament
Saturday
10:00–5:00 Pokémon Go!: Check in at the event desk to get
started!
12:00–3:00 Battle a Judge Event: Beat the Judge and win
double prizes
4:00–6:00 Battle a Judge Event: Beat the Judge and win double
prizes
Sunday
10:00–2:00 Comic-Con Fun Tournament: Pokémon in your deck
must be 100HP or less
10:00–2:00 Pokémon Go!: Check in at the event desk to get
started!

|
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Room 15AB
Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
4:00–6:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the pub
for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player standing
wins.
4:00–6:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
4:00–6:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG games,
4:00–6:00 Rough the Card Game: Some games are tough, some
are torture, some are easy, but this game is Rough. Players play
a card on their turn that forces one player, two players, or the
whole group to perform a physical or ridiculous task to stay in the
game.
4:00–6:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
4:00–6:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play: Civil
Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
4:00–6:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
4:00–6:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
5:00–8:00 Freelancer RPG with SafeHaven Games: Learn the
SafeHaven Games RPG.
6:00–8:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of
Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
6:00–8:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the pub
for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player standing
wins.
6:00–8:00 Kids on Bikes: Play this collaborative storytelling RPG
set in small towns with big adventure!
6:00–8:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Join us to play a variety of
AEG games
6:00–8:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
6:00–8:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play: Civil
Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
6:00–8:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
6:00–8:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.

Gaming

Friday
12:00–2:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of
Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
12:00–2:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the
pub for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player
standing wins.
12:00–2:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
12:00–2:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG games.
12:00–2:00 Rough the Card Game: Some games are tough, some
are torture, some are easy, but this game is Rough. Players play
a card on their turn that forces one player, two players, or the
whole group to perform a physical or ridiculous task to stay in the
game.
12:00–2:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
12:00–2:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play: Civil
Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
12:00–2:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
12:00–2:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
12:00–5:00 Pine Box Entertainment presents Doomtown: The
Weird West card game. For Greenhorn and Veterans, Doomtown
is an expandable card game set in the Deadlands universe. It’s a
fast-paced game of gun slingin’, spell slingin’, and mud-slingin’!
Use poker hands and card pulls for everything from gunfights to
summoning abominations.
1:00–4:00 Freelancer RPG with SafeHaven Games: Learn the
SafeHaven Games RPG!
2:00–4:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of
Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
2:00–4:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the pub
for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player standing
wins.
2:00–4:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
2:00–4:00 Open Gaming with AEG:Play a variety of AEG games,
2:00–4:00 Rough the Card Game: Some games are tough, some
are torture, some are easy, but this game is Rough. Players play
a card on their turn that forces one player, two players, or the
whole group to perform a physical or ridiculous task to stay in the
game.
2:00–4:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
2:00–4:00 Up Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play:
Civil Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
2:00–4:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
2:00–4:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
4:00–6:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of

Saturday
10:00–12:00 St Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a
variety of Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of
Munchkin.
10:00–12:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the
pub for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player
standing wins.
10:00–12:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
10:00–12:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG
games.

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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10:00–12:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
10:00–12:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play:
Civil Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
10:00–12:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
10:00–12:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
11:00–2:00 Freelancer RPG with SafeHaven Games: Learn the
SafeHaven Games RPG!
12:00–2:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of
Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
12:00–2:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the
pub for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player
standing wins.
12:00–2:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
12:00–2:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG games.
12:00–2:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
12:00–2:00 Ups Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play:
Civil Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
12:00–2:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
12:00–2:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
12:00–5:00 Pine Box Entertainment presents Doomtown: The
Weird West card game. For Greenhorn and Veterans, Doomtown
is an expandable card game set in the Deadlands universe. It’s a
fast-paced game of gun slingin’, spell slingin’, and mud-slingin’!
Use poker hands and card pulls for everything from gunfights to
summoning abominations.
2:00–4:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Join us to play
a variety of Steve Jackson Games including multiple versions of
Munchkin.
2:00–4:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the pub
for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player standing
wins.
2:00–4:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
2:00–4:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG games.
2:00–4:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
2:00–4:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play: Civil
Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
2:00–4:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
2:00–4:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided..
3:00–6:00 Freelancer RPG with SafeHaven Games: Learn the
SafeHaven Games RPG!
4:00–6:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of
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Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
4:00–6:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the pub
for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player standing
wins.
4:00–6:00 Kids on Bikes: Kids on Bikes is a Collaborative
Storytelling RPG set in small towns with big adventure!
4:00–6:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG games.
4:00–6:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
4:00–6:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play: Civil
Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
4:00–6:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
4:00–6:00 Minia Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic
techniques, color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures.
Paints, brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
Sunday
10:00–12:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety
of Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
10:00–12:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the
pub for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player
standing wins.
10:00–12:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
10:00–12:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG
games.
10:00–12:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
10:00–12:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play:
Civil Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
10:00–12:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
10:00–12:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
11:00–2:00 Freelancer RPG with SafeHaven Games: Learn the
SafeHaven Games RPG!
12:00–2:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of
Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
12:00–2:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the
pub for a night of drinking, gambling, and fights, last player
standing wins.
12:00–2:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Join us to play a variety of
AEG games
12:00–3:00 Rough the Card Game: Some games are tough, some
are torture, some are easy, but this game is Rough. Players play
a card on their turn that forces one player, two players, or the
whole group to perform a physical or ridiculous task to stay in the
game.
12:00–2:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
12:00–2:00 Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play: Civil
Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
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Room 17B
Gaming with SD Lan
Friday
12:00–3:00 SD Lan: Free Play: Enjoy free play on Retro Consoles,
VR and PC
3:00–4:00 SD Lan: Blur Racing Tournament
4:00–8:00 SD Lan: Free Play: Enjoy free play on Retro Consoles,
VR and PC
Saturday
10:00–12:00 SD Lan: Free Play: Enjoy free play on Retro
Consoles, VR and PC
12:00–3:00 SD Lan: Call of Duty 4 Tournament 2x2’s
3:00–5:00 SD Lan: Rocket League 2x2 Tournament
Sunday
10:00–12:00 SD Lan: Free Play: Enjoy free play on Retro
Consoles, VR and PC
12:00–3:00 SD Lan: Halo Combat Evolved 2v2 Tournament

Room 16B
Dungeons & Dragons

Pacific Ballroom 14–17
Magic

Games are geared toward new and veteran players, so come to
learn, teach, or just to have fun!

Friday
12:00–1:00 2-Pack MiniMaster: $10, players receive 2 packs
and build a 40-card deck. Each round won, players receive an
additional booster to improve their deck. Play single elimination.
1:00–2:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.
2:00–3:00 2-Headed Giant Sealed: $15 per player; each team
receives 6 packs of Magic and builds two 40-card decks.
3:00–4:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.
4:00–5:00 Fast Format 4-Pack Sealed: $10, players receive
2 packs and build a 40-card deck. Each round won, players
receive an additional booster to improve their deck. Play single
elimination.
5:00–6:00 Fast Format 4-Pack Sealed: $10, players receive
2 packs and build a 40-card deck. Each round won, players
receive an additional booster to improve their deck. Play single
elimination.
6:00–7:00 Blast from the Past + Foils: $40, players receive 6
packs from sets of Magic and build a 40-card deck. Prizes include
foils and prize tix. Fast Format.

Friday
12:00–4:00
4:00–8:00

Saturday
10:00–2:00
2:00–6:00

Sunday
10:00–12:00
12:00–2:00

Room 17A
Fanboy Gaming
Open Play with Fanboy Gaming: Choose to play a selection of
games including Halo, Call of Duty, Street Fighter, Tekken, Smash
Bros Ultimate, Mortal Kombat, Madden, Fifia, Dragonball FighterZ, Rocket League, Pokemon Unite, and Gears of War.
Friday
12:00–2:00
2:00–4:00
4:00–6:00
6:00–8:00

Saturday
10:00–2:00
12:00–2:00
2:00–4:00
4:00–6:00
6:00–8:00

Sunday
10:00–12:00
12:00–2:00
2:00–4:00

Gaming

12:00–2:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
12:00–2:00 Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic techniques,
color choice, and base coating of painting miniatures. Paints,
brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be provided.
2:00–4:00 Steve Jackson Games Open Gaming: Play a variety of
Steve Jackson Games, including multiple versions of Munchkin.
2:00–4:00 Red Dragon Inn: Fantasy adventurers head to the pub
for drinking, gambling, and fights, last player standing wins.
2:00–4:00 Open Gaming with IGA: Choose from a variety of
games.
2:00–4:00 Open Gaming with AEG: Play a variety of AEG games.
2:00–4:00 Free Play with SafeHaven Games: Play “Prove it!”
“Jumbo Web Spinners,” “Scoops,” or “Winds of Fortune.”
2:00–4:00 Up Upstart Games: Civil Unrest Demo Learn to Play:
Civil Unrest, a 2-player tabletop skirmish with miniatures.
2:00–4:00 Thug Life Game Demos Learn to Play: Cantankerous
Cats, Prosperitea, or Thug Life.
2:00–4:00 Mini Miniatures Paint and Take: Learn basic
techniques, color choice, and base coating of painting
miniatures. Paints, brushes, miniatures, and other supplies will be
provided.

Saturday
10:00–11:00 2-Pack MiniMaster: $10, players receive 2 packs
and build a 40-card deck. Each round won, players receive an
additional booster to improve their deck. Play single elimination.

For complete events and programming information, visit www.comic-con.org/specialedition
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11:00–12:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.
12:00–1:00 Fast Format Standard: $10 or free with entry into the
Convention League, Bring your Standard deck and compete. Fast
Format.
1:00–2:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.
2:00–3:00 2-Headed Giant Sealed: $15 per player; each team
receives 6 packs of Magic and builds two 40-card decks.
3:00–4:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.
4:00–5:00 Fast Format 4-Pack Sealed: $15, players receive 4
packs and build a 30-card deck. Fast Format.
5:00–6:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.
6:00–7:00 Blast from the Past + Foils: $40, players receive 6
packs from sets of Magic and build a 40-card deck. Prizes include
foils and prize tix. Fast Format.
Sunday
10:00–11:00 2-Pack MiniMaster: $10, players receive 2 packs
and build a 40-card deck. Each round won, players receive an
additional booster to improve their deck. Play single elimination.
11:00–12:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun supportive
environment.
11:30–12:30 Fast Format 4-Pack Sealed: $15, players receive 4
packs and build a 30-card deck. Fast Format.
12:00–1:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.
12:30–1:30 2-Headed Giant Sealed: $15 per player; each team
receives 6 packs of Magic and builds two 40-card decks.
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1:00–2:00 Learn to Play Magic: Free, players receive a welcome
deck and are taught how to play Magic in a fun and supportive
environment.

Pacific Ballroom 18–19
Stargate
The Stargate SG-1 Roleplaying Game is a sci-fi tabletop game
where you assume the role of a member of Stargate Command.
As an SG team member, you and your teammates will go on
Stargate Missions, guided by a Gatemaster, in the fight against
the Goa’uld and other threats. The game is based on the D&D 5th
Edition Open Gaming License. These are the first episodes of the
first season of the Living RPG Series “Phoenix Site” (LRS). There
are six episodes, and more will be released throughout the year.
Be some of the first of thousands to experience the thrill and
excitement of being a part of a living Stargate SG-1 series!
Friday
12:00–3:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 1: Groundbreaking
12:00–11:00 Stargate RPG: Side Missions
3:00–7:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 2: Watershed
7:00–11:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 3: A Matter of Fae
Saturday
11:00–3:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 4: Field of Reed
11:00–11:00 Stargate RPG: Side Missions
3:00–7:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 5: Where Giants Tread
7:00–11:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 6: Prey
Sunday
10:00–3:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 1: Groundbreaking
10:00–3:00 Stargate RPG: Side Missions
10:00–3:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 3: A Matter of Fae
10:00–3:00 Stargate RPG: Episode 5: Where Giants Tread
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anime schedule

Anime Schedule

A

nime is screening in Convention
Center Rooms 11A and 11B on
the Upper Level. Check out these
great screenings and download a copy of
the Anime Guide, which lists complete synopses of all the films plus the schedule. The
Guide is available at www.comic-con.org.

Room 11A
12:45
1:10
1:35
2:00
2:25
2:50
3:05
3:30
3:55
4:20
4:45
5:10
5:35
6:00
6:25
6:50
7:15
7:40
8:05
8:30
8:55
9:20
9:45
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:25

Tonari no Seki-Kun: The Master of Killing
Time
Mahoraba Heartful Days
His and Her Circumstances
Tada Never Falls in Love
Haruka Nogizaka’s Secret
My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU
Galaxy Angel
Real Girl
All Purpose Cultural Cat Girl Nuku Nuku
Hayate the Combat Butler
Nagasarete Airanto
RIN-NE
Dirty Pair
Food Wars!
Nura Rise of the Yokai Clan Demon
Capital
Konosuba
Seven Senses of the Re’Union
Blessing of the Campanella
Is It Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a
Dungeon?
Actually I Am . . .
MM!
Please Teacher
Waiting in the Summer
Ah My Buddha!!
Ao-Chan Can’t Study*
Please Twins*
Nakaimo My Little Sister Is Among
Them!*
Inukami*

Room 11B
12:30 Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
12:45 Aria the Origination
1:10
World Trigger
1:35
Martian Successor Nadesico
2:00
Majestic Prince
2:25
Lost Universe
2:50
Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
3:05
El-Hazard The Wanderers
3:30
Log Horizon
3:55
Shining Tears X Wind
4:20
Outbreak Company
4:45
Big Order
5:10
Medaka Box
5:35
One Punch Man
6:00
Fantastic Detective Labyrinth
6:25
Release the Spyce
6:50
Sorcerer Hunters
7:15
Assassins Pride
7:40
Irresponsible Captain Tylor

The Price of Smiles
In/Spectre
Ushio & Tora
K Return of Kings
Sword Gai
Magical Canan*
Val X Love*
Koi Koi Seven*
Cutie Honey Universe*

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
12:30

8:05
8:30
8:55
9:20
9:45
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:25

Room 11A
10:00 Is the Order a Rabbit?
10:25 Super Gals!
10:50 Sister Princess
11:15 Himouto! Umaru-chan
11:40 Ultra Maniac
12:05 Golden Time
12:30 Mahoraba Heartful Days
12:55 Tonari no Seki-Kun: The Master of Killing
Time
1:10
His and Her Circumstances
1:35
Science Fell in Love So I Tried to Prove It
2:00
Haruka Nogizaka’s Secret
2:25
My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU
2:50
Galaxy Angel
3:05
Real Girl
3:30
All Purpose Cultural Cat Girl Nuku Nuku
3:55
Hayate the Combat Butler
4:20
Nagasarete Airanto
4:45
RIN-NE
5:10
Dirty Pair
5:35
Food Wars!
6:00
Nura Rise of the Yokai Clan Demon
Capital
6:25
Konosuba
6:50
Seven Senses of the Re’Union
7:15
Blessing of the Campanella
7:40
Is It Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a
Dungeon?
8:05
Actually I Am . . .
8:30
MM!
8:55
Please Teacher
9:20
Waiting in the Summer
9:45
Ah My Buddha!!
10:10 Ao-Chan Can’t Study*
10:35 Please Twins*
11:00 Nakaimo My Little Sister is Among
Them!*
11:25 Inukami*
Room 11B
10:00 Sherlock Hound
10:25 The Squid Girl
10:50 Hunter X Hunter
11:15 Elemental Gelade
11:40 Chidori RSC
12:05 Battle Athletes
12:30 Aria the Origination
12:55 Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
1:10
World Trigger
1:35
Martian Successor Nadesico
2:00
Majestic Prince
2:25
Lost Universe
2:50
Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
3:05
El-Hazard The Wanderers

3:30
3:55
4:20
4:45
5:10
5:35
6:00
6:25
6:50
7:15
7:40
8:05
8:30
8:55
9:20
9:45
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:25

Log Horizon
Shining Tears X Wind
Outbreak Company
Big Order
Medaka Box
One Punch Man
Fantastic Detective Labyrinth
Release the Spyce
Sorcerer Hunters
Assassins Pride
Irresponsible Captain Tylor
The Price of Smiles
In/Spectre
Ushio & Tora
K Return of Kings
Sword Gai
Magical Canan*
Val X Love*
Koi Koi Seven*
Cutie Honey Universe*

SUNDAY
Room 11A
10:00 Is the Order a Rabbit?
10:25 Super Gals!
10:50 Sister Princess
11:15 Himouto! Umaru-chan
11:40 Ultra Maniac
12:05 Golden Time
12:30 Mahoraba Heartful Days
12:55 His and Her Circumstances
1:20
Tada Never Falls in Love
1:45
Haruka Nogizaka’s Secret
2:10
My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU
2:35
Galaxy Angel
2:50
Real Girl
3:15
All Purpose Cultural Cat Girl Nuku Nuku
3:40
Hayate the Combat Butler
4:05
Nura Rise of the Yokai Clan Demon
Capital
4:30
RIN-NE
Room 11B
10:00 Sherlock Hound
10:25 The Squid Girl
10:50 Hunter X Hunter
11:15 Elemental Gelade
11:40 Chidori RSC
12:05 Battle Athletes
12:30 Aria the Origination
12:55 World Trigger
1:20 Martian Successor Nadesico
1:45 Majestic Prince
2:10
Lost Universe
2:35 Hi-sCool! Seha Girls
2:50 El-Hazard The Wanderers
3:05 Log Horizon
3:30 Shining Tears X Wind
4:05 Outbreak Company
4:30 Sorcerer Hunters

*Due to some mature themes/content, no one under 18 will be allowed into the Anime rooms after 10:00 at night unless accompanied by a parent or adult legal guardian.
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The Second Act Is Here

Now Streaming on Crunchyroll, Funimation, and Hulu!
Based on the original graphic novel “ Inuyasha “ by Rumiko TAKAHASHI , published by Shogakukan Inc.
©Rumiko Takahashi / Shogakukan, Yomiuri TV, Sunrise 2020

frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
What is the fastest way to get into the Exhibit Hall when the
show opens in the morning? For the safety of the thousands of
people who attend the show each day, Comic-Con Special Edition
needs to control the lines for entrance into the Exhibit Hall. There
are two main areas that you can wait in. One is located in Hall G/F,
adjacent to Badge Pick-up; the other is outside the Center on the Hall
A side, continuing along the side of the building toward the Marriott. These lines move first, and most of the people in them are let in
before entry is allowed through the front doors of the Main Lobby.
Waiting to enter from the Main Lobby doors can add a delay. People
with disabilities should contact the Disabled Services desk in Lobby
H to access a separate waiting area.
Does my membership badge get me into everything? All event
spaces have limited capacity as set by the Fire Marshal. Even though
a badge is needed to get into all programming events, it does not
guarantee you access to an event that has reached its capacity limit.
Do I have to wear my badge all the time? Yes! Always wear your
badge and hang on to it! You’ll need your badge to get in the front
doors and into the Exhibit Hall. You will also need your badge to attend
any Comic-Con Special Edition function, including those at the Marriott Marquis & Marina, as well as nighttime events at the Convention
Center. If you’re asked to show your badge, please do so. Your name
and contact information are encoded in your barcode. Do not let
anyone scan your barcode unless you want that person to have your
mailing address. Please do not give away your badge to people outside the Convention Center when you leave Comic-Con Special Edition.
Hold onto your badge!
Where is the Blood Drive? If you wish to give blood, please sign
up at the Blood Drive Desk at booth 2034 in the Exhibit Hall at the
Convention Center. The Blood Drive is at the Marriott Marquis Hotel
in the Marina Ballroom, but please check in first at the booth in the
Exhibit Hall.
What is the Masquerade? The Masquerade is the on-stage costume
competition held on Saturday night, starting at 8:00 in Ballroom 20
at the Convention Center. There is no charge for the Masquerade; all
you need is a badge. If there is a need for additional seating, the Masquerade will be simulcast in Room 23ABC.
Where do I find out if my favorite artist, writer, actor, etc. is
signing autographs? Please check the listings for autograph signings on page 62 in this guide. If your favorite is associated with a
booth or publisher in the Exhibit Hall, check the listings on Eventeny, or go to the booth for possible signing schedules. For schedule
changes, please check the onsite newsletter, available online each
day of the show.
If I leave, can I come back in? You can come back into the Exhibit
Hall and all the events (space permitting) as long as you have your
Comic-Con Special Edition badge with you and are wearing your
vaccine/testing verification wristband. You do not need a hand
stamp. Please note: Some programming rooms may require a
ticket to leave and return, and that ticket is good only for the specific panel.
How late are you open? The Exhibit Hall is open until 7:00 on Friday and Saturday and until 5:00 on Sunday. The Programming
rooms upstairs and on the Mezzanine have events running until
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late at night on Friday and Saturday, including panels, gaming,
anime, and film screenings.
Do you have childcare? Due to Covid restrictions, Comic-Con Special Edition will not be offering childcare.
Where do the shuttle buses go? Unfortunately, Comic-Con Special Edition is only offering a shuttle to the newly opened Comic-Con
Museum in Balboa Park. The shuttle will pick up/drop off on Harbor
Drive outside of Hall H.
I have a paper cut—where can I get a Band-Aid? The Convention
Center First Aid station is located at the south end of the main lobby
in Hall C. An EMT is on duty during Exhibit Hall hours.
Why is there no parking? We encourage you to use public transportation (the Trolley stops opposite the Convention Center, at both
Hall A and Hall E). You’ll find more parking info on the Comic-Con
website.
Where’s the ATM? In addition to the ATMs located next to the escalators in Hall C, ATMs can be found in front of Hall E, next to the
Starbucks.
Where can I get an official Comic-Con Special Edition T-shirt?
Comic-Con Special Edition T-shirts and other items are available
on the Con Merch website, www.comic-con.shop. There is also the
official Comic-Con Merch booth in Hall A Booth #143, where you
can purchase a variety of vintage items from previous conventions.
I’m tired of carrying all the stuff I bought. Is there somewhere
I can store it? Bag Check is available in the Lobby of Hall F. If you
would like to purchase boxes to ship your items, you can visit the
FedEx/Kinkos Business Center, in the Lobby of Hall D.
I lost my wallet—what should I do? Check at the Show Office
in the Hall C Lobby. If you get home and realize you may have left
something at the Convention Center, please contact the Convention
Center’s Lost and Found.
I’m lost—what do I do? Look for the people on the front drive outside of the Convention Center with the “Ask Me!” T-shirts! They can
provide general information and directions. They have desks in front
of the Hall B1 and Hall E2 doors marked with large banners that say
Information. In addition, look for the large “You Are Here” maps
throughout the building, and don’t forget to consult the maps in this
publication.
My costume has a weapon . . . will that be a problem? No functional weapons are allowed at Comic-Con Special Edition. Please read
the weapons policy guidelines on page 4.
Why don’t you let us all in for free? San Diego Comic Convention,
the parent organization behind Comic-Con Special Edition, is a nonprofit educational organization dedicated to creating awareness of
and appreciation for comics and related popular artforms, primarily
through the presentation of conventions and events that celebrate
the historic and ongoing contribution of comics to art and culture.
All revenues are used to finance various aspects of the show, including Convention Center rental, security, equipment rentals, shuttle
buses, office expenses, and the kinds of things you can’t find at
other conventions, such as the art show, the film program, disabled
services, the Masquerade, and the many programming tracks.
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How Do I Get To . . .

how do i get to…?

PLEASE NOTE: Due to state COVID-19 mandates for large events, you must complete your vaccination/testing verification before
entering the Convention Center or any event spaces at the Marriott Marquis. Please look for verification stations along the front
drive of the Convention Center.
Registration/Badge Pickup?
Most of the registration areas are at the Convention Center in Hall
H. At the Center, enter the doors to Hall H opposite Plaza Park and
proceed to the open area in that hall.
Volunteers?
Volunteer Registration is in Hall H. Enter the doors to Hall H opposite
of Plaza Park and continue to the open area in that hall.
Deaf and Disabled Services?
Deaf and Disabled Services is in the Lobby of Hall H. Enter the Lobby
at the Hall H door and look for the “Deaf and Disabled Services”
banner.
The Hotel Desk?
The Hotel Desk is located in Hall H near the registration areas.
The Mezzanine?
Enter the Lobby at the Hall C2 door, and go up the escalators/stairs/
elevator to the top level. Go to the back of the building, then down
one level to the Mezzanine. The Mezzanine is only on the Hall A–C
side of the Center. It can also be reached through the escalators and
elevators at the back of Exhibit Halls A–C.
Programs?
The majority of programs are upstairs on the top level of the Center.
Enter the Lobby and use the escalators/elevator to get to the top
level. Program Rooms 1–11 are on the west side of the upper level,
20–32 are on the east side.
Games?
In addition to the usual rooms on the Mezzanine, there is Games
programming in Rooms 6A, 6B and 6CF on the top level of the
Center. Enter the Lobby and use the escalators/elevator to get to
the top level. Rooms 1–11 are on the west side of the upper level.
Additional Games rooms can be found at the Marriott Marquis in
Pacific Ballroom 14–19. From the Convention Center, head west
either through the hotel or on Harbor Drive past First Avenue to
the Pacific Ballroom area.

The Blood Drive Desk?
The Blood Drive Desk is in the Exhibit Hall in Booth 2034.
The Autograph and Portfolio Review Areas?
Enter the B2, C2 or E doors of the Center and go up the escalator/
stairs/elevator to the upper level, in the Sails Pavilion.
First Aid?
Enter the Convention Center Lobby at the Hall C3 door. The First Aid
office is directly to your left.
The Show Office?
Enter the Lobby at the Hall C door. The Show Office in in the Hall
C Lobby.
Lost and Found?
It’s in the Show Office.
The Security Office?
For general security issues, enter the Lobby at the Hall E door and
go to the platform area on the street side of the Lobby.
Bag/Coat Check?
Bag Check is in Lobby F. Enter the Lobby at those doors.
The Anime Rooms?
Anime is upstairs in Rooms 11A and 11B on the top level of the
Center. Enter the Lobby and use the escalators/elevator to get to
the top level. Rooms 1–11 are on the west side of the upper level.
The Films Room?
Films is located in Room 4 on the top level of the Center. Enter the
Lobby and use the escalators/elevator to get to the top level. Rooms
1–11 are on the west side of the upper level.
The Hospitality Suite?
The Hospitality Suite is in Pacific Ballroom 25–28 of the Marriott
Marquis. From the Convention Center, head west either through the
hotel or on Harbor past First Avenue to the Pacific Ballroom area.

The Art Show?
The Art Show will be online. Please visit the Comic-Con website for
details, or the Art Show Information Booth (#2034) in the Exhibit Hall.

HAVE FUN
AND ENJOY
THE SHOW!

The Blood Drive?
The Blood Drive is at the Marriott Marquis in the Marina Ballroom.
From the Convention Center, head west and make an immediate
left turn at the Marriott Walkway along Hall A. Enter the glass doors
and go up the escalator to the left, which will bring you to the South
Lobby area. Continue across the lobby to the next set of escalators,
which will bring you to the Marina Ballroom Lobby.
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The Second Act Is Here

Now Streaming on Crunchyroll, Funimation, and Hulu!
Based on the original graphic novel “ Inuyasha “ by Rumiko TAKAHASHI , published by Shogakukan Inc.
©Rumiko Takahashi / Shogakukan, Yomiuri TV, Sunrise 2020

